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INTRODUCTION

As recently as 1979, the People's Republic of China had no
systematic way of taxing foreign business. During the summer of
that year, the Chinese invited several American tax professors to
help initiate a group of China's tax officials into the arcane world
of source rules, foreign tax credits, and tax treaties.1 Because for so
many years the Chinese had been largely divorced from the Western legal, financial, and accounting professions, much of that summer was spent bridging this gap. Today, however, Chinese officials
converse fluently with foreigners about the merits of per-country
1. See Pomp & Surrey, The Tax Structure of the People's Republic of China, 20 VA.
J. INT'L L. 1 (1979).
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limits versus overall limits on the foreign tax credit, the differences

between the United Nations and the OECD model tax treaties, 2
the attribution of income and expenses in the taxation of foreign
companies, and other complex tax issues. The sophistication with
which foreign tax concepts are being absorbed and put to use in
developing China's tax system represents a significant achievement
by the Ministry of Finance and provides a record of accomplishment for other Chinese organizations to emulate as they work to
create a legal infrastructure for foreign business.
Since 1979, China, which has an extensive and complex do2. As this article went to press, a tax treaty was signed between the United States and
China. The text was not immediately released but the treaty was described as "a comprehensive agreement to avoid double taxation of all types of income and to provide for cooperation between the tax authorities of the two countries to prevent evasion of income taxes."
United States Department of the Treasury, TREASURY NEws, April 30, 1984 [hereinafter
cited as TN Report]. The treaty is apparently based on the model income tax treaties published by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development, the United Nations, and the United States Treasury Department and incorporates the usual rule that each
country may tax business profits of residents of the other country only to the extent that
the profits are attributable to a 'permanent establishment' in the first country. Under the
treaty definition, a place of business such as an office, warehouse, or factory constitutes a
permanent establishment, but certain activities, such as collecting information or making
sales through independent brokers, do not. Other activities, such as construction or oil drilling, constitute a permanent establishment only if carried on for a specified time period.
Income from employment for periods of less than six months of the year is generally exempt
from tax in the country visited; special exemptions are available to visiting students, teachers and researchers. In addition, China and the United States agree to limit to not more
than ten percent their tax on dividends, interest and royalties derived by residents of the
other country. In the absence of a treaty the United States typically would impose a tax of
thirty percent on dividends and royalties paid to nonresidents, and China generally would
tax such payments and interest at twenty percent. See IRC § 871; Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China (passed by the Fifth National People's
Congress, Fourth Session, Dec. 13, 1981), art. 11 [hereinafter cited as FEITL], 1981
ZHONGHUA RENMIN GONGHEGuo GuowuyuAN GONGBAO (STATE COUNCIL GAZETTE OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA) 879 [hereinafter cited as STATE COUNCIL GAZETTE]; for an English
translation see CHINA'S FOREIGN ECONOMIc LEGISLATION 64 (1982) [hereinafter cited as
CFEL]. A special exemption at source is provided for interest paid to the other government
and interest on loans guaranteed or insured by the other government or by a governmentowned financial institution. The treaty also provides assurances of nondiscriminatory tax
treatment and of cooperation between the tax authorities of the two countries to avoid
double taxation and to prevent tax evasion. TN Report, supra.
The treaty will enter into force thirty days after the two governments have notified
each other that their respective legal procedures for its approval have been completed. Its
provisions will take effect for income derived during taxable years beginning on or after
January 1 of the year following its entry into force. TN Report, supra. Undoubtedly, the
treaty will provide that the various Chinese income taxes discussed in this article will be
creditable against U.S. income tax, although the TN Report, supra, was silent on this point.
China has also recently signed tax treaties with Japan, the United Kingdom, and
France.
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mestic tax structure,3 has adopted three major taxes affecting foreign business activity: the individual income tax,4 the joint venture income tax5, and the foreign enterprise income tax.6 In
addition, tax regimes are being designed to cover investment in the
special economic zones.7 The major pieces of the Chinese tax system are now in place. The resulting structure comports well with
generally accepted international practice and concepts, reflecting
what Ministry of Finance officials had often told foreigners-that
whenever possible, China would opt for membership in the main3.

For early descriptions of the Chinese tax system, see

PLANNING AND

ORGANIZATION IN

MAINLAND CHINA:

CHAO

KUO-CHUN, ECONOMIC

A DOCUMENTARY STUDY, 1949-1957

(1959); A. CHEKHUTOV, TiH TAx SYSTEM IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA (U.S. Joint
Publications Research Service trans. 1963); A. DoNNITHoRNE, THE ECONOMY OF MAINLAND
CHINA (1966); G. EcKLUND, TAXATION IN COMMUNIST CHINA, 1950-1959 (1961). See also Ting,
PreliminaryNotes on Taxation in the People's Republic of China, 5 Rlv. SOCIALIST L. 347
(1979); Wei Min, China's Tax Policy, 18 PEKING REv. No. 37, at 23 (1975); Gelatt, The
Industrial and Commercial Tax: Its Impact on Foreign Investment, E. ASIAN ExEc. REP.,
Aug. 15, 1980, at 2 ; Pomp & Surrey, supra note 1; Pomp, Gelatt & Surrey, The Evolving
Tax System of the People's Republic of China, 16 TExAs INT'L L.J. 11 (1981). For discussions of current reforms in the Chinese domestic tax system, see infra note 409 and accompanying text.
4. Individual Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China (passed by the Fifth
National People's Congress, Third Session, Sept. 10, 1980), 1980 STATE COUNCIL GAZETTE
397 [hereinafter cited as UTL]; Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementation of
the Individual Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China (approved by the State
Council, Dec. 10, 1980, promulgated by the Ministry of Finance, Dec. 14, 1980), 1980 STATE
CouNcIL GAzETrE 635 [hereinafter cited as IITL Regulations]; for an English translation see
CFEL, supra note 2, at 75, 85.
5. Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment (passed by the Fifth National People's Congress, Third
Session, Sept. 10, 1980), 1980 STATE COUNCIL GAZETrE 394 [hereinafter cited as JVITL]; for
an English translation see CFEL, supra note 2, at 36; Detailed Rules and Regulations for
the Implementation of the Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning
Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment (approved by the State Council, Dec.
10, 1980, promulgated by the Ministry of Finance, Dec. 14, 1980), 1980 STATE COUNCIL GAzErT 630 [hereinafter cited as JVITL Regulations]; for an English translation see CFEL,
supra note 2, at 45.
6. FEITL, supra note 2; Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementation of
the Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China (approved by the
State Council, Feb. 17, 1982, promulgated by the Ministry of Finance, Feb. 21, 1982), 1982
STATE COUNCIL GAZETT 173 [hereinafter cited as FEITL Regulations].
7. The special economic zones ("SEZs") consist of four areas in Guangdong and Fujian
provinces in South China. China is making special efforts to develop these areas and offers
favorable tax and other policies in order to induce foreign investment. For a discussion of
taxation in the special economic zones, see Gelatt, China's Special Economic Zones: the
Regulatory Framework, Problems and Prospects,in LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BusINEss IN
CHINA 153 (J. Cohen ed. 1983). Areas of 14 major coastal cities in China such as Shanghai,
Tianjin and Guangzhou are being developed in a manner akin to that of the special economic zones and will reportedly be granting tax benefits similar to those available in the
SEZs.
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stream of the international tax community.

A foreigner doing business in China now faces a situation similar to that encountered elsewhere: a variety of available business
and investment vehicles, each with a different tax consequence.
The tax consequences of various activities, however, are not always
obvious from a reading of the statutes or regulations. Initially,
when China's new tax laws for foreign business had just been issued, foreigners had no choice but to speculate on the tax treatment of specific transactions, with only the general and imprecise
language of the statutes as a guide. Moreover, foreigners quickly
learned that the Chinese would not necessarily interpret their tax
laws in the same manner as Western-trained lawyers would. Rigorous statutory construction, no matter how logically impeccable or
internally consistent, was not always persuasive in dealings with
tax officials, nor was it necessarily helpful in predicting a transaction's treatment.
More recently, this uncertainty has given way to a body of accumulated experience, as the tax authorities' administrative interpretations of key issues have slowly emerged. Unfortunately, these
administrative interpretations are still often set forth in documents not publicly available and must be gleaned from discussions
with high-ranking officials and the collective experience of foreigners. Nonetheless, although some fundamental questions remain unanswered, the tax consequences of common transactions can now
be described with a degree of accuracy not previously possible.
Tax planning for doing business in China is not only feasible,
but also essential. Foreigners, however, should not necessarily pursue the opportunities that exist to minimize or eliminate their Chinese taxes. Whenever the Chinese tax is fully creditable against its
home country tax, a foreign company should consider such potential benefits as the goodwill and increased business opportunities
that might accrue from contributing to the Chinese fisc. As the experience of certain multinational corporations in other countries
demonstrates, a history of paying little or no tax, even if completely legal, can stigmatize a company and ultimately prove detrimental to its interests.
This article presents an overview of the Chinese tax structure
that is generally applicable to foreign business. Discussions of the
individual income tax, the industrial and commercial tax, the joint
venture income tax and the foreign enterprise income tax comprise
the heart of Part II; brief consideration is given to China's property taxes and the taxes on vehicles and shipping income. Part III
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traces the effect of the major taxes discussed in Part II on common
forms of doing business in China, summarizing the interpretations
and administrative practices of the tax authorities in the context of
representative offices and business agents, consignment sales and
service centers, compensation trade, cooperative ventures, contracted projects, and equity joint ventures. Part III thus applies on
a transactional basis the analysis presented in Part II.
II.

OVERVIEW OF THE TAx STRUCTURE FOR FOREIGN BUSINESS

A.

The Individual Income Tax
Until September 10, 1980, the Chinese were able to claim that,

unlike "the capitalist world.

.

.[and] the Social-imperialist Soviet

Union,"8 China had no individual income tax. The passage of the
Individual Income Tax Law ("IITL")9 ended that assertion, although only a few Chinese will be affected by the income tax in the
short run because of the large exemptions provided.10
8. Wei Min, supra note 3, at 25. An individual income tax was contemplated in Basic
Implementing Principles for the Nationwide Tax Policy (promulgated, Jan. 1950), 1
ZHONGYANG RENMIN ZHENGFU FALING HUIBIAN (COMPENDIUM OF LAWS AND DECREES OF THE

CENTRAL PEOPLE'S GOVERNMENT) 283 [hereinafter cited as LAWS AND DECREES]. That tax,
which would have covered income from salary and other compensation, was never implemented. G. EcKLuND, supra note 3, at 184; GuoiA SHUISHOU JIAOCAI BIANXIE Zu (NATIONAL
TAXATION TEACHING MATERIALS EDITORIAL GROUP), GUoJIA SHUISHOU (NATIONAL TAXATION)
27 (1983) [hereinafter cited as NATIONAL TAXATION].
9. A notice issued by the State Council provides that in the case of contractual provisions signed and approved by the "state organs in charge" before the promulgation of the
IITL "granting preferential treatment regarding the income tax burden of individuals, the
matter is to be carried out in accordance with the originally fixed provisions of the contract." This treatment will only be valid for the initial term of the contract; subsequent
extensions of the contract will be subject to the IITL. Notice of the State Council Regarding
Questions of the Levy of Taxation on Chinese-Foreign Joint Venture and Cooperative
Projects (Sept. 21, 1982), art. 3, 1982 STATE COUNCIL GAZETTE 695, 696 [hereinafter cited as
State Council Notice]. See also [Document] Regarding the Question of Levy and Exemption
of Taxation on Wages and Salaries of Technical Personnel Sent to China to Work by Foreign Businesses in Order to Perform Contracts Signed Before the Promulgation of the [Individual Income] Tax Law (Nov. 20, 1980) [hereinafter cited as Wage and Salary Document],
ZHONGHUA RENMIN GONGHEGUO CAIZHENG Bu SHUIWU ZONGJU (GENERAL BUREAU OF TAXATION OF THE IINISTRY OF FINANCE OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA), ZHONGGUO DuIwAI

SHUISHOU SHOUCE (FOREIGN TAXATION HANDBOOK OF CHINA) 70-72 (1983) [hereinafter cited

as HANDBOOK]. All documents in the HADBOOK are official documents of the Ministry of
Finance. According to the Wage and Salary Document and the State Council Notice, supra,
contractual provisions under which the Chinese party agrees to pay any Chinese taxes on
behalf of the foreign party, including individual income taxes, remain valid for the initial
term of the contract.
10. See infra text accompanying notes 47-51. It was reported in 1980 that only about
twenty Chinese were subject to the IITL. These persons, who had the distinction of being
among China's first group of native taxpayers, included artists and writers receiving royal-
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Taxpayers

The IITL follows the pattern used throughout the world by
providing different tax treatment for nonresidents and residents.
Further, the treatment of a resident varies depending on the
length of the taxpayer's residency.
a. Residents for Less than One Year
An individual not residing in China or an individual residing
in China for less than one year is subject to taxation on income
from sources within China. 1 The regulations provide a favorable
exception to this rule for an individual who is a resident" for not
more than ninety consecutive days 3 during the taxable year. Such
a person is exempt from taxation on any compensation paid by an
employer outside of China for services performed within China. "
ties and fees from works sold abroad. N.Y. Times, Sept. 3, 1980, at 1, col. 5; Wash. Post,
Sept. 3, 1980, at 13, col. 1. The number of Chinese taxpayers has presumably increased but
no statistics are available. According to a recent report, peasant incomes have more than
doubled since the Chinese instituted basic reforms in agriculture that allow individuals to
sell privately what they can produce over their quotas. The annual income of some farmers
apparently exceeded $10,000 in 1983. The number of self-employed shopkeepers has also
increased from 140,000 in 1978 to more than 7.5 million in 1984. Four-fifths of the new
restaurants, retail stores, and service shops organized in China from 1978 to 1982 are privately owned. N.Y. Times, Apr. 24, 1984, at 6, col. 8.
If China continues to relax controls over the amount of salaries and wages that can be
paid or the amount of profits that can be earned, the HTL may be extended to reach more
Chinese in order to offset changes in the distribution of income resulting from a less regulated economy. The Chinese are aware that the U.S. income tax covered only four percent of
the population before World War H when "almost overnight it changed its morning coat for
overalls. Its membership spread from the country club district down to the railroad tracks
and then over to the other side of the tracks." S. SuRREY, W. WARmEN, P. McDAiEL & H.
AuLT, I FEDERAL INcomE TAxATION 15-16 (1972). A similar phenomenon might occur in

China; in response to increasing financial pressures and an increasingly skewed distribution
of income, the IITL might be amended to cover more Chinese, perhaps by reducing the
amount of the exemptions.
11. HTL, supra note 4, art. 1. See notes 31-35 infra and accompanying text for source
rules. Chinese tax laws do not use the phrase "sources within China" but rather "income
gained within China." Because these two phrases are evidently equivalent, the text uses the
more common language.
For purposes of the source rules, Taiwan and Hong Kong are not considered to be part
of China.
12. The use of the term "resident" is confusing. Under traditional approaches, ninety
days is too short a period of time for a foreigner to be considered a resident in the absence
of extenuating circumstances. See Pomp & Oldman, Tax Measures in Response to the
Brain Drain, 20 HARv. INT'L L.J. 1, 28-33 (1979).
13. 1ITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 5(1).
14. Id. The term "employer outside of China" refers to an entity that is not taxed in
China on its net income and therefore cannot deduct an employee's wages from its gross
income. Gelatt conversations with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983. The term
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A June 1981 notice of the Ministry of Finance covering the
ninety-day rule clarified what foreign taxpayers had already discovered in their dealings with local tax bureaus-that the word
"consecutive" is not construed literally and that "residency" is interpreted as the right to remain in China, as evidenced by a taxpayer's visa. 15 Specifically, the notice provides that a foreigner entering China with a visa valid for more than ninety days is
presumptively a resident for more than ninety days. He is therefore subject to tax on all Chinese source income starting from the
date he entered the country. Absences from China are disregarded
for purposes of the ninety-day exemption provided the taxpayer
returns at any time during the effective period of his visa." Consequently, a businessman who repeatedly visits China on a multipleentry visa valid for more than ninety days will find himself ineligible for the ninety-day exemption even if he is in China for less
than a total of ninety days. A Chinese tax official has indicated,
however, that a foreigner who spends ninety days or less in China
and who leaves without intending to return during the effective period of his visa may have his presumptive "resident" status re17
voked and qualify for the ninety-day exemption.
Although not found in any public document, a special interpretation of the ninety-day exemption is applied to foreigners enincludes foreign companies that have only a representative office in China. See infra Part
mI(A). In a recent notice, the Ministry of Finance stated that foreign companies engaged in
petroleum exploitation and providing operational services in Chinese territorial waters and
on the continental shelf (including subcontractors) are "tax paying units which have established operating locations in China to conduct business" and are taxable under the FEITL
on their net income. See Part mI(E). As a result, the notice provides that individuals working for such companies are not entitled to the ninety-day exemption. Reply to Questions
Concerning the Individual Income Taxes Payable by Employees of Companies Engaged in
Offshore Petroleum Exploitation and Contracting Operations (Nov. 18, 1983) (on file with
the authors). This notice serves to clarify the concept of "employer outside China" as meaning an employer that does not have a taxable establishment in China.
15. Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding Several Questions of Individual Income Tax (June 2, 1981) [hereinafter cited as MOF Notice], 1982 ZHONGGUO JINGJi NI Ji
(ALMANAC OF CHNA's ECONOMY) 111-57 [hereinafter cited as 1982 ALMANAC]. The MOF Notice formed the basis for another notice issued to foreign taxpayers by the Foreign Tax
Collection Office of the Beijing Municipal Tax Bureau ("FTCO") on June 30, 1981.
16. MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 6. Localities may "leniently" interpret this principle under "exceptional circumstances." Id.
17. Gelatt conversation with FTCO official, Oct. 8,1981 [hereinafter cited as FTCO
Conversation]. A businessman whose visa is valid for ninety days or more must register with
the tax authorities. See infra text accompanying note 63. A foreigner who leaves China
without intending to return must cancel his tax registration. Apparently, if such a person
has been in China for less than ninety days, the cancellation will serve as an application to
have his presumptive resident status revoked.
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tering China on short-term visas, which are typically valid for between thirty and sixty days. Foreigners who obtain a succession of
short-term visas have their periods of stay in China aggregated for
purposes of determining their eligibility for the ninety-day exemption, even if these periods straddle more than one taxable year. 8
Absences from China of over thirty days, however, trigger an entirely fresh count. For example, a businessman who: (1) obtains a
short-term visa and remains in China for thirty days, (2) leaves
China for less than thirty days and then returns on a new visa and
remains for another thirty days, (3) leaves China for more than
thirty days, and (4) returns to China under a new visa and stays
for thirty-one days, remains eligible for the ninety-day exemption.
His absence from China for more than thirty days erases, for purposes of the exemption, the sixty days that were already spent in
China. By comparison, if the same businessman had, after his second visit, left for less than thirty days and then returned again for
thirty-one days, he would have become taxable on his income from
Chinese sources starting with his initial date of entry and continuing until the date of his departure, even if his arrival and departure occurred in two different taxable years.
A foreigner whose visa is valid for "less than ninety days"19
need not register with the tax authorities. If it could be "determined in advance," however, that his visa would be extended beyond ninety days, he must register from the beginning of his stay.
If the extension could not have been determined in advance, the
foreigner may wait until the end of the ninety days and then register.2 0 At this time, he must pay taxes owed for the prior three
months. 21 Chinese tax authorities have been unclear about how
they will decide whether an extension could have been "determined in advance." Also unknown is whether the IITL's penalty
provisions will apply to a foreigner whose extension could have
been "determined in advance," but who does not pay tax from the
outset of his stay in China.22
18. See MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 6.
19. Id. It is unclear why the notice refers to "less than ninety days" rather than
"ninety days or less." See ITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 5(1) and supra text accompanying note 13.
20. MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 6.
21. FTCO Conversation, supra note 17.
22. See infra text accompanying notes 73-78.
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b. Residents for One Year or More
The IITL provides that an individual residing in China for a
full 365 days within a taxable year-defined as a calendar
year 2s--is taxable on income from sources within or without
China.24 The regulations provide an exception to this rule in the
case of an individual who resides in China for one year or more,
but not more than five years. Although this individual is taxable on
his Chinese source income, he is taxable on income sourced outside
of China only if remitted to China. 5 An individual residing in
China for more than five years is, under the regulations, taxable on
his worldwide income regardless of whether income sourced
outside of China is remitted to China. In a recent document, however, the Ministry of Finance amended its policy on non-Chinese
source income.28 According to this document, such income will not
be taxable regardless of whether it is remitted to China, provided
the foreigner's presence is attributable to his employment by a
joint venture, cooperative venture, or foreign enterprise in China,
and does not result from an intent to take up long-term residency
in China.27
The regulations state that "temporary absences" from China
23. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 2, para. 2.
24. IITL, supra note 4, art. 1, para. 1; IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 2, para. 2.
It is not clear how literally this rule will be interpreted if the 365-day period straddles two
taxable years. For example, if a foreigner enters China on January 2 of Year 1, he could be
considered as having resided for a full 365 days within a taxable year on January 2 of Year
2, or on January 1 of Year 3, the latter being the result under a literal interpretation of the
rule. The authors understand that the law is not being interpreted literally and periods that
straddle two taxable years are aggregated.
25. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 3. Enforcing this rule may be difficult. Although foreign currency carried into China must be declared on a customs form, foreigners
may also remit currency to China, for instance, by telex transfer to the Bank of China.
Unless the Bank of China notifies the tax bureau of foreign currency conversions, tax officials may never learn of income from foreign sources that was remitted to China. Moreover,
it is not clear how the Chinese will be able to verify whether any currency remitted to China
is income from wages or salaries taxable at progressive rates, or represents the proceeds of a
nontaxable loan, or is income taxable at the 20 percent rate. See infra text accompanying
notes 55-57. These administrative difficulties may explain why the Ministry of Finance recently granted a broad exemption from this rule. See infra text accompanying note 27.
26. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 3.
27. Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Exemption from Tax Reporting
and Payment of Individual Income Tax for Income Gained Outside China by Personnel of
Foreign Nationality Working in China (Mar. 7, 1983) (on fie with the authors) [hereinafter
cited as Reporting Exemption Notice] . This new policy will primarily benefit non-wage and
non-salary income because of the peculiar interpretation of what constitutes Chinese source
wages and salaries. See infra text accompanying notes 32-35. Foreigners residing in China
and working for Chinese organizations apparently will not benefit from this change in the
taxation of foreign source income.
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during the tax year are not counted for purposes of the one year
residency provision.28 Consistent with this regulation, the 1981 notice clearly indicates that foreigners receiving one-year residence
permits2 e or visas who leave China and return during the effective
period of their permits or visas (including extensions approved after entry) are considered residents of China for one full year, regardless of the amount of time actually spent abroad.3 0
The emphasis of these rules is understandably on when a foreigner obtains or severs his residency. Eventually, as more Chinese
citizens are permitted to live and work abroad, rules will have to
be developed governing the circumstances under which a Chinese
citizen can sever his residency for tax purposes.
2.

Source Rules

Under the regulations, the following items of income are considered as gained or sourced within China3 1 : income from work
and compensation for services performed within China; dividends
and bonuses gained within China3 2 ; remuneration of members of
any Chinese governmental. office for work performed abroad; fees
for the use of proprietary rights within China; rent for the lease of
property used within China; and interest from within China. Items
of income are considered to be from Chinese sources regardless of
where the income is actually paid."3 These source rules are not particularly detailed and no definition of "within China" is provided.
Notwithstanding the source rule on services, Chinese tax officials have taken a rather startling view regarding the source of
wage and salary income of foreigners; all such income earned by an
over-ninety-day resident of China during his period of residency
28. lITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 2, para. 1.
29. A foreigner who acts as a long-term representative in his company's representative
office in China is required to obtain a residence permit from the local public security bureau. Provisional Regulations of the State Council of the People's Republic of China on the
Control of Long-Term Representative Offices of Foreign Enterprises (promulgated by the
State Council, Oct. 30, 1980) art. 6, 1980

STATE

CouNciL. GAzasr

526 [hereinafter cited as

Office Regulations]; for an English translation see CFEL, supra note 2, at 166.
30. MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 7.
31. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 5.
32. The source rule on dividends is vague and could encompass those paid by corporations organized in China and those paid by foreign companies having Chinese source income. At present, the authors understand that only dividends paid by corporations organized in China are considered to be Chinese source income. See also infra text accompanying
note 248.

33. ITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 5.
34.

See supra text accompanying notes 11-22 for the definition of an over-ninety-day
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is considered to be from Chinese sources and thus taxable. No distinction is made, in other words, between the concept of residency,
which subjects a foreigner to tax, and that of source, which determines the income upon which he is taxed. Consequently, the
holder of a six-month visa who, for example, spends four months
working in China and two months working in the United States is
taxable in principle by China on all of the wage and salary income
earned during the entire six months, despite the provision in the
regulations that only compensation for services performed "within
China" is Chinese source income.3 5 The extent and manner in
which the tax authorities will implement and enforce this approach, which requires that a taxpayer submit information on income earned while abroad, remain to be clarified.
3. Tax Base
The individual income tax is levied on wages and salaries,"'
compensation for personal services, 7 fees for the use of proprietary
resident.
35. I1TL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 5(1). The MOP Notice states that "income
gained from within and without China" is taxable to an over-ninety-day resident. MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 6. It is unclear whether the notice is intended as a modification of
the source rules or whether it is the primary authority for the position described in the text.
Whatever its original intent, this provision of the MOF Notice appears to have been superseded for one-year and longer residents by the Reporting Exemption Notice. See supra note
27 and accompanying text.
36. 11TL, supra note 4, art. 2(1). Wages and salaries include incentive bonuses
(jiangjin)and "year-end extras," HTL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 4(1), terms that refer
to payments that are for services rather than for any investment the worker might have in
the paying entity. See infra note 41.
Personnel of a foreign company in a technology transfer or equipment sales contract are
taxable on the portion of technical service fees paid by the Chinese party to the foreign
company for services performed in China that represents wages and salary paid to them by
the foreign company. Consequently, unless the ninety-day exemption applies, see supra text
accompanying notes 11-22, such personnel are taxable under the 11TL. See Wage and Salary
Document, supra note 9; [Document] On the Question of Levy of Taxation on the Income of
Foreign Personnel Sent to China by Foreign Companies to Provide Services, HANDBOOK,
supra note 9, at 73-74. In some cases, the technical service fee may also be taxable to the
foreign company under the FEITL. See infra text accompanying notes 266-273.
37. HTL,supra note 4, art. 2(2). Such compensation includes earnings from personal
services from designing, installation, drafting, accounting, medical practice, law practice,
consulting, lecturing, news reporting, radio and television broadcasting, contributing to publications, translating, calligraphy, painting, sculpture, cinema, drama and opera, music,
dancing, acrobatics, ballad singing, comedy, sports, and technical services. IITL Regulations,
supra note 4, art. 4(2). None of these terms is defined and it is not apparent what is encompassed by "designing" or "installation." A glossary of 11TL terminology specifies that compensation for personal services is limited to one-time fees for the above services and does
not cover, for instance, the income of lawyers or accountants who are paid on a salary basis.
Explanation of Terms in the Two Income Tax Laws, Renmin Ribao (People's Daily), Sept.
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rights, 8 interest,3 9 dividends, 40 bonuses," and rental income. 4 2 The

Ministry3 of Finance may classify other items of income as
4
taxable.

Per diem or fixed periodic allowances paid by foreign companies to their employees in China are taxable as salary or wages.44
Exempted, however, are advances or reimbursements by foreign
companies to their employees for specific "company expenses," including lodging, transportation, postage, telephone and telegraph,
office expenses, advertisement, and business-related entertainment
expenses, provided the employer submits "proof' that is verified
by the local tax authorities. This "proof" must establish that the
payments were for "company expenses" and not for the personal
expenses of the employee and that they were not part of the employee's salary.45 Reimbursement or payment of an employee's
4, 1980, at 4. The differentiation might be similar to that drawn under U.S. law between
independent contractors and employees, although the reference to one-time fees is troubling
and presumably cannot be interpreted too literally.
38. IITL, supra note 4, art. 2(3). These fees include income from the provision and
transfer of patent rights, copyrights, proprietary technology, and "other rights." HTL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 4(3). The Chinese text does not clarify whether "provision" and
"transfer" are intended to distinguish between a license and a sale.
39. IITL, supra note 4, art. 2(4). "Interest" includes interest received from deposits,
loans, and securities. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 4(4). Interest on savings deposits
in China's state banks is exempt. IITL, supra note 4, art. 4(2). For a discussion of China's
former interest tax, see Pomp, Gelatt & Surrey, supra note 3, at 43 n.196.
40. IITL, supra note 4, art. 2(4). "Dividends" refers to dividends "from investment."
IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 4(4). For background on dividend taxation in China, see
Pomp, Gelatt & Surrey, supra note 3, at 44 n.197.
41. IITL, supra note 4, art 2(4). "Bonuses" (hongli) refers to bonuses "from investment," HTL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 4(4), and seems to cover distributions to investors that are not based on shares of stock. One example of a bonus might be a distribution
to members of a collective. Unlike incentive bonuses, see supra note 36, bonuses from investment are unrelated to services performed.
42. "Rental income" includes income from the rental of houses, warehouses, machinery and equipment, motor vehicles, boats, and other kinds of property. IITL Regulations,
supra note 4, art. 4(5).
43. Id. art. 4(6). Income from the sale of property is not mentioned in either the IITL
or the 11TL Regulations. The Ministry of Finance can classify this category as taxable
should such income become significant in the future. At that time, China will have to decide
whether to adopt any concept of a capital gain. See infra text accompanying note 128.
44. MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 1; Gelatt discussions with Chinese tax officials,
1981-1982.
45. MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 1. See also Notice of the Ministry of Finance
Regarding Questions of Individual Income Tax Payment of Foreign Work Personnel in
China (Oct. 24, 1980), art. 5, 1982 ALMANAC, supra note 15, at 111-50. See also Ministry of
Finance Supplementary Explanation 2 (July 7, 1981), HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 77. Subsidies received during brief trips outside of China by foreign personnel residing in China are
considered Chinese source income and thus taxable as part of that month's wages and salary. [Document] Regarding the Question of Levy of Taxation on Subsidies Earned by For-
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Chinese income tax by a foreign company constitutes taxable income for the employee, although there is no uniformity yet in the
implementation of this position.4 6
In calculating taxable income, certain statutory allowances are
deductible against specific categories of income. These deductions
are automatically allowed regardless of whether actual expenses
eign Taxpayers on Short Trips Out of China (July 7, 1981), HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 74.
See supra text accompanying and following note 33. Presumably, subsidies that represent
"company expenses" will not be taxable if adequate proof is available.
Originally, food consumed in a non-business setting was considered to be a personal
expense of the employee, and payments for such food by a foreigner's employer was taxable.
A recent notice of the Ministry of Finance appears to liberalize the treatment of payments
by foreign companies for the food expenses of their employees in China. Such payments will
not be taxable provided they reimburse the employee for the cost of food and that sufficient
documentation exists. Apparently, it is irrelevant whether these expenses are of a business
or personal nature. Fixed per diem or monthly food subsidies, however, will continue to be
taxable as part of wages or salary. Notice of the General Tax Bureau of the Ministry of
Finance on the Question of Whether or Not Food Subsidies to Taxpayers Should be Included in Wage and Salary Income and Taxed (Jan. 18, 1984), 1984 CA zMENG (FiNANcE) No.
5, at 43.
Other exemptions are provided for prizes and awards for scientific, technological, or
cultural achievements, interest on savings deposits in China's state banks, insurance indemnities, retirement or severance pay for officials and employees, salaries of diplomatic personnel, and income exempted from tax by conventions or agreements to which China is a party.
IITL, supra note 4, art. 4; IITL Regulations, supra note 4, arts. 8-10. The Ministry of Finance has the power to exempt other income from taxation as well. EITL, supra note 4, art.
4(9). The Ministry has apparently granted an exemption for remittances by overseas Chinese for the support of their relatives in China. Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong), May 29, 1981,
at 2. The exemption seems unnecessary, because such payments would appear to be gifts,
which are not taxable under the IITL in the first place.
46. The IITL and its regulations do not specifically cover this issue. The oil tax section of the Ministry of Finance General Bureau of Taxation issued an internal document in
early 1983 that allows the local tax authorities to decide how to implement this position and
the precise formulae for "grossing up" the employee's income by the tax paid. According to
an official of the Ministry of Finance, the principle guiding these local decisions will be
whether a foreign company has an operating business "establishment" in China and thus
pays tax on its net income, for example, oil companies engaged in cooperative exploration
and oil subcontractors, see infra Parts I1(D) & III(E), whether a foreign company is taxable
on its gross income, or whether it is not taxable at all. Evidently, the rationale is that a
foreign company that is taxable on its net income will deduct as a business expense the
taxes paid for its employees and, therefore, these employees should have to offset this deduction by paying tax on the payment. Because companies taxable on their gross rather
than net income or companies not taxable at all (such as those with only representative
offices) cannot deduct these payments, their employees should not be taxed on them. This
principle would explain why a gross-up system has been adopted in the offshore oil base of
Zhanjiang, where net income taxpayers such as oil companies are involved, but not in Beijing, where mainly representative offices are present. Gelatt conversation with Ministry of
Finance tax official and foreign oil company representatives, March 1983. Whether this distinction and approach will be clarified in a public regulation remains to be seen. In the
meantime, tax officials in the cities where foreign oil companies and subcontractors are present have begun to devise formulae for implementing a gross-up system.
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are greater than or less than the statutory amount. No other deductions are provided for in the statute or the regulations.
In the case of wages and salaries, a monthly deduction of 800
yuan ($370) is allowed. 47 Because no other deductions are allowed
under the IITL, taxpayers must strictly observe the distinction between a taxable per diem payment and a non-taxable advance or
reimbursement. An employee receiving a taxable per diem is not
allowed to offset any payments made for company expenses; his
deduction is limited to 800 yuan. In other words, a "wash" does
not occur even if all of the employee's per diem is used for the
payment of company expenses. Because an employee cannot deduct his business expenses, a premium is placed upon structuring
any reimbursement plan so that it falls within the tax-exempt category. In theory, companies that are forewarned should have little
difficulty keeping adequate records that will satisfy the "proof"
requirement.
In the case of compensation for personal services, royalties, or
rents from the lease of property, the deduction is related to the
amount of income48 and is only available to residents of China. 49 A
monthly deduction of 800 yuan is allowed if the amount "in a single payment" is less than 4,000 yuan ($1,852). If a "single payment" is equal to 50 or greater than 4,000 yuan, the deduction is
equal to twenty percent of the payment. 1
47. IITL, supra note 4, art. 5(1). As of Apr. 30, 1984, one U.S. dollar equals renminbi
("RMB") 2.16 yuan. All currency conversions that appear in this article have been made at

this exchange rate.
In at least one published case, the Ministry of Finance has allowed a resident foreign
businessman to deduct alimony payments from his taxable income in China, in addition to

his standard 800 yuan deduction. The rationale was that the 800 yuan deduction was intended to cover "normal living expenses" and not extraordinary expenses such as alimony
payments. [Document] Regarding the Question of Whether the American [ ... ] May Deduct from his Income Alimony Payments to his Former Wife (Dec. 12, 1981), HAmBoOK,

supra note 9, at 83. The Ministry should be prepared to refine its reasoning as taxpayers in
the future attempt to deduct a whole range of expenses under the "extraordinary" rubric.
48.
49.

IITL, supra note 4, art. 5(2).
IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 11.

50. Some English translations have omitted the "equal to." With this omission, the
statute appears to contain an oversight in that it would cover situations where the single

payment was either less than or greater than 4,000 yuan, but not where the payment was
exactly equal to 4,000 yuan. The Chinese term that is commonly translated as "greater
than" (yishang), however, can also be read as "greater than or equal to."
51. IITL, supra note 4, art. 5(2). Any deduction not used against one category of income cannot be used against any other category of income. See infra note 59 and accompanying text.

Because the use of the term "resident" is ambiguous, see supra note 12, a taxpayer who
resides in China for only one day, under a literal interpretation of the IITL, would qualify
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The regulations define a single payment as "income gained on
one single occasion or income from the performance of one task or
matter. '52 Presumably to prevent taxpayers from maximizing the
benefit of the deduction by receiving such income in two or more
payments, the regulations provide that "succeeding income from
the same item that cannot be obviously divided into separate payments... may be combined and counted" as one payment if it is
53
received within the same month.
No deductions are allowed against interest, dividends, bonuses, or "other kinds of income."'" The reference to "other kinds
of income" apparently would cover income that might be declared
taxable in the future by the Ministry of Finance.
4. Rates
China has adopted two different rate structures, one for income from wages and salaries and another for all other income.
Wages and salaries are taxed monthly under a seven-bracket progressive rate schedule.5 5 This schedule is based on a taxpayer's
for the 800 yuan or twenty percent deduction. It would not be surprising, however, if the
deduction were limited to taxpayers residing in China for one year or more.
52. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 12.
53. Id. For example, a taxpayer receiving a single payment of 1,600 yuan within a
calendar month would be entitled to an 800 yuan deduction, leaving 800 yuan of taxable
income. If, on the other hand, the payment of 1,600 yuan were divided into two payments of
800 yuan each, within the same calendar month, and if the taxpayer were successful in characterizing each 800 yuan payment as a "single payment," he would be entitled to claim an
800 yuan deduction against each of the two payments, thereby reducing his taxable income
to zero. Under the regulations, however, the tax authorities could require the taxpayer to
combine the two payments.
Surprisingly, the regulations do not seem to anticipate that a taxpayer might divide a
single payment into two payments, each received in a different rather than in the same
calendar month. For example, instead of receiving 1,600 yuan in one month, the taxpayer
might divide it into two payments of 800 yuan, each received in a different calendar month.
Some wage earners presumably have a similar incentive to arrange their payments in order
to maximize the benefits of their monthly 800 yuan deduction, engaging in "self-help income
averaging." For reasons that are not obvious, the regulations allow the payments to be combined only if they are received within the same calendar month.
If income is earned by two or more persons in "collaboration," each taxpayer is entitled
to take the full amount of any allowable deduction. Id. art. 13. One application of this rule
would be in the case of a partnership.
54. IITL, supra note 4, art. 5(3).
55. "Id. art. 3(1) and Schedule of Individual Income Tax Rates. Because wages and
salaries are taxed monthly under a progressive rate schedule, the MOF Notice, supra note
15, provides a special "income-averaging rule" for bonuses attributable to services performed in past months which are received in a subsequent month. If because of the bonus
income the recipient is taxed at a higher marginal'tax rate than otherwise, a special calculation is made. First, the bonus income attributable to services performed in the month in
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monthly income in excess of the 800 yuan ($370) deduction available to all wage and salary earners. The 800 yuan deduction is built
into the rate schedule through a zero bracket for monthly income
less than 800 yuan. Monthly income between 801 yuan and 1,500
yuan ($694) is taxed at five percent; monthly income between 1,501
yuan and 3,000 yuan ($1,389) at ten percent. Above 3,000 yuan, the
marginal tax rate increases by ten percentage points for every
3,000 yuan until it reaches forty percent on income between 9,001
yuan ($4,167) and 12,000 yuan ($5,556). Income above 12,000 yuan
is taxed at forty-five percent.56
Compensation for personal services, royalties, interest, dividends, bonuses, rents, and "all other kinds of income" are taxed at
a flat rate of twenty percent. 57 This rate is unlikely to affect most
question, rather than the total amount of all bonuses received during that month, is added
to that month's wages and salaries. The marginal tax rate applicable to the resulting
amount serves as the marginal rate applicable to all of the bonus income received during
that month as well as that month's wages and salaries. In other words, although all of the
bonus income and wages are taxed in the month they are received, the marginal tax rate is
determined as if only that month's bonus had been received. Id. art. 2.
In the month that a resident leaves China permanently, he is taxable on a pro rata
amount of his salary for the number of days actually spent in China during that month.
MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 5; Ministry of Finance Supplementary Explanation (July 7,
1981), HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 75. A similar rule applies for the month in which a foreigner enters China.
56. The tax rates are as follows:
If Monthly Wages and Salaries Are:

The Tax is:

800 yuan ($370) ..........................................

0

Over 800 yuan but less than or
equal to 1,500 yuan ($694) ................................

5% of the excess
over 800 yuan

Over 1,500 yuan but less than or
equal to 3,000 yuan ($1,389) ...............................

35 yuan ($16) plus
10% of the excess
over 1,500 yuan

Over 3,000 yuan but less than or
equal to 6,000 yuan ($2,778) ................................

185 yuan ($86) plus
20% of the excess
over 3,000 yuan

Over 6,000 yuan but less than or
equal to 9,000 yuan ($4,167) ...............................

785 yuan ($363)
plus 30% of the excess
over 6,000 yuan

Over 9,000 yuan but less than or
equal to 12,000 yuan ($5,556) ..............................

1,685 yuan ($780)
plus 40% of the excess
over 9,000 yuan

2,885 yuan ($1,336)
plus 45% of the excess
over 12,000 yuan
57. ITL, supra note 4, art. 3(2). Wages and salaries are taxable on a monthly basis.
No particular period is specified for other income. The 800 yuan or twenty percent deducOver 12,000 yuan .........................................
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foreigners, who are, at present, typically employed by foreign corporations and whose Chinese source income consists only of wages
and salaries. Foreigners are generally not in a position to receive
from Chinese sources the other items of income covered by the
IITL.
Taxpayers who receive two or more categories of taxable income compute their tax separately for each category. 8 This rule is
apparently intended to prevent a deduction allowable against income from one category from being used against income from another category, thereby reducing the rate of tax on the latter category of income."9 The tax on income from sources outside China is
computed separately from the tax on income from sources within
China.6 0
After calculating the Chinese tax, a taxpayer may claim as a
credit any income tax paid to a foreign country on income "earned
abroad." 6 1 If the recent Ministry of Finance position prevails and
foreign source income is generally exempt from tax, this credit will
be unimportant in most cases. 2
tion applicable in the case of compensation for personal services, royalties, or rents from the
lease of property, see supra text accompanying notes 50-51, is provided on a monthly basis,
suggesting that such income is taxable monthly. Foreign source income, however, is apparently taxable yearly. See infra text accompanying note 67. Because non-wage and non-salary
income are taxed at a flat twenty percent, the issue of when they are taxable involves only
the question of when the tax will be paid and not the rate at which the tax will be paid.
58. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 6.
59. For example, suppose a taxpayer were to receive 400 yuan of rental income and
400 yuan of interest income. The taxpayer would be entitled to an 800 yuan deduction
against his rental income, which would eliminate the tax on this category of income. IITL,
supra note 4, art. 5(2). If both categories of income were aggregated, however, the taxpayer
would be able to offset the excess of the 800 yuan deduction over the 400 yuan rental income against the 400 yuan of interest income, notwithstanding that no deduction is allowed
against interest income. Id. art. 5(3). Similarly, the rule prevents taxpayers from reducing
their wage or salary income through excess deductions attributable to their other categories
of income.
60. HTL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 16, para. 1. This rule has become less important because of the recent position of the Ministry of Finance generally exempting foreign
source income from taxation. See supra note 27 and accompanying text.
61. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 16, para. 2. The taxpayer must present a receipt indicating that the tax has been paid.
62. See supra text accompanying note 27. Under the source rules for wage and salary
income, see supra text accompanying notes 32-35, a resident of China who pays a foreign
tax on income received for services performed abroad will be unable to credit such taxes
against his Chinese income tax. The income would be considered Chinese source income and
not income "earned abroad." See supra text accompanying note 61. See MOF Notice, supra
note 15, art. 11.
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5. Administrative Provisions
Since November 4, 1980, any representative of a foreign business or any other foreigner living in China has been required to file
an Individual Income Tax Registration Form with the Foreign Tax
Collection Office ("FTCO") of the Beijing Municipal Tax Bureau,
or similar office established in other cities with foreign populations.6" The form requires the registrant's name, sex, age, nationality, employer, date of arrival, and period of planned stay.6 4 It also
requires a listing of all types of income received by the registrant,
divided into the same categories as provided by the IITL 5 with a
space provided for "other income." Separate columns are provided
for income from sources within and without China. Sometime after
registration, the FTCO informs a registrant whether or not he is
subject to taxation.
Within seven days after the end of each month a foreign individual taxable on income from Chinese sources must pay to the
FTCO any taxes owed.66 A resident who is taxable on income from
sources outside of China has thirty days after the end of the year
67
in which to submit a tax return and to pay the tax.
Organizations employing individuals (including foreigners)
who are taxable on their wages and salaries act as withholding
agents,68 filing the requisite forms and transferring the withheld
63. Foreign students in China have not yet had to register, presumably because they
are not allowed to earn any income while in China. The Chinese have made no attempt to
register other foreigners who are living in China but not pursuing profit-seeking activities.
64. The form indicates that a person must cancel his registration if he "leaves China."
Evidently, this refers only to a departure without an intent to return, at least in the near
future.
65. A registrant must indicate the type of income (e.g., wages, interest) but not its
amount.
66. IITL, supra note 4, art. 7, para. 1. The tax declaration form requires the taxpayer
to provide his name, nationality, and related information, and to list each item of income,
its amount, the period in which it was received, the amount of any deductions, the tax rate,
the amount of tax for each item, and the aggregate amount of tax. Until recently, foreign
taxpayers had been required to appear in person or to send a representative to the FTCO in
order to submit the form and pay the tax. A newly instituted system allows the taxpayer to
mail his tax declaration form to the FTCO. The FTCO then mails back the tax bill, which
can be paid at the People's Bank of China. Zhang Jiqing, Experience in the Work of Collecting Individual Income Tax of ForeignNationals, 1983 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 4, at 28.
67. IITL, supra note 4, art. 7, para. 2.
68. Only one provision of the IITL defines who is a withholding agent: "The income
earner shall be the party responsible for paying the tax and the paying unit shall be the
withholding agent." Id. art. 6. The same provision, however, states that "[taxpayers not
covered by withholding are required personally to file declarations of their income and pay
tax themselves," implying that not every payor is a withholding agent.
Although no distinction is drawn in either the statute or the regulations between for-
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tax within the seven-day period. 9 Under "special circumstances,"
a taxpayer or withholding agent may apply for an extension of any
of the above time periods. An application for an extension is made
70
to the local tax authorities within the time period in question.
Income and tax are denominated in renminbi ("RMB") and
paid either in currency or by check. Income earned in foreign currency is converted at the official posted exchange rate on the day
that the taxes are paid. 1 Individuals must pay any tax owed at
72
least seven days before leaving China.
A taxpayer is required to "report according to the facts and
provide all relevant information. 73 Violations are punishable by
fines of up to 500 yuan ($231). 74 Tax evasion or a refusal to pay tax
may subject the offender to a penalty of up to five times the unpaid tax, with cases of "gross violation" to be handled by the local
eign paying units and Chinese paying units, in practice foreign individuals employed by
foreign entities are responsible for the payment of their own taxes on wages and salaries.
Foreign companies in China, however, might be responsible for withholding tax from the
wages of employees, Chinese or foreign, who they know are not paying their own tax.
A Ministry of Finance document states that a foreign organization in China may be
charged by the local tax offices with performing the duties of withholding agent if it has the
"requisite conditions." MOF Notice, supra note 15, art. 12. No indication is given of what
these "requisite conditions" might be. It is likely, however, that only foreign companies with
establishments in China, which are taxed on a net income basis, would be required to act as
withholding agents. Some joint ventures act as withholding agents for their employees.
69. IITL, supra note 4, arts. 6 & 7 para. 1; IITL Regulations, supra note 4, arts. 14 &
20. Withholding agents are entitled to retain a one percent commission of the tax withheld.
Id. art. 20. Providing such a commission is not uncommon in the West. For example, many
U.S. states allow vendors to keep a percentage of sales taxes collected to reimburse them for
their administrative costs.
70. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 15.
71. 11TL, supra note 4, art. 8; IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 17. Although the
HTL and its regulations state that the relevant exchange rate is that quoted by the State
General Administration of Foreign Exchange Control, a subsequent notice provides that the
buying price established by the Bureau of Foreign Exchange Control of the People's Bank of
China is to be used. Supplementary Notice of the General Bureau of Taxation Regarding
Questions of the Conversion of Foreign Currency into Renminbi for the Payment of Tax,
1983 CAZHENG (FINANce)No. 2, at 21. Foreign businessmen who, for a variety of reasons,
including their lack of awareness of the MOF Notice's residency interpretation, see supra
text accompanying notes 11-22, did not begin paying tax until months after the effective
date of the IITL, were subject at that time to an RMB exchange rate far in excess of that
prevailing when they had earned the income because of a substantial drop in the RMB's
value vis-a-vis the U.S. dollar and other foreign currencies.
72. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 18. So far, no security system, such as an
airport check for tax clearance certificates, has been instituted to enforce this provision.
The authors understand that persons must pay in advance for any taxable income they
anticipate receiving during the subsequent seven-day period.
73. IITL, supra note 4, art. 9.
74. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 21.
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people's court "according to the law. '7' Notice must be served in
any case in which a penalty is to be imposed.71 Late payments are
subject to a daily fine of 0.5 percent of the overdue tax, beginning
from the first day of arrears.7 7 A fine of up to 500 yuan may be
78
imposed for the late filing of a return.
A taxpayer who disagrees with the tax authorities must first
pay the tax and then apply to "higher-level tax authorities" for
relief.79 These authorities have to render their decision within
three months of receiving the application. 0 A taxpayer who disagrees with their decision may bring his case before the local people's court.8 1
B.

The Industrial and Commercial Tax
The industrial and commercial tax,82 which generates over sev-

75. IITL, supra note 4, art. 12. See Criminal Law of the People's Republic of China
(passed by the Fifth National People's Congress, Second Session, July 1, 1979), art. 121,
GONGAN FAGUI HumiAN 1950-1979 (COMPENDIUMOF PUBLIC SECURITY LAWS AND REGULATIONS
1950-1979) 4 (1980); for an English translation see 73 J. CrIM. L. & CRIMINOLOGY 138 (1982).
The cited article provides for up to three years of imprisonment for those responsible for
serious tax "evasion" or "resistance." The Chinese have indicated that they firmly intend to
apply the criminal law to foreigners. See Cohen & Gelatt, The Long Arm of China's Criminal Code, Asian Wall St. J. Weekly, Feb. 11, 1980, at 10, col. 1.
76. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 23. No definition of "notice" is provided.
77. IITL, supra note 4, art. 11. The Chinese text suggests that this fine is not compounded, but there is not enough experience with this provision to predict how it will actually be applied.
Assuming no compounding, a daily fine of 0.5 percent of the overdue tax would translate into a 182.5 percent annual rate.
78. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 22. The authors have been unable to determine whether this fine is automatic or discretionary, although the use of the term "may" in
the statute suggests a discretionary apgication. The 500 yuan ($231) fine is low by foreign
standards and may have little deterrent effect. By comparison, the fine for the late payment
of tax is rather high. See supra note 77.
79. IITL, supra note 4, art. 13.
80. IITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 24.
81. IITL, supra note 4, art. 13. An appeal is available from the local people's court to
the court at the next level. Civil Procedure Law of the People's Republic of China (passed
by the Standing Committee of the Fifth National People's Congress, Twenty-second Session, Mar. 8,1982), art. 144, 1982 STATE COUNciL GAzETrE 207. The authors believe that no
foreigner has yet appeared before the local people's courts on a tax matter. Foreign lawyers
are not allowed to represent clients in Chinese courts. See Provisional Regulations on Lawyers of the People's Republic of China (passed by the Standing Committee of the Fifth
National People's Congress, Fifteenth Session, Aug. 26, 1980), arts. 2(3) & 8, 1980 STATE
COUNCIL GAzTrTE 283.
82. Consistent with Chinese practice, the term "industrial and commercial tax" is used
in this article to refer generically to the turnover tax applied under both the Consolidated
Industrial and Commercial Tax Act of the People's Republic of China (Draft) (passed in
principle by the Standing Committee of the National People's Congress, 101st Meeting,
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enty-five percent of China's tax revenue,8 3 can be generally described as a broad-based turnover tax or as a combination of cascading sales and excise taxes. Unlike the sales taxes that are used
in the United States, which generally apply only at the retail
level,8 4 the industrial and commercial tax is imposed at each stage
of production when taxable goods or services are transferred from
entity to entity. The tax is also levied at the retail level when the
goods or services are sold to the ultimate consumer.8 5 Unlike a
value-added tax, no credit is provided for any tax previously paid.
The Chinese recognize the detrimental economic effects of this
tax's pyramiding structure and are experimenting with converting
86
it into a value-added tax.
Sept. 11, 1958, promulgated for trial implementation by the State Council, Sept. 13, 1958)
[hereinafter cited as CICTA], 8 ZHONGHUA RENMIN GONGHEGUO FAGUI HUIBIAN (CoMPENDIUM OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA) 126 [hereinafter cited
as LAWS AND REGULATIONS] and the Industrial and Commercial Tax Act of the People's

Republic of China (Draft) (approved and transmitted by the State Council, Mar. 30, 1972),
GUOWUYUAN JINGJI FAGUI YANJIU ZHONGXIN BANGONGSHI, ZHONGGUO SHEHUI KEXUE YUAN
FAXUE YANJIU SUO MINFA, JINGJIFA YANJIU SHI (STATE COUNCIL ECONOMIC LAW RESEARCH
CENTER OFFICE & CHINESE ACADEMY OF SOCIAL SCIENCES CIVIL LAW & ECONOMIC LAW RESEARCH SECTIONS), CHENGZHEN FEINONGYE GETI JINGJI FAGUI XUANBIAN (CoMPENDIUM OF
LAWS AND REGULATIONS ON THE NON-AGRICULTURAL INDIVIDUAL ECONOMY IN CITIES AND

TOWNS) 32-41 (1982) [hereinafter cited as 1972 Act]. Unless otherwise indicated, the discussion in the text applies to both the CICTA and the 1972 Act.
83. See NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at 31-32.
84. See J. DUE & J. MIESELL, SALES TAXATION: STATE AND LocAL STRUCTURE AND ADMINISTRATION 50-64 (1983) [hereinafter cited as DUE & MIKESELL].
85. The tax has not in the past been imposed on wholesalers. See NATIONAL TAXATION,
supra note 8, at 40. Recently, the scope of the tax has been expanded to include wholesalers.
Regulations of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Levy of the Industrial and Commercial Tax on Wholesale Business Income from Goods (undated), 1983 STATE COUNCIL GAznmE 1051; Report of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Levy of the Industrial and
Commercial Tax on Wholesale Business Income from Goods (Oct. 16, 1983), 1983 STATE
COUNCIL GAZETTE 1049. See also Supplementary Regulations of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Levy of the Industrial and Commercial Tax on Wholesale Business Income from
Goods (Jan. 14, 1984), 1984 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 4, at 45.
86. These experiments are being conducted in several different parts of China and
several different forms of value-added taxes are being employed. See Wu Ruqing & Sun
Yunsu, Discussion of a Few Questions in the Current Reform of the Industrialand Commercial Tax, 1982 CAIno JINGJI (FINANCE AND TRADE ECONOMY) No. 10, at 35, 37; The
Ministry of FinancePromulgates Temporary Measures for the Value-Added Tax for Products such as FarmImplements, 1982 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 10, at 25; Yan Tao, The Merits of a Value-Added Tax, 1982 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 9, at 39; Yan Tao, The Feasibility
of Adopting a Value-Added Tax in China, 1982 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 11, at 40; Yan
Tao, The Concrete Applications of A Value-Added Tax in China (Part1), 1982 CAIZHENG
(FINANCE) No. 12, at 34; Yan Tao, The Concrete Applications of a Value-Added Tax in
China (Part2), 1983 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 1, at 33; Yan Tao, A Few Problems of Understanding in the Value-Added Tax Experiments, 1983 CATZHENG (FINANCE) No. 2, at 31.
In addition to these experiments with a value-added tax, experiments began in the fall
of 1984 to convert the existing industrial and commercial tax into several separate taxes,
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The Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax Act
("CICTA") e7 and its regulations, 8 both adopted in 1958, form the
basic structure of the industrial and commercial tax system. Until
1972, the CICTA was applied to all enterprises in China, both domestic and foreign. In 1972, a draft Industrial and Commercial Tax
Act ("1972 Act") was promulgated,89 simplifying the language of
the CICTA and adjusting the taxable items and rates,90 but not
otherwise altering the basic structure of the industrial and commercial tax as set out in the CICTA. e' The 1972 Act applies to
domestic enterprises, whereas the CICTA continues to apply to
foreign enterprises in China.92 Recently, the Chinese have announced that they intend to apply the 1972 Act to equity joint
ventures between Chinese and foreign enterprises, treating these
ventures as domestic Chinese entities.9 3 The following discussion
focuses on the CICTA; to the extent specific considerations apply
under the 1972 Act to equity joint ventures, they are discussed in
Part I(F).
similar to the situation existing before the CICTA. Gelatt discussion with tax official, Aug.
2, 1984; see Pomp, Gelatt and Surrey, supra note 3, at 16-18.
87. CICTA, supra note 82.
88. Detailed Rules and Regulations for the Implementation of the Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax Act of the People's Republic of China (Draft) (promulgated for
trial implementation by the Ministry of Finance, Sept. 13, 1958), LAws AND REGULTiONS,
supra note 82, at 137 [hereinafter cited as CICTA Regulations].
89. 1972 Act, supra note 82.
90. 1972 Act, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates. See infra notes
102-103 and accompanying text.
91. The 1972 Act contains only twelve brief articles, a number of which consist of
political statements reflecting the tenor of the time. Article 2, for instance, states that the
industrial and commercial tax must "take Mao Zedong Thought as its leader [and] uphold
the mass line." The 1972 Act basically repeats the essential structure of the CICTA, although omitting many of its detailed rules on the calculation of taxable income, constructive
sales, and its provisions on administration. Although the 1972 Act purports to replace the
CICTA and "related stipulations," id., art. 12, official Chinese sources indicate that the various detailed CICTA provisions referred to above continue to apply in essentially the same
way even to those enterprises to which the 1972 Act applies. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra
note 8, at 26-28, 32-55.
92. See Severely Handle the Question of Tax Evasion by the Beijing Watch Factory,
Zhongguo Fazhi Bao (Chinese Legal Gazette), Jan. 28, 1983, at 1 [hereinafter cited as Beijing Watch Factory];Gelatt conversation with Ministry of Finance tax official, Nov. 22, 1982.
See also Zhou Weiping, Taxation in the Special Economic Zones, 1983 GANGAO JINGJI
(ECONOMY OF HONG KONG AND MACAO)

No. 1, at 46-47.

93. China Daily, Apr. 9, 1983, at 1. See infra notes 391-93 and accompanying text.
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Taxpayers and Taxable Activities

The CICTA applies to enterprises 4 in China engaged in the
production of industrial products, the importation of foreign
goods, 95 commercial retailing, communications, transportation, or
the rendering of services.98 The tax is paid only with respect to
97
business conducted by establishments within China.
The tax is usually imposed on the amount of proceeds received
from the sale of goods and services.9 8 Taxpayers engaged in the
purchase of agricultural products or the importation of foreign
goods, however, pay the tax on the amount of their purchases. 9 In
the case of imported industrial goods, the tax is computed on the
basis of the sum of the cost-insurance-freight ("CIF") price of the
goods and the customs duty, divided by one minus the industrial
and commercial tax rate. 100 In the case of imported agricultural
94. The term "enterprise" is undefined but presumably includes foreign corporations,
Chinese state enterprises, collective enterprises, and individual enterprises. Some Westerners compare the latter three categories to corporations, partnerships and proprietorships, but it is unknown at the present whether this analogy is accurate or useful.
95. In addition to the CICTA, import duties are also imposed. Such duties are levied
under Provisional Customs Law of the People's Republic of China (passed by the seventyseventh Government Administration Meeting of the Government Administration Council
for the Central People's Government, Mar. 23, 1951), 2 LAws ND DECREES, supra note 8, at
245. Two tiers of rates exist, a normal tier and a favorable tier of preferential rates for
countries having reciprocal tariff agreements with China. See Chang Chao, The Chinese
Customs Duties, in ECONOMIC INFORMATION AND AGENCY, CHINA'S FOREIGN TRADE AND ITS
MANAGEMENT 87, 94 (1978). For a table of duties, see Import and Export Duty Rates of the
People's Republic of China, ZHONGGUO HAIGUAN FAGUI SHOUCE (HANDBOOK OF CHINA'S CusTOMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS 49 [Zhonghua Renmin Gongheguo Haiguan Zongshi (General

Administration of Customs of the People's Republic of China) ed. 1982]. For a detailed
treatment of China's customs duties see Horsley, The Regulation of China'sForeign Trade,
in FOREIGN TRADE, INVESTMENT AND THE LAW IN THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA 6 (M.

Moser ed. 1984).
96. CICTA, supra note 82, art. 2.
97. CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 2.
98. CICTA, supra note 82, arts. 4, 7 & 8.
99.

Id. arts. 5 & 6.

100. Id. art. 6; CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 11. See NATIONAL TA XATION,
supra note 8, at 46. For example, assume that the CIF price of the goods including the
customs duty is RMB 100 and that the relevant tax rate is ten percent. The tax is computed
on a price equal to RMB 111.11 (100 / 1 - .10). Accordingly, the tax owed is RMB 11.11
(ten percent of 111.11).
A vendor selling the same goods domestically who wanted to net RMB 100 after payment of the industrial and commercial tax would charge a sales price of RMB 111.11. After
the payment of the industrial and commercial tax of RMB 11.11 (ten percent of 111.11),
such a vendor would be left with RMB 100. The rule in the text thus maintains parity, to
the extent possible, between a purchaser that imports goods and a purchaser that buys the
same goods domestically.
At least one foreign company has been told that the FOB price and not the CIF price is
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products, the tax is computed only on the basis of the CIF price. 10 1
2.

Taxable Items and Rates

Over one hundred categories of taxable industrial and agricultural products are listed in the CICTA's schedules, some of which
are divided further into sub-categories. Rates range from 1.5 percent (for gray cotton cloth) to 69 percent (for Grade A cigarettes),
with over forty different rates within this range. 102 A five percent
catchall rate applies to any industrial product that is not listed
specifically in the categories of taxable items; no similar catchall
rate applies to unlisted agricultural products. Taxable items included in the categories of services and commercial retailing are
subject to tax rates ranging from three percent to seven percent.1 03
A surtax of one percent of the national government's tax is levied
by local governments.1 04 The rates are levied on a tax-inclusive basis; that is, prices are stated inclusive of the tax.105
In general, the industrial and commercial tax rates are set low
on those goods and services which the state is seeking to encourage. Industrial goods tend to be taxed at lower rates than consumer goods. Among consumer goods, necessities tend to be taxed
lower than luxuries. Possibly as a way of reducing the pyramiding
the relevant one for purposes of CICTA. Experience of Gelatt in foreign trade negotiation in
China, 1981. However, more recent experience confirms that the CIF price is being applied.
101. CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 11. Some agricultural products are subject to customs duties. The authors have been unable to determine why the CICTA does not
take these duties into account as it does in the case of industrial goods.
102. CICTA, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates. As indicated above,
the 1972 Act adjusted the CICTA Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates to some extent.
Under the 1972 Act, rates range from three percent for gray cotton cloth to sixty-six percent

for Grade A cigarettes. 1972 Act, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates. The
1972 Act contains fewer and less detailed product categories than the CICTA.

Various adjustments of the industrial and commercial tax rates have taken place since
1972, including changes in a number of rates in July, 1982. Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Adjustment of the Industrial and Commercial Tax Rates on Certain
Products and the Expansion of Taxable Items, 1982 STATE CouNcm GAzETrE 552 [hereinafter cited as Industrial and Commercial Tax Notice].
103. CICTA, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates. Under the 1972
Act, the five percent catch-all rate remains; rates for services and commercial retailing range
from three percent to five percent. 1972 Act, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and
Rates.
104. The surtax is levied under a 1961 Ministry of Finance internal notice. The authors know that this notice exists, but have not seen its text. It is unclear whether the
surtax applies to enterprises subject to the 1972 Act. One source indicates that the surtax
has been incorporated into the rates of the 1972 Act. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at
25.
105. See the example in supra note 100.
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problem, the rates generally seem to be set low on goods that are
likely to be inputs into the chain of production and distribution
rather than final products.
The industrial and commercial tax, like any turnover tax, provides an advantage for a firm that is vertically integrated. Under a
turnover tax, the aggregate tax borne by a particular good is a
function of the number of times it passes from entity to entity in
the chain of production and distribution. A good produced by an
integrated enterprise changes hands fewer times during its production and distribution than an identical good produced by a nonintegrated firm. 106 Consequently, the aggregate tax paid with respect to goods produced by an integrated enterprise is less than
that paid with respect to identical goods produced by non-integrated enterprises.
In order to reduce the tax advantage of integrated firms, the
industrial and commercial tax is applied to certain items produced
by an enterprise and used by it in further production, and to certain products manufactured by an industrial enterprise and used
by that enterprise in capital construction. °8 This system is imple106. Any form of sales tax that does not exempt business inputs provides a tax advantage for integrated firms. Because all of the retail sales taxes used by the states tax some
business inputs, see DUE & MIKESELL, supra note 84, integrated firms in the United States
achieve an advantage similar to the one identified in the text. To maintain parity between
integrated and non-integrated firms, some states tax businesses on their in-house use of
certain goods that would have been taxable had they been purchased from a third party.
See, e.g., N.Y. TAX LAW § 1110 (McKinney 1975 as amended 1983). This approach is difficult to administer, however, and is rarely very broad in its application. Moreover, the inhouse use of services is usually not taxable, even if such services would have been taxable if
purchased from third parties.
The tax advantages of an integrated firm are greater under a turnover tax than under a
retail tax since the former reaches a much broader array of business inputs than does the
latter. At one time, turnover taxes were common throughout Europe. The advantage provided to integrated firms was always a source of controversy and led in part to the adoption
of value added taxes. See J. DuE, SAIEs TAXATION 51-142 (1957). A few states utilize gross
receipts taxes that have features of a turnover tax. See, e.g., HAWAI REV. STAT. TITLE 14, §
237 et. seq. (1976).
107. Goods transferred among related corporations are subject to the rules discussed
in the text; no exemptions or special rates apply to transfers between parents and subsidiaries, or brother and sister corporations.
108. CICTA, supra note 82, art. 4; CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 6. The
specific products that are subject to this rule are set forth in the Schedule of Taxable Items
and Rates, supra note 102. The Ministry of Finance and provincial-level tax bureaus have
the power to exempt certain intra-enterprise transactions from these provisions of the
CICTA. See Regulations Regarding the Use in Basic Construction of Their Own Products
by Industrial Enterprises and Other Taxation Questions (Dec. 25, 1973), JIBEN JIANSHE
CAiwu BOKUAN ZHIDU XUANBIAN (COMPENDIUM ON THE SYSTEM OF FINANCE AND ALLOCATION
OF FUNDS FOR BASIC CONSTRUCTION) 317 (1978).
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mented by imputing to the enterprise a constructive sale of the
good that is used by it in further production or in capital
construction. 109
A similar approach is adopted in the case of an enterprise that
retails its own products. Such an enterprise is taxable both at the
"industrial stage," when the products are transferred to its retail
division, and again at the retail stage.110 Parity is thus maintained
between an industrial enterprise that markets its own products
through a sales division and one that sells its products to a retailer.
3.

Administrative Provisions

The industrial and commercial tax is paid on the basis of a
taxable period that is determined by the tax administration for
each taxpayer.""1 The regulations specify that the taxable period
may be one day, three days, ten days, fifteen days, or one month." 2
Payment is due within five days following the end of a monthly
taxable period and within three days following the end of all other
taxable periods." 3
109. The constructive sales proceeds are equal in amount to the proceeds received by
the enterprise on its sale of identical products to outside parties. If no identical products are
sold by the enterprise, the tax is determined in consultation with the tax administration.
CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 6.
110. I.. ar-t 12. UtTl4 recently, only enterprises +,atactuallyu had a ret-ail dliviain to
which goods were transferred from the factory were subject to a second level of taxation at
the retail level. Those selling directly ex-factory were subject to a tax only at the industrial
stage. A 1981 regulation, however, ended this disparity, by subjecting enterprises to both
levels of taxation, regardless of whether they have a retail division. Regulations of the Ministry of Finance Regarding Industrial and Commercial Tax Levy and the Handling of Profits
for the Products of Industrial Enterprises Sold by Themselves (Aug. 1, 1981), 1981 STATE
CouNc. GzirrE 553. A more recent source, however, indicates that in some cases enterprises not having retail divisions but selling directly ex-factory "may" pay tax only at the
industrial level. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at 41.
111. CICTA, supra note 82, art. 14; CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 19.
112. CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 19. A company involved in several different businesses might conceivably have several different periods, but the regulations and a
leading commentary seem to contemplate that there will be only one time period per taxpayer. See NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at 46-47.
113. CICTA Regulations, supra note 82, art. 20. In unspecified circumstances the tax
may be collected each time sales proceeds are received by a taxpayer. NATIONAL TAXATION,
supra note 8, at 47.
The regulations also contain a set of rules, which vary depending on the type of enterprise, for determining when tax liability arises. For an industrial enterprise that uses bank
settlement procedures, liability arises on the day that sales proceeds are transferred to the
account of the enterprise. If bank settlement procedures are not used, the tax administration determines the appropriate time, in accordance with the accounting system and operating conditions of the enterprise. CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 4(1).
For enterprises that import goods, liability arises on the day that the goods are brought
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In addition to encouraging taxpayers to carry out "self-inspection" on a regular basis, the tax administration sends investigators
to audit key enterprises having high sales volumes. An enterprise's
current figures are compared with its past figures and are also compared with those of similar enterprises. Investigators are trained to
detect signs of evasion such as the non-reporting of sales, the reporting of sales of items in high tax brackets as sales of items in
low tax brackets, the reporting of taxable sales as exempt sales,
produced or manufactured by an
and the non-reporting of goods
114
enterprise for its own use.
The tax administration deals with all violations of the industrial and commercial tax, except for the most serious ones, which
must be handled by the courts. 115 The tax administration may impose a late payment penalty of 0.1 percent per day on the amount
of tax in arrears."' In the case of tax evasion, a penalty of up to
five times the amount of tax evaded may be imposed. 1 7 A taxpayer
who disagrees with the decision of the tax administration may, after paying the tax due, appeal either to the local government or to
into China or on the day that an application for importation is made. Id. art. 4(3). Neither
the CICTA nor the regulations specify who determines which of the two dates is applicable.
For a taxpayer engaged in communications and transportation, or in the rendering of
services, the regulations state only that the liability for the tax arises on the day that the
revenue is received. Id. art. 4(5).
The tax is paid to the local branch of the People's Bank of China, or, in areas having no
local bank branches, directly to the tax bureau. Id. art. 22. An enterprise that is unable to
compute the amount of tax due may pay an amount based on the tax paid in the previous
taxable period, or it may pay an estimated amount until the exact amount owed is determined. Id. art. 23. Taxpayers that have "well-developed" accounting systems prepare their
own returns, calculate their liability, and send their forms and paymeht to the local branch
of the People's Bank of China. Taxpayers that have inadequate accounting systems must
submit their calculations to the local tax bureau for review before sending their forms and
payment to the People's Bank. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at 46.
114. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at 223-24. See also GONGSHANG QPIE SHUILI
JIANCHA JIAocAi BNXm Zu (INDusTRIAL AND CoMMERciAL ENTERPRISES TAXATION AND PROFITS INSPECTION TEACHING MATERIALS EDITORIAL GROUP), GONGSHANG QIYE SHnULI JNCHA

(INDUsTRIAL AND COMMRIcAL ENTERPRISES TAXATION AND PROFITS INSPECTION) (1981). The
Chinese press has recently reported a number of major cases of tax evasion. The Beijing
Watch Factory evaded 850,000 yuan in industrial and commercial taxes in 1981 by falsifying
its accounts in what the Beijing Tax Bureau called the worst case of tax evasion in the
history of the People's Republic. See Beijing Watch Factory, supra note 92.
115. CICTA, supra note 82, art. 32.
116. Id. art. 31. The authors have been unable to determine why the corresponding
penalty in the HTL, see supranote 77 and accompanying text, is higher than the penalty in
the CICTA.
117. CICTA, supra note 82, art. 16. The corresponding penalty provision under the
1972 Act, supra note 82, art. 10, was applied in the Beijing Watch Factory case discussed
supra at note 114. In that case, the fines amounted to twice the amount of the tax evaded.
Beijing Watch Factory, supra note 92.
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the next higher level within the tax administration.118
C. The Joint Venture Income Tax
1. Taxpayers
Under the Joint Venture Law of July 1979, an equity joint
venture with Chinese and foreign investment must be organized as
a limited liability company incorporated in China. 11 9 This Chinese
joint venture corporation and its branches within or without China
are taxable under the Joint Venture Income Tax Law (JVITL) 2 °
The JVITL applies to all joint ventures for which contracts
were approved on or after the tax law's date of adoption, September 10, 1980.121 Joint venture contracts approved before September
10, 1980 that contain tax rates or incentives different from those in
the JVITL are subject to special transitional rules. These joint
ventures are allowed to benefit from any tax rates and incentives
that were agreed upon for the initial period of the venture;122 subsequent extensions123 are subject to the JVITL's rates and other
118. CICTA Regulations, supra note 88, art. 33.
119. Law of the People's Republic of China Concerning Joint Ventures Using Chinese
and Foreign Investment (passed by the Fifth National People's Congress, Second Session,
July 1, 1979), art. 1, CFEL, supra note 2, at 1, 8 (English translation and Chinese text)
[hereinafter cited as Joint Venture Law]; Implementing Act for the Law of the People's
Republic of China Concerning Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment
(promulgated by the State Council, Sept. 20, 1983), art. 19, 1983 STATE COUNcIL GAZrrE
969 [hereinafter cited as Joint Venture Implementing Act].
120. See JVITL, supra note 5, art. 1. Any tax due on a branch's income is paid by the
head office in China. Id. art. 1, para. 2. The legal definition of the term translated as
"branch" is uncertain. The Chinese term, fenzhi jigou, might also include subsidiaries, so
that income earned by a subsidiary of a Chinese joint venture might be subject to the
JVITL.
121. Notice of the Ministry of Finance, Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong), Nov. 10, 1980, at 1
[hereinafter cited as Ministry of Finance Notice]. For explanations in English, see CHINA
ECON. NEws, Nov. 17, 1980, at 3; Bus. CHINA, Nov. 25, 1980, at 175.
Before a joint venture can be incorporated in China, its contract must be approved by
the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (into which the former Foreign Investment Control Commission has been merged). The dates in the text refer to the date of
the contract's approval and not to the date of the joint venture's incorporation.
122. Ministry of Finance Notice, supra note 121. See also State Council Notice, supra
note 9, art. 1. In the relatively few cases where a joint venture contract had provided for a
higher rate than that imposed by the JVITL, the latter will apply.
123. The Joint Venture Law, supranote 119, art. 12, allows for the extension of a joint
venture with the agreement of the parties and with the approval of the Foreign Investment
Control Commission ("FICC"). An application for extension must be submitted six months
before the expiration of the joint venture's term. The role of the FICC in this and other
joint venture matters, including the formation of such ventures, has been assumed by the
Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, which has absorbed the FICC. See De-
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provisions. 12 4
2.

Tax Base

The JVITL is applicable to a joint venture's worldwide taxable
' 12 5
income derived from "production, business, and other sources.
"Production and business income" includes income from production and business operations in industry, mining, communications,
transportation, agriculture, forestry, animal husbandry, fisheries,
poultry farming, commerce, tourism, food and drink, service, and
other trades. 1-2e "Income from other sources" includes dividends,
bonuses, interest, royalties, rental income, "and other sources. "127
The law contains no capital gains concept; income or loss from
the sale of property is taxed at the same rates as all other income.12 8 Taxable income is defined as "net income" after deduction of costs, expenses, and losses and is computed on a calendar
year basis under accrual accounting.1 29 Unused losses may be carried forward for five years.13 0
Detailed rules are provided for the depreciation of fixed assets
and for the amortization of intangible assets. 31 These rules follow
generally accepted practices.13 2 Fixed assets include houses, buildings, machinery or other mechanical apparatus, transportation
equipment, and other production equipment having a useful life of
one year or more. Fixed assets are depreciated on the basis of their
"original price" (cost) less residual value. 33 Assets worth less than
cision of the Standing Committee of the Fifth National People's Congress Regarding the
Exercise by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade of the Approval Power
of the Former Foreign Investment Control Commission (Mar. 5, 1983), 1983 STATE COUNCIL
GAzETTrE 171.
124. Ministry of Finance Notice, supra note 121; State Council Notice, supra note 9.
125. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 1, para. 1. With the exception of a withholding tax on
dividends distributed outside of China, see infra text accompanying note 158, the JVITL
does not apply to the income of a joint venture's foreign participant.
126. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 2, para. 1.
127. Id. art. 2, para. 2.
128. Id. art. 15.
129. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 2; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, arts. 7 & 23.
130. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 7. There is no provision for the carryback of losses.
131. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, arts. 10, 13, 16 & 17.
132. China's accounting principles for joint ventures generally comport with those of
the United States. See Summary of the Accounting System for Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment, Wen Wei Pao (Hong Kong), Mar. 30, 1983, at 8; Wen Wei
Pao (Hong Kong), Mar. 31, 1983, at 7; Wen Wei Pao (Hong Kong), Apr. 1, 1983, at 7.
133. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 12, para. 1. The regulations set forth the
general rule that residual value, which presumably means salvage value, is equal to ten percent of the original price. Upon approval by the local tax authorities, however, a residual
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500 yuan ($231) that have
a "short" useful life may be expensed
13 4
rather than depreciated.
In general, fixed assets are depreciated using the straight-line
method of depreciation. 3 5 If "special circumstances" exist, however, a joint venture can apply to the local tax authorities for permission to use accelerated depreciation. 3 6 A minimum useful life is
prescribed for three broad classes of fixed assets: twenty years for
houses and buildings, ten years for trains, ships, machines, equipment, and other facilities used for production, and five years for
electronic equipment and transportation equipment other than
trains and ships. 3 7 The regulations do not specify what useful life
value of less than ten percent, or even zero, can be used. Id. In the case of assets that are
purchased, original price equals the purchase price plus transportation, installation, and
other related expenses incurred before the assets are put to use. Id. art. 11, para. 2. For
fixed assets manufactured or constructed by the joint venture, original price equals the expenditures incurred during the course of manufacture or construction. Id. art. 11, para. 3.
For fixed assets that are contributed to a joint venture, the original price equals the price
agreed upon by the participants in the joint venture at the time of investment. Id. art. 11,
para. 1.
The rule on fixed assets provides an opportunity for abuse if the participants intentionally overvalue such assets in order to increase depreciation deductions. If the parties to a
joint venture agree to overvalue their contributions by the same percentage, they would
obtain larger depreciation deductions without altering their relative interests in the venture.
All valuations of contributions to equity, however, must be verified by a Chinese registered
accountant. See Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 90(1).
134. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 10. "Short" is interpreted as less than one
year. Explanation Regarding the Scope of Fixed Assets (Dec. 1, 1981), HANDBOOK, supra
note 9, at 13. The Chinese text of the regulations suggests that the taxpayer can elect to
depreciate or expense the asset; presumably the election is made by the way the asset is
treated on the tax return.
135. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 12., para. 2.
136. Id. art. 13, para. 2. This application is "relayed level by level" to the Ministry of
Finance for approval, id., language suggesting that these other levels might have some input
into the final decision. The authors are aware that some taxpayers have received permission
to use accelerated depreciation. Permission was not granted quickly, however, suggesting
that these other levels were involved in the decision making. In any event, taxpayers should
submit their requests to use accelerated depreciation early in the life of the joint venture.
137. Id. art. 13, para. 1. A notice of the Ministry of Finance provides for certain situations in which shorter lives than the minimum lives prescribed in the regulations may be
used:
1. Where a joint venture's term is shorter than the minimum useful life prescribed
in the regulations and the Chinese participants will own the asset after the term of
the joint venture;
2. Equipment of an acidic or alkaline nature prone to excessive corrosiveness, or
factories and buildings subject to continuous vibration; and
3. Machines or equipment that are operated continuously in order to increase
productivity.
Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding Several Questions on the Joint Venture Income
Tax (June 8, 1981), art. 6, 1982 ALMANAC, supra note 15, at I11-60 [hereinafter cited as Joint
Venture Tax Notice]. The Joint Venture Tax Notice does not specify the procedures that a
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applies for assets not covered by these three classes.,
The regulations provide for the amortization of intangible assets, which include know-how, patents, trademarks, the right to
use a site,"3 " and copyrights. 140 Goodwill is not mentioned. Intangible assets are amortized over the term provided for their use in the
joint venture contract, or, if no term is provided, over a ten year
period.' 4 ' Expenses incurred in starting up a joint venture are amortized once the venture begins operating; the rate cannot exceed

twenty percent per year.141

A detailed list of allowable costs, expenses, and losses is not
set forth in either the law or the regulations. The regulations do
list, however, various items that are not allowable in computing
taxable income. 43 This list includes the JVITL tax and surtax
(other taxes, such as the industrial and commercial tax, are deductible144), fines and penalties, and expenditures that must be
capitalized. Business related entertainment expenses cannot exceed 0.3 percent of total sales income or one percent of total operational income.'" In addition, a deduction for "interest on capital"
is denied. 146 This provision is intended to deny a deduction for interest on loans incurred by a shareholder to obtain its capital contribution. Interest on loans later incurred by the joint venture corporation is deductible, 47 at least if the creditor is not one of the
participants. A loan by one of the joint venture's participants
could raise a question of whether the "interest" is in reality a nondeductible dividend, which is another situation that the provision
taxpayer should follow in requesting permission to use these shorter periods.
138. Neither the JV1TL nor its regulations provide information on how a taxpayer
should treat such assets. The most cautious approach would be to submit to the tax authorities for approval early in the life of the joint venture a list of assets and their proposed
useful lives, with supporting documentation.
139. Only the state can own land in China. Land is made available by the state to
various Chinese entities which receive a "right to use" the land. The Chinese participant can
transfer this right as a part of its contribution to a joint venture. See infra Part H(E).
140. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 16, para. 1.
141. Id. art. 16, para. 2.
142. Id. art. 17.
143. Id. art. 9. The authors assume that this list is not meant to be all-inclusive.
144. See id. art. 8.
145. Id. art. 9(9). It is unclear how this restriction is applied. Presumably, joint ventures that do not engage in sales use the one percent test. In no event can a joint venture
deduct entertainment expenses that are not "relevant to production and operations."
JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 9(9).
146. Id. art. 9(3).
147. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983.
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regarding interest on capital is intended to guard against."",
The regulations provide a set of rules for computing the taxable income of a service joint venture, a commercial joint venture,
and an industrial joint venture. 1 49 Although these rules are compli148. Cf. Wang Xuanhui, Clarify the Proceduresfor Computationof Losses and Gains,
Reasonably Stipulate the Scope of Deduction of Expenditures, 1982 CAIZHENG (FINANCE)

No. 8,at 35.
149. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 8.The taxable income of a service joint
venture is equal to its gross business income less operating expenses, overhead, and the
business tax (a reference to the industrial and commercial tax on service businesses) plus its
nonoperating income less nonoperating expenditures. Although no definitions are provided
for "operating expenses,". "overhead," or "nonoperating expenditures," the general approach
appears to be unexceptional.
The taxable income of a commercial joint venture is equal to its "sales profit," plus its
profit from other operations, plus its nonoperating income, less its nonoperating expenditures. Sales profit is equal to gross sales proceeds less returns and allowances, the sales tax
(the industrial and commercial tax), selling expenses, overhead, and the "cost of sales." The
cost of sales is equal to initial inventory plus purchases and purchase expenses, less
purchase returns, allowances, and closing inventory.
The Chinese term "cost of sales" appears similar to the U.S. concept of "cost of goods
sold." If these terms are similar, the calculation of sales profit seems to correspond to U.S.
accounting practices and, in general terms, the rules for calculating the taxable income of a
commercial enterprise seem to be in accordance with U.S. concepts. See J. WHMrx & E.
BEAN, ELEMENTARY AcCOUNTING 258 (1955) [hereinafter cited as WMrT & BEAN].

The taxable income of an industrial joint venture is equal to the "profit from the sale of
its product" plus the profit from its other operations, plus its nonoperating income, less its
nonoperating expenditures. Profit from the sale of its product is equal to "net volume of sale
of product," less sales taxes, "cost of sale of product," selling expenses, and administrative
expenses. Net volume of sale of product is equal to total volume of sale of product less sales
returns and allowances. Cost of sale of product is equal to "cost of product of the year," plus
opening inventory of product, less closing inventory of product. Cost of product of the year
is equal to opening inventory of semifinished and in-production product, plus "cost of production of the year," less closing inventory of semifinished and in-production product. Cost
of production of the year is equal to direct material used in production of the year plus
direct wages, plus manufacturing expenses.
The Chinese rules for determining the profit arising from the sale of a manufactured
product seem similar to those used in the United States. The Chinese definition of "cost of
production" is direct material, direct wages, and manufacturing expenses. The U.S. definition of "cost of manufacture" is the total cost incurred during the period for raw materials,
direct labor, and factory overhead. Id. at 263-64. The two definitions appear similar. The
primary question raised is whether the Chinese use of "manufacturing expenses" encompasses all the elements of "factory overhead" as used in the United States, which include
indirect labor, maintenance and repairs, utilities, depreciation on machinery, insurance,
rent, supplies, and similar costs. A Chinese dictionary of accounting and financial terms
defines the term "cost of production" as including, in addition to materials and wages, depreciation, electricity, travel expenses, interest, and "all other items of production cost."
QivY GuANLi XiAo CmuN (SMALL DICTIONARY OF ENTERPRisE MANAGEMENT) 64 (1981).
The Chinese term "cost of product of the year"-opening inventory of semifinished and
in-production product, plus cost of production, less closing inventory of semifinished and inproduction product-may correspond to the United States accounting term "cost of goods
manufactured," which refers to the cost of goods that have been completed during the year.
WHm'T & BEAN, supra, at 264. The cost of goods manufactured is determined by adding the
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cated, the calculation of taxable income appears to be consistent
with Western practices and concepts.
Under the regulations, inventory is computed at cost.150 The
regulations specifically list three computational methods-first-in
first-out (FIFO), shifting average, and weighted average-but leave
open the possibility of using other methods.1 5'
The Joint Venture Law provides that the net profit of a joint
venture can be distributed to the shareholders after the joint venture income tax is paid and after payments are made into the venture's reserve funds, worker bonus and welfare funds, and expansion funds.1 52 'Chinese sources have confirmed that payments made
into these funds are not currently deductible,15 3 a position that is
consistent with the practice of the United States and other countries. Less understandable is the position the Ministry of Finance
previously adopted that payments subsequently made out of these
funds were also not deductible for tax purposes, notwithstanding
that expenditures for the same purposes, for instance worker bo1T
nuses, made out of general joint venture funds, were deductible.
There is some uncertainty, however, about the Ministry's current
thinking. In a recent document, the Ministry may have modified
its prior position, at least in the case of reserve funds, by appearing
opening inventory of goods in process to the "cost of manufacture" and then subtracting the
closing inventory of goods in process. Id. If the Chinese concept of "semifinished and inproduction product" is similar to the U.S. concept of "goods in process," and if "cost of
production" is similar to "cost of manufacture," then the Chinese term "cost of product"
corresponds to the U.S. term "cost of goods manufactured." To the extent this correspondence holds, the Chinese definition of cost of sale ofproduct can be restated as: opening
inventory, plus cost of goods manufactured, less closing inventory. This formulation of cost
of sale of product is similar to the U.S. definition of cost of goods sold. If the above U.S.
terms are then substituted for their apparent Chinese counterparts, the Chinese definition
of "profit from the sale of product" can be rewritten in a form familiar under U.S. accounting principles: sales less returns and allowances, cost of goods sold, selling expenses, administrative expenses, and sales taxes. See id. at 269. While this formulation remains to be
tested, it does seem consistent with the pattern of the regulations.
150. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 18.
151. Id. Chinese officials have reportedly stated that the last-in first-out (LIFO)
method is also acceptable. D. FosTER & J. HORsLEY, 443 T.M., BusIEss OPFRATIONS IN THE
PEoPL.'s REUBLIC OF CHINA A-20 (1983). The joint venture can elect which method it
desires but the permission of the local tax authority must be obtained to change methods.
JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 18. For an explanation of the shifting average and
weighted average methods, see Explanation of Terms of the [JVITL Regulations], HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 129, 131-32.
152. Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art. 7, para. 1.
153. Yu Dongzhou, A Critique of the Law of Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment From the Viewpoint of Legislative Technique, SHmUI KEXuR ZHANXIAN
(Soc. Sci. BArrLFRoNT) No. 2, at 117, 123 (1980).
154. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983.
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to state that payments out of these funds are deductible in the
year in which the obligation requiring the payments is actually incurred.15 5 The term in the document, however, zhunbei jin, is most
accurately translated as "preparatory fund," which is different
from the term used in the Joint Venture Law for "reserve fund"
(chubei fin). Consequently, it is unclear whether the document refers to the reserve fund as used in the Joint Venture Law and thus
represents a shift in the Ministry's position on this issue.
3.

Rates

The JVITL provides for a basic thirty percent tax rate. In addition, a local surtax of ten percent of the national tax paid is levied for use by the local treasuries, bringing the total tax rate, assuming no reductions, to thirty-three percent.1 5 6 "On account of
special circumstances," the surtax can be eliminated or reduced by
the government of the province, municipality, or autonomous re157
gion in which the joint venture is located.
A tax of ten percent is levied on the gross amount of profits
that a foreign participant remits out of China.""' Presumably,
China intends to follow the practice of many countries, including
155. See Notice of the General Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance on the Question
of How Joint Ventures Should Account for Advance Expenses or Reserve Funds in Calculating Taxable Income (Jan. 18, 1984), 1984 C~AZHENG (FINANCE) No. 5, at 44. The authors

understand that the Ministry's position does not apply to payments made from worker bonus and welfare funds. Apparently in this context such payments are viewed as a form of
profit sharing akin to a non-deductible dividend. This view is inconsistent, however, with
allowing a deduction for worker bonuses paid out of general joint venture funds. The Ministry's position on payments made from the expansion funds is unknown, although the latter
situation would seem to be similar to the case of the reserve funds.
156. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 3, para. 1; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 3,
para. 1. The local tax is collected together with the national tax and later distributed to the
local authorities.
157. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 3, para. 2. This discretion is exercised on a
joint venture by joint venture basis. A joint venture is presumably located in the province,
municipality, or autonomous region in which it has its operations. At present, the domestic
operations of most joint ventures occur within only one province, muncipality, or autonomous region.
158. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 4; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 4. The procedures for remitting profits are provided in China's foreign exchange control regulations. Provisional Regulations for Foreign Exchange Control of the People's Republic of China
(promulgated by the State Council, Dec. 18, 1980), art. 24, para. 1, 1980 STATE COUNCIL

GAzETTE 625 [hereinafter cited as Exchange Control Regulations]; for an English translation
see CFEL, supra note 2, at 118. All foreign exchange receipts of a joint venture must initially be deposited in an account in the Bank of China and any remittances are made from
that account. See Exchange Control Regulations, supra, art. 22.
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the United States,'5 9 of levying a tax on the payment of dividends
to foreign shareholders. One significant difference from the approach used by other countries, however, is that the Chinese tax
applies only to profits remitted abroad. Accordingly, a dividend
that is reinvested within China without first being remitted outside
China will be free of the ten percent tax. 6 0
It is unclear how the Chinese will treat a situation in which a
dividend is initially deposited in a bank account within China and
subsequently remitted outside China. Presumably, the ten percent
tax applies when the dividend is withdrawn and remitted abroad,
but rules will have to be developed to identify what part of the
withdrawal from the deposit represents the dividend, and what
part represents interest or principal.
To implement the ten percent tax, the Chinese will also need
to develop rules defining the term "profits." The term cannot be
synonymous with taxable income because certain outlays, such as
the payment of the joint venture tax, reduce the amount of profits
available for distribution even if they are not deductible for purposes of calculating taxable income. Unless the calculation of profits takes into account such outlays, the ten percent tax might be
levied on a distribution that actually constitutes a withdrawal of a
shareholder's capital, rather than a distribution of profits.''
The JVITL provides for a number of possible rate reductions
or exemptions. Implementing an incentive referred to in the Joint
Venture Law, 6 2 the JVITL allows a newly established joint venture that is scheduled to operate for a period of ten years or more
to apply for a full exemption from tax in its first profit-making
year and a fifty percent reduction in the following two years. 6 3
159. See I.R.C. §§ 871(a)(1)(A) & 881(a)(1).
160. See JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 4; Wang Xuanhui, A Discussion of the
Income Tax Burden on Chinese-ForeignJoint Ventures, 1982 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 6, at
21.
161. For the U.S. rules on what constitutes a distribution of profits, see I.R.C. §§ 301,
312 & 316.
162. Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art. 7, para. 2.
163. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 5, para. 1. As the Chinese text makes clear, the "following two years" refers to the two years, whether profitable or not, immediately subsequent to
the first profit-making year and not, as has been understood by some foreigners, to the
second and third profit-making years.
If a joint venture makes a profit in its first taxable year, that taxable year is generally
considered to be its first profit-making year even if it is less than twelve months. This rule
may be modified, however, in "special circumstances" upon the approval of the local tax
authorities. [Document] Regarding the Question of the Periods of Tax Reduction and Exemption For Newly Opened Joint Ventures (June 8, 1981), HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 12.
One "special circumstance" might involve a taxable year that was exceedingly short.
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These periods have subsequently been extended to two years of
exemption and three subsequent years of fifty percent reduction.'"
A joint venture qualifies for exemption and a fifty percent reduction if it is scheduled to
operate for ten years or more. If the joint venture does not actually operate for ten years, it
is unknown whether part or all of any benefit previously granted will be recaptured.
Certain types of enterprises are entitled to additional tax reductions. Joint ventures in
"low-profit" operations such as farming or forestry or ventures located in remote, undeveloped outlying areas may apply for a fifteen percent to thirty percent reduction in income
tax for an additional ten year period after their initial periods of tax exemption and reduction. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 5, para. 2. The local tax authorities are empowered to approve the initial periods of exemption and reduction, but the Ministry of Finance must
approve the additional ten year reduction. Id. The initial exemption and reduction are
granted almost automatically, but not enough experience yet exists to know whether the ten
year reduction will be similarly granted. Enterprises engaged in the operations discussed,
which have Hong Kong, Macao, or overseas Chinese investors, enjoy even more generous
benefits under a recently announced policy. They may be granted a twenty to forty percent
reduction in tax for ten to fifteen years after the original exemption and reduction period,
which for enterprises with Hong Kong, Macao, or overseas Chinese investors is six years.
What Tax Reduction and Exemption Regulations Does China Have in Utilizing Foreign
Investment?, 1983 CAZHENG (FiNANcE) No. 6, at 46 [hereinafter cited as Tax Reduction and
Exemption]. See infra note 164.
164. Decision Regarding Amendment of the Income Tax Law of the People's Republic
of China Concerning Joint Ventures.Using Chinese and Foreign Investment (passed by the
Standing Committee of the Sixth National People's Congress, Second Session, Sept. 2,
1983), art. 1, 1983 STATE CoUNCmI GJzrr 866 [hereinafter cited as JVITL Amendment
Decision]. It is unclear from the JVITL Amendment Decision itself whether these extended
holidays and reductions apply to pre-existing joint ventures. A subsequent Ministry of Finance Notice, however, provides that the extended holidays and reductions will apply to
pre-existing ventures that have not yet earned any profits or whose tax exemption or reduction periods have not expired. Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Earnest
Implementation of the Decision of the Standing Committeee of the National People's Congress Regarding Amendment of the Income Tax Law of the People's Republic of China
Concerning Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment (Oct. 12, 1983), art. 1,
1983 CAIZHENG (FINANcE) No. 12, at 51 [hereinafter cited as Joint Venture Implementation
Notice].
In Shanghai, even more liberal treatment may be available. According to one report, the
initial exemption may be for one to three years, starting from the first profit-making year,
with a fifty percent rate reduction for an additional two to four years. Further "appropriate"
reductions may be granted to joint ventures that have "difficulties" paying income tax after
the expiration of the originally granted exemption and reduction periods. A Few Financial
Questions Regarding Chinese-ForeignEconomic Cooperation in Shanghai, Wen Wei Pao
(Hong Kong), Mar. 29, 1983, at 7 [hereinafter cited as Shanghai Economic Cooperation].
Joint ventures in China with Hong Kong, Macao, or overseas Chinese investment will reportedly be granted a six year initial period of tax exemption and reduction consisting of an
exemption in the first profit-making year and five subsequent years of fifty percent reduction. Tax Reduction and Exemption, supra note 163 at 46.
A question not specifically covered by the JVITL is whether the tax holidays and reductions include the local surtax. Ministry of Finance officials have stated that the local
surtax is included in the holidays and reductions. Speech by Liu Zhicheng, Director of the
General Bureau of Taxation, Ministry of Finance, in Los Angeles, June 8, 1981. Because the
local surtax is based on a percentage of the national tax paid, see supra text accompanying
note 156, the Ministry's position avoids the administrative complication of requiring a taxpayer entitled to a national tax holiday or reduction to calculate the national tax it would
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The first profit-making year is defined as the year in which a joint
venture begins to make a profit after taking into account any loss
carryforwards.'6 5 This approach favors investors because an initial
period of start-up losses will not count against the joint venture's
period of eligibility for a tax exemption or reduction.
Under the Joint Venture Law, these exemptions and reductions are limited to a joint venture "equipped with up-to-date
technology by world standards."1 6 This requirement is not found
in the JVITL, and does not seem to be a prerequisite to receiving
an exemption or reduction. At present, most, if not all of the joint
ventures in China operate under a tax exemption and reduction
scheme.
The JVITL implements another tax incentive referred to in
the Joint Venture Law 6 7 by allowing a participant that reinvests
its share of profits from a joint venture in China 8 for at least five
consecutive years to obtain, upon approval by the tax authorities, a
refund of forty percent of the income tax paid on the reinvested
funds.'6 9 The refund is apparently granted upon the taxpayer's
stated intent to reinvest for the five year period; if the funds are
withdrawn before the end of the period, the taxpayer must pay
otherwise have paid solely for purposes of calculating the local surtax.
165. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 5.
166. Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art. 7, para. 2. The requirement that technology be "up-to-date by world standards" differs in wording from a provision found elsewhere
in the Joint Venture Law that "technology or equipment contributed by any foreign participant as investment shall be truly advanced and appropriate to China's needs." Id. art. 5,
para. 2. Technology that is "up-to-date by world standards" may have been developed for
capital-intensive economies and thus may not be appropriate for labor-intensive sectors of
China's economy. See Torbert, China's Joint Venture Law: A Preliminary Analysis, 12
VAND. J. TRANSNAT'L L. 819, 854 (1979).
167. Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art. 7, para. 3.
168. The JVITL Regulations specify that the profits must be reinvested in the same or
another Chinese joint venture. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 6. See also Joint Venture Tax Notice, supra note 137, art. 1(1), stating that to qualify for the refund of tax the
profits may be invested in the same joint venture, in another existing joint venture in China,
or used to form a new joint venture with a Chinese entity.
169. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 6; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 6. Although
these articles could be read as requiring that all of a participant's after-tax profit must be
reinvested to obtain a refund, China's Finance Minister, Wang Bingqian, in discussions in
September 1980 with U.S. lawyers in Washington, D.C., indicated that any part of the profit
reinvested would entitle the investor to a proportional refund. Thus, if a participant
reinvested fifty percent of its after-tax profit, it would receive a refund of forty percent of
fifty percent of the tax paid on the pretax profit. Presumably, a participant will be deemed
to have paid a portion of the JVITL tax equal to the percentage of its equity participation
in the venture. The Chinese have apparently not yet decided whether profits that have already been distributed can later be reinvested and qualify for a refund.
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back the refunded tax. 1 ° The tax refund, which is paid to the reinvesting participant and not to the joint venture, does not include
17 1
the local surtax.

As the final step in the calculation of its tax liability, a joint
venture may take a credit for income taxes paid abroad on income
earned outside of China. The credit cannot exceed the Chinese tax
payable on the income earned abroad. 172
To implement this limit on the credit, source rules will have to
be developed defining what income is earned abroad. At present,
neither the JVITL nor its regulations contain such rules. The development of these rules has not been a priority for two reasons. 7
First, joint ventures are taxed on their worldwide incomes and it is
unnecessary for this purpose to determine their Chinese source
taxable income. Second, most joint ventures incur only Chinese
taxes and the credit for foreign taxes has therefore been unimportant. The opening of branches or subsidiaries outside China by
some joint ventures, however, will require the development of
source rules.
4. Administrative Provisions
A joint venture must register with the local tax authority1 '

within thirty days of its registration with the State Administration
for Industry and Commerce.1 7 5 Provisional returns and payments,
170. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 6. It is unclear whether during the five year period
reinvested funds can be withdrawn from one joint venture in China and reinvested in another joint venture in China without triggering the payback requirement. Also unknown is
what approach, for example LIFO or FIFO, will be used in determining the "age" of any
withdrawn funds for purposes of the five year rule.
171. Joint Venture Tax Notice, supra note 137, art. 1(4). A foreign participant that
repatriates its tax refund is not subject to the ten percent tax on remitted profits, see supra
note 158 and accompanying text. Joint Venture Tax Notice, supra note 137, art. 1(5). Evidently, the Chinese felt that the tax incentive to reinvest would be undercut if the refund
were subject to the ten percent tax on remitted profits.
172. JVITL, supranote 5, art. 16, para. 1; JVlTL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 32. A
per country limitation is used for the joint venture tax credit. Joint Venture Tax Notice,
supra note 137, art. 4. The law does not provide that a taxpayer can deduct foreign income
taxes rather than crediting them. Such a deduction, however, is not expressly prohibited by
the JVITL. See supra note 143 and accompanying text. In the case of a dividend received
from abroad, it is uncertain whether the Chinese plan to grant an indirect tax credit, that is,
a credit for the tax paid on the profits out of which the dividend is paid. For the U.S. rules
on the indirect tax credit, see LR.C. § 902 (1982).
173. For discussions of the source rules in the IITL and in the FEITL, see supra notes
32-35 and accompanying text, and infra Part H(D)(5), respectively.
174. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 11.
175. Id.; see Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art. 3. Until recently, this organization was called the General Administration of Industry and Commerce.
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based either on the previous year's actual income or the current
year's estimated income, are due within fifteen days after the end
of each quarter.11 The final return and accounting statement prepared by the joint venture are due within four months after the
end of the year 177 regardless of whether the joint venture has a

profit or a loss, and final payment is due within five months.Y
Audit reports of "chartered public accountants registered in the
17 9
People's Republic of China" must also be submitted.

Income and tax are denominated in RMB. Foreign currency is
converted 0at the official exchange rate posted on the date of tax
18
payment.
The ten percent tax on profits sent abroad is collected by the
remitting agency" ' which, under China's foreign exchange control
regulations, is the Bank of China.1 8 2 A foreign participant in a joint
venture that wishes to remit its profits from China must "report"
to the local tax authorities.18 3 The joint venture apparently has no
responsibility for collecting the tax should the Bank of China fail
to do so.
176. Id. arts. 8 & 9; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 19. If the difference between the tax payable on the quarter's "actual profits" and that payable based on the current year's estimated income or the past year's actual income is "relatively great," a joint
venture "may" calculate its provisional payments based on the "actual profits" of the quarter. Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Question of Joint Ventures' Calculation of Income Tax Amounts of Quarterly Provisional Payments (Jan. 18, 1984), 1984
CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 4, at 46. It is unclear whether this provision is meant only to provide an option that the joint venture can elect or whether the tax administration can require
the taxpayer to report on this basis.
177. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 9, as amended by the JVITL Amendment Decision,
supra note 164, point 3. Prior to being amended, the period was three months. The four
month period is effective for taxes accruing in 1983. Joint Venture Implementation Notice,
supra note 164, art. 2. Applications to extend the deadlines for filing returns on account of
"special circumstances" must be made to the local tax authorities within the deadline in
question. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 21, para. 1.
178. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 8, as amended by the JVITL Amendment Decision,
supra note 164, point 2. The amendment extends to five months what was previously a
three month deadline. This five month period is effective for the payment of taxes accruing
in 1983. Joint Venture Implementation Notice, supra note 164, point 2.
179. The Chinese have made it clear that by accountants "registered in the People's
Republic of China" the regulations mean Chinese accountants, and not foreign accounting
firms with registered offices in China. Several Chinese accounting offices now exist in Beijing, Shanghai, Guangzhou and other cities, which are available to audit joint ventures. A
foreign participant in a joint venture may, at its own expense, have a supplementary audit
performed by a foreign accountant. Comments of Mo Qiou, at Hong Kong Seminar on
P.R.C. Taxation and Accounting Practices, June 15, 1982.
180. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 10; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 22.
181. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 4.
182. Exchange Control Regulations, supra note 158, art. 24, para. 2.
183. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 4.
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A late payment of tax is subject to a daily fine of 0.5 percent
of the overdue tax beginning from the first day of arrears.'" The
failure to file a return in a timely fashion, to register with the tax
authorities when required,1 8 5 or to provide all relevant facts and
information to tax officials subjects the taxpayer to a fine of up to
5,000 yuan ($2,315) per violation."' 6 Tax evasion or the refusal to
pay tax is punishable by a penalty of up to five times the unpaid
tax; cases of "gross violations"
may be referred to the courts for
187
prosecution.
criminal
Joint ventures are required to keep their accounting records
for at least fifteen years; the failure to do so may be penalized by a
fine of up to 5,000 yuan ($2,315) per violation. s A similar penalty
may be imposed if a venture fails to submit samples of its sales
invoices and business receipts to the local tax authorities for ap1 89
proval "before using them."
Tax authorities must provide notice whenever penalties are to
be imposed.1 90 Taxpayers that disagree with the tax authorities
may, after first paying their tax, appeal to higher tax authorities,
who must render a decision within three months of receiving the
taxpayer's application.1 91 'After exhausting their administrative
remedies, taxpayers have a further appeal to the local people's
1 92

court.

D.

The Foreign EnterpriseIncome Tax

The Foreign Enterprise Income Tax Law ("FEITL"), effective
January 1, 1982,193 fills a major gap in the Chinese tax structure.
184.

JVITL, supra note 5, art 13. See also supra note 77.

185. In addition to their initial registration, joint ventures must register when they
change the nature of their businesses, change their addresses, cease operations, or transfer
their registered capital. JVITL, supra note 5, art. 11. The concept of changing the nature of
a joint venture's business (zhuanchan) could include a change in the product produced as
well as more fundamental changes in the joint venture's operations. In practice, re-registration is not required if a new product is produced provided that it falls within the scope of
manufacturing activity encompassed by the joint venture contract. Accordingly, such contracts should be drafted broadly enough to accommodate subsequent changes.
186. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 28.
187.

JVITL, supra note 5, art. 14.

188. JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 25, paras. 2 & 29. The authors suspect that
the fifteen year period was chosen because it represents the life of the average joint venture.
189. Id. arts. 26 & 29.
190. Id. art. 30. "Notice" is not defined.
191.
192.

JVITL, supra note 5, art. 15; JVITL Regulations, supra note 5, art. 31.
JVITL, supra note 5, art. 15.

193. FEITL, supra note 2; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6. Under the State Council
Notice, supra note 9, art. 1, "preferential tax provisions" in contracts signed and approved
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Before the FEITL's adoption, the only tax law of apparent applicability to foreign investment was the JVITL. The JVITL, however, covers only equity joint ventures, which constitute a relatively small part of business activity in China. A much greater
proportion of foreign investment takes the form of non-equity or
"contractual" joint ventures, sometimes known as cooperative or
co-production ventures. The JVITL does not apply to this mode of
investment, which is not conducted through a joint venture corporation.9 4 Until the FEITL was adopted, the tax consequences of
non-equity joint ventures had been unclear.
The FEITL divides taxpayers into two basic categories: foreign companies, enterprises, and other economic organizations that
have "establishments' 1 95 in China, and those which do not. Taxpayers with establishments are generally taxed on their net income
at progressive rates. Taxpayers that do not have establishments
are taxed on certain categories of Chinese source income-for example, interest, rents, and fees for the use of proprietary
rights' 9 -at a flat twenty percent rate which is levied on the gross
amount of the income and is withheld by the payor.197 In broad
before the FEITL remain valid for the life of the contract, but will not apply to any extensions. "Preferential provisions" include provisions, common in technology transfers and
other contracts signed before the FEITL, requiring the Chinese party to pay all taxes arising in China under the contract. These provisions are prohibited in contracts signed after
the FEITL. See [Document] Regarding Questions Relating to the Taxation of Such Contracts as Introduction of Technology Contracts, Loan Contracts and Leasing Contracts Approved Before the Promulgation of the Tax Law (Mar. 29, 1982), HANDBOOK, supra note 9,
at 37.
194. See infra Part I(D). The Chinese have indicated, however, that a venture designated a "contractual" or "cooperative" venture in the contract but having the characteristics of an equity joint venture (evidenced for instance, by the existence of a board of directors for the joint venture), is taxed under the JVITL, not the FEITL. Gelatt discussion with
Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983.
195. The Chinese term for "establishment" is jigou. The reference to other economic
organizations is broad enough to include proprietorships and partnerships.
196. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 11, para. 1. The Chinese term, texuquan shiyongfei, is
translated as "royalties' in the Chinese unofficial translation of the FEITL. See China
Daily, Dec. 17, 1982, at 2. The term "royalties" is too narrow, however, and fails to capture
the intended scope of texuquan shiyongfei. See infra Part H(D)(5)(d). The precise Chinese
term for "royalties" in the Western sense is ticheng fei.
197. This approach is widely known as a "withholding tax." Technically, withholding
is a means of collecting a tax and should not be used to refer to the imposition of a tax.
Nonetheless, because the term withholding tax has been commonly adopted throughout the
world, it is used in this article.
The confusion that accompanied the recent U.S. proposals to withhold tax from the
payment of dividends and interest demonstrates the risk raised by the imprecise use of
language. Many people believed that the proposals-typically described as a withholding
tax-called for a new tax on dividends and interest, rather than for a means of collecting
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outline, this approach is similar to that adopted by many other
countries. 198
1.

Definition of Establishment

The significant difference in tax treatment between a progressive tax on net income and a twenty percent fiat tax on gross income makes it critical for a foreign company to determine whether
it has an "establishment." The FEITL and its regulations provide
that "establishments" refer to organizations, sites, or business
agents engaging in production or business operations either independently or in cooperative production or joint business operations
with Chinese enterprises. 199 "Organizations" include management
those taxes already owed.
198. The Chinese are apparently undecided about how they will treat a situation in
which a taxpayer having an establishment receives income that is "unrelated" to that establishment. Under the so-called force of attraction approach, a taxpayer having an establishment would be taxable on all of its Chinese source income, whether or not related to the
establishment. In effect, the establishment would "attract" all of a taxpayer's taxable income. Under an alternative approach, only those items of income which are related to or
associated with the establishment would be taxable as part of the establishment's income;
unrelated items would be treated independently of the establishment and either taxed or
exempted, depending on the relevant provisions of the law.
As an example of the differences in approach, consider a corporation having an establishment in China which manufactures toys. The corporation also exports other products to
China. Assume that the Chinese establishment plays no role whatsoever in generating the
export sales.
Under the force of attraction approach, the income from the export sales would be attributed to the establishment, and if it constituted Chinese source income, would be considered part of the establishment's taxable income. Under the alternative approach, however,
the existence of the corporation's Chinese establishment would be irrelevant to the treatment of the income generated by the export sales. With respect to the export sales, a corporation with a Chinese establishment would be taxed in the same manner as a corporation
without an establishment under whatever rules were applicable.
Administratively, a force of attraction principle is appealing because it avoids the need
to formulate rules determining which items of income are to be treated as attributable to an
establishment. The application of the principle can be avoided, however, by a taxpayer willing to use different entities to segregate its different activities. In the example above, the
force of attraction principle could be nullified if the corporation were to create a new subsidiary for its exports to China (or channel such exports through an existing subsidiary). A
country adopting a force of attraction principle could fashion rules to guard against this
situation, but the need to do so tarnishes the administrative simplicity that partially underlies the principle.
199. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 2, para. 2; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 2. It is
unclear whether "establishment" will be interpreted as encompassing a Chinese subsidiary
that is wholly-owned by a foreign company. Until recently, this issue has not needed resolution because outside of the special economic zones, where special tax regimes apply, no corporations have been wholly-owned by foreigners. Now that such corporations are being allowed to operate elsewhere, the Chinese will have to decide whether the FEITL is
applicable, or whether some other tax regime, such as the JVITL or China's domestic in-
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organizations, branches, and representative offices. "Sites" include
factories, sites where natural resources are being exploited, and
sites where construction, installation, assembly, exploration, and
other projects are undertaken. 0 0
The current Chinese administrative posture suggests that "establishment" will not be interpreted as broadly as the statute or
regulations might seem to allow, but rather will be interpreted in a
manner akin to the concept of a "permanent establishment" commonly embodied in tax treaties.20 ' In other words, the Chinese will
require a high order of nexus, presence, or activity in China before
concluding that an "establishment" exists. For example, independent agents2 02 or representative offices that are characterized by
the tax administration as engaged in information gathering or liaison activities, are unlikely to be regarded as "establishments," a
position in accord with that of many tax treaties. 0 3 Chinese tax
officials have adopted a fairly expansive view of what constitutes
information gathering or liaison activities.20 4
2.

Tax Base

Taxpayers with establishments in China are taxed on their income from "production, business operations, and other sources." 20 5
Income from production and business operations includes income
from industry, mining, communications, transportation, agriculcome tax system, should apply. A recent Chinese treatise states without elaboration that the
FEITL applies to wholly-owned ventures. CHU BAOTAI, ZHONGWAI HEZI JINGYING QIYE FA
SHISHI JINGYAN WENDA (QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS ON THE IMPLEMENTING EXPERIENCE OF THE

42 (1983). Foreign companies negotiating wholly-owned ventures outside of the special economic zones have also
LAw ON JOINT VENTURES USING CHINESE AND FOREIGN INVESTMENT)

been told that the FEITL will apply.
200. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 1, para. 2; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 2.

201. For discussions of the concept of permanent establishment, see Davidson, Permanent Establishments, 6 TAX PLANNING INT'L 145 (1979); Note, Permanent Establishments
under the Nondiscrimination Clause in Income Tax Treaties, 11 CORNELL INT'L L.J. 51
(1978); Gurry, The Role of the PermanentEstablishment in Double Taxation Agreements,
5 AusTL. TAX REv. 12 (1976); Williams, PermanentEstablishments in the United States, 29
TAX LAW. 277 (1975-76).
202. See infra Part II(A).

203. See, e.g., Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation, Nov. 24, 1978,
United States-France, T.I.A.S. No. 9812 (entered into force Oct. 1, 1980); Convention for the

Avoidance of Double Taxation, Dec. 31, 1975, United States-United Kingdom, 31 U.S.T.
5668, T.I.A.S. No. 9682 (entered into force Apr. 25, 1980); Convention for the Avoidance of

Double Taxation, July 22, 1954, United States-Federal Republic of Germany, 5 U.S.T. 2768,
T.I.A.S. No. 3133 (entered into force Dec. 20, 1954).
204. The Chinese are attempting to find practical ways to distinguish for tax purposes
between liaison work and actual "business activity." See infra note 316.
205. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 1, para. 1.
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ture, forestry, animal husbandry, fishing, poultry farming, commerce, services, and other trades; income from other sources includes dividends, interest, and income from the lease or sale of
property, including patents, proprietary technology, trademarks,
and copyrights. 06 These definitions basically parallel those in the
JVITL.
Although the law and regulations clearly intend to reach a
broad range of income, they fail to answer a critical question: Will
foreign companies with establishments be taxable on their worldwide income or just on their Chinese source income? Chinese tax
officials have indicated that only Chinese source income is taxable
under the FEITL,2' 0 7 a position that in principle is consistent with
international practice. The FEITL is silent, however, on the source
rules applicable to significant categories of income. Although
source rules are included for dividends, interest, rentals, and technology fees earned by companies without establishments in
China,2 08 no rules are provided for such major categories as sales or
manufacturing income of companies with Chinese
establishments. 2 9
Provisions in the FEITL governing the definition and calculation of taxable income generally follow the JVITL. Income is taxed
net of "costs, expenses, and losses."2 1 0 There is no concept of a
capital gain or loss.2 ' Business expenses are generally allowable, 1
but certain expenditures cannot be taken as deductions. The list of
206.

FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 4, paras. 1 & 2. The list of income from

other sources is not intended to be all-inclusive.
207. The language of the FEITL, supra note 2, stating that "in the People's Republic
of China, the income of foreign enterprises [with establishments in China] from production,

business operations and other sources will all be taxed according to the provisions of this
law," id. art. 1 (emphasis added), is ambiguous, but could be read to mean that only income
from China is taxable. See also Wang Xuanhui, Reasonably Explain the Source of Taxable
Income, Encourage Low Interest Loans and Deposits, 1982 CAZHENG (INANCE) No. 10, at

43.
208.

FEITL, supra note 2, art. 11, para. 1; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 27.

See infra Part U(D)(5).
209. Should the Chinese subsidiaries of foreign companies be taxed under the FEITL,
see supra note 199, presumably the tax would be imposed on the worldwide income of such
subsidiaries, as is true in the case of joint ventures, see supra text accompanying note 125,
in order to avoid the use of China as a tax haven for shell companies having no Chinese
source income. The FEITL's silence regarding source rules, see supra text accompanying

and following note 208, may be intentional in order to allow further development of the law
to provide different types of source rules for different types of establishments, such as

branches
210.
211.
212.

versus subsidiaries.
FEITL, supra note 2, art. 2.
See FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 20.
See FEITL, supra note 2, art. 2; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 10.
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non-deductible expenditures21 3 substantially overlaps that in the
JVITL.2 14 Particularly noteworthy is the FEITL's incorporation of
the JVITL's denial of a deduction for "interest on capital. '215 The
FEITL regulations provide at least some limitation on the interpretation of this highly controversial provision by allowing the deduction of "reasonable" interest on loans deemed by the local tax
authorities to be "normal loans. 21 6 Although no definitive interpretations of "reasonable" and "normal" yet exist, at the least the
regulations suggest that "interest on capital" will not be read to
deny a deduction for all interest paid, as some foreigners have
feared.21
213. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 10.
214. See JVITL, supra note 5, art. 9. The FEITL Regulations provide a more complex
scheme regarding business entertainment expenditures than does the JVITL, see supra note
145 and accompanying text. Entertainment expenditures may not exceed 0.3 percent of the
first 15 million yuan ($6.94 million) of net sales, and 0.1 percent of any excess, or 1.0 percent
of the first 5 million yuan ($2.31 million) of annual business operations income and 0.3
percent of any excess. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 13. As is the case under the
JVITL, see supra note 145, the limitation based on annual business operations income is
presumably applicable to enterprises that do not engage in sales activity.
The FEITL Regulations also include a blanket denial for deductions of all "other expenditures not related to production or operations." FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art.
10(10). This prohibition is presumably implicit in the JVITL. An official commentary provides as examples of such expenditures, moving expenses, staff retirement funds, educational expenses for staff children, and extraordinary losses from natural disasters. Explanation of Terms in the [FEITL Regulations], HANDOOK, supra note 9, at 133.
215. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 10(3).
216. Id. art. 12.
217. Interest on a bank loan incurred by a participant in a cooperative venture to
finance its contribution to the venture may be deducted by that participant, provided it
meets the "reasonable" and "normal" tests. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax
official, Feb. 23, 1983. A Ministry of Finance document provides that interest on a loan
incurred for investment in a project in China may be deducted as an expense only once the
project enters its production or operating phase. Until that time, the interest must be capitalized and added to the basis of the property that the loan was used to acquire; the basis
can then be depreciated in the normal manner. [Document] Regarding the Question of Listing Interest on Loans of a Foreign Enterprise as an Expense (May 7, 1982), HAmDBooK,
supra note 9, at 41-42 [hereinafter cited as Interest Document]. Similarly, interest on loans
incurred to acquire new capital equipment after a project begins operating may be deducted
only once the equipment enters into service; before that time, it must be capitalized. Id. The
Chinese will have to develop rules that will define when the proceeds of a loan are deemed
to have been used to acquire property. See generally McIntyre, An Inquiry Into the Special
Status of Interest Payments, 1981 Duax L.J. 765 (1981).
A Chinese official has stated that "reasonable" interest means interest "not above the
general interest rate on commercial loans." Wang Xuanhui, supra note 148, at 36. See also
Interest Document, supra at 41; Explanation of Terms in the [FEITL Regulations], HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 133, 134, stating that a "normal loan" is a:
loan taken out by an enterprise that needs funds because its production or operating capital is insufficient, or the enterprise's own capital cannot satisfy the investment requirements of a particular project, or because the scale of production or
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The FEITL prohibits a deduction for fees paid by a foreign
company to its head office for the use of proprietary rights.21 8 This
prohibition is presumably intended to prevent foreign companies
from avoiding tax in China by reducing their income through
transactions that may lack economic substance. The effect of this
provision is tempered, however, by the allowance of deductions for
payments to the head office for overhead and administrative expenses attributable to the Chinese establishment and for payments
for services performed by the head office for the establishment.2
To be deductible, these payments must be properly documented
and approved by the local tax authorities.2 0 Present experience
does not provide a sufficient basis for determining the degree of
vigilance the Chinese will exert in monitoring these fees, which in
many cases could be substantial and could substitute for the
above-mentioned "fees for proprietary rights" as a means of reducing taxable income in China. The authors are unaware of any case
where payments to the head office for administrative and overhead
expenses have been challenged. 21
The depreciation and amortization provisions of the FEITL
are generally similar to those of the JVITL. 2 Special rules are
operations is being expanded. Any such loan on which the interest rate is not
higher than the commercial lending rate at the location where the loan is obtained, and for which a loan contract has been signed, may be considered a normal
loan.
A loan between related corporations might be subject to greater scrutiny because it is
viewed as "free capital." A foreign enterprise, however, might have the opportunity to prove
that such a loan satisfied the "reasonable" and "normal" tests, in which case a deduction for
the interest would be allowed. See Foreign Taxation Section, General Bureau of Taxation,
Ministry of Finance, Questions and Answers on Foreign Taxation (2), 1982 CAZHENG (FiNANcE) No. 7, at 39 [hereinafter cited as Questions and Answers on Foreign Taxation (2)].
The concept of "free capital" disregards the opportunity costs incurred when capital is allocated to one project rather than another. In general, the Chinese have only recently started
to appreciate the concepts of opportunity cost and the time value of money.
218. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 10(9). See supra note 196 and accompanying text. No definition of head office is provided. Unless an expansive definition is adopted,
the thrust of the provision can be avoided through the use of related corporations. For example, consider a U.S. corporation with a Chinese establishment. Royalties for the use of
proprietary rights paid by the establishment to the corporation in the United States would
presumably not be deductible because they would constitute fees paid to the head office.
Suppose, however, that the U.S. corporation transferred the proprietary rights to its subsidiary. Unless the subsidiary were considered to be the establishment's head office, royalties
paid to it would now be deductible.
219. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 11, para. 1.
220. Id.
221. The Chinese can be expected to become more vigilant as they gain experience in
dealing with complex foreign corporate structures.
222. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, arts. 14-19, 21 & 22. See supra notes 131-142
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provided for companies in offshore petroleum and coal
projects-most notably, a provision that fixed assets involved in
the development and subsequent stages of these projects may be
depreciated in a "composite" manner over at least six years. 2 3
A provision in the FEITL not found in the JVITL involves
taxpayers that cannot provide acceptable documentation of their
costs and expenses. In these situations, the local tax authorities
may assess taxes by imputing a "normal" rate of profit based on
that of other similar businesses. For companies engaged in trade,
the imputed profit rate is applied to net sales; for other companies,
it is applied to gross business income.2 24 At present, it is unclear
how the Chinese will determine which businesses are similar
enough to the taxpayer's to serve as a norm for determining what
225
constitutes a normal rate of profit.
The tax authorities decide on a case-by-case basis whether the
imputed profit system will be used. Presumably, the authorities
will be alert to a company that purposely keeps poor records (or
none at all) in order to take advantage of the imputed profit approach in a situation where it would produce a lower tax liability.
Such a company could be subject to the penalty provisions of the
FEITL.2 26
3.

Rates
The tax rates for foreign companies with establishments in
China range from twenty percent on the first 250,000 yuan
($115,741) of taxable income to forty percent on income over 1 miland accompanying text. JVITL, supra note 5, arts. 10-17.
223. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 18, para. 3. The Chinese text suggests that
the taxpayer has the option of electing composite depreciation, but does not specify the
manner in which this election is to be made. Composite depreciation allows the taxpayer to
treat a group of assets as a unit; depreciation is based on the aggregate value of all the
assets. See Wang Xuanhui, Distinguish CapitalExpenditures and Expenses, Establishthe
System of Depreciationand Amortization of Property, 1982 CAIZHENG (FINANcE) No. 9, at
40. For a detailed discussion of offshore oil tax issues, see Moser, Offshore Oil Exploration
and Development in China: the Current Regulatory Regime, in FOREIGN TRADE, hVEsTMENT AND THE LAW IN THE PEopLE's REPUBLmc OF CHNA 179 (M. Moser ed. 1984).
224. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 24, para. 1.
225. Apparently the Chinese will look to domestic businesses or other foreign businesses in China. An official commentary has warned of the need to be sensitive to differences among enterprises, such as differing scales of operations, which may invalidate their
comparison for tax purposes. Wang Xuanhui, Adopt Reasonable SubstitutionalMethods to
Calculatethe Amount of Taxable Income, 1982 CAIEnNG (FINANCE) No. 12, at 36. Taxpayers subject to this imputed profit system must still submit their accounting records, vouchers, and so forth to the tax authorities. Id. at 36.
226. See infra notes 238-41 and accompanying text.
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lion yuan ($462,963).227 In addition, the localities levy a tax of ten
percent, not on the amount of the national income tax paid, as
under the JVITL, but rather on the amount of taxable income. 2
Consequently, the total tax rates range from thirty percent to fifty
percent, although a reduction in or exemption from the local tax
may be available for certain enterprises.22 9
The FEITL's provisions on tax exemptions and reductions are
generally more restrictive than those of the JVITL. Under the
JVITL, an equity joint venture is entitled to apply for an exemption and reduction provided only that it is scheduled to operate for
at least ten years. 230 By comparison, the FEITL not only incorporates the ten year rule,231 but also requires that a foreign company
seeking an exemption for its first profit-making year and a reduction for the following two years 23 2 be engaged in certain types of
227. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 3. The tax rates are as follows:
If Annual Income is:
Below 250,000 yuan ($115,741) ...................................
Equal to or more than 250,000 yuan but
less than 500,000 yuan ($231,481) ................................
Equal to or more than 500,000 yuan but
less than 750,000 yuan ($347,222) ................................
Equal to or more than 750,000 yuan but
less than 1,000,000 yuan ($462,963) ..............................
Equal to or more than 1,000,000 yuan ............................

The Marginal
Tax Rate is:
20%
25%
30%
35%
40%

Id.
The authors do not know whether the Chinese considered levying a flat rate; many
commentators feel that the theoretical case for progressive rates on entities, such as those
subject to the FEITL, is weak because no correlation exists between the income of the
shareholders (or any other group that bears the incidence of the tax) and the income of the
corporation. See, e.g., J. PECHmAN, FiDERAL TAX POLICY 128 (3d ed. 1977); R. MUSGRAVE &
P. MUSGRAVE, PUBLIC FNANCE IN THEORY AND PRACE 310 (2d ed. 1976).

228. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 4, para. 1. See FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 5.
In calculating taxable income for purposes of the local tax, the national tax is not
deductible.
229. Enterprises with annual profits of one million yuan ($462,963) or less can apply
to the provincial-level people's governments for a reduction in or exemption from the tax.
FEITL, supra note 2, art. 4, para. 2; FELTL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 6. Fujian province has reportedly granted a complete exemption from the local tax for these enterprises
and Guangdong has granted a 70 percent reduction. Tax Reduction and Exemption, supra
note 163, at 46. For purposes of these reductions or exemptions, enterprises having annual
profits of one million yuan or less are described as "low-profit." FEITL Regulations, supra
note 6, art. 6. In other contexts, low-profit is undefined. See infra note 233.
230. See supra text accompanying note 163.
231. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 5.
232. Id. The JVITL's definition of the first profit-making year as the first profit-making year after exhausting the five-year loss carryover, see supra note 165 and accompanying
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"low-profit" operations. 23 3 Whereas most equity joint ventures
have received tax holidays and rate reductions, few foreign companies are likely to engage in the types of "low-profit" operations
that qualify for tax preferences under the FEITL.2 3 4 In addition,
because non-equity projects are often of a shorter duration than
are equity joint ventures, many taxpayers will not satisfy the
FEITL's ten year requirement.
4. Administrative Provisions
Foreign companies with establishments in China must register
with the local tax authority within thirty days of commencing operations.2 5 These companies pay quarterly installments of tax
based on their actual quarterly profits. If such profits cannot be
determined, a company pays one quarter of the annualized tax
computed on the basis of either the current year's anticipated
profit or the preceding year's actual profit. 2 6 A final return and
accounting statement are due within four months from the end of
text, is not found in the FEITL, which contains the same loss carryover provisions as the
JVITL. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 6. The same definition, however, will apparently be applied. Meeting of the Natioinal Council for United States-China Trade with the Beijing Municipal Tax Bureau FTCO, Mar. 19, 1982.
The FEITL does not state whether any exemption or reduction that is granted also
includes the local ten percent tax. Administratively, there is no reason why these exemptions or reductions should necessarily include the local tax because, unlike in the case of the
JVITL, see supra text accompanying note 156 and supra note 164, the FEITL's local tax is
not a function of the national tax. See supra text accompanying note 228. Liu Zhicheng,
Director, General Bureau of Taxation, Ministry of Finance, however, has indicated that the
local tax is included in the exemptions and reductions under the FEITL. Interview, Zhongguo Caimao Bao (China Finance and Trade Journal), Dec. 17, 1981, at 1.
233. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 5; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 7. The lowprofit operations mentioned in the FEITL and its regulations are farming, forestry, animal
husbandry, and those low-profit enterprises engaged in exploiting coal resources in deep
wells. Id. The Chinese text indicates that this list of low-profit operations is intended to be
all-inclusive. Under the JVITL, the low-profit requirement has to be satisfied to qualify only
for the ten-year, fifteen to thirty percent rate reduction, which applies after the initial period of exemption and reductions have expired. See supra note 163. Neither the JVITL nor
the FEITL defines "low-profit" in this context.
234. See supra note 233.
235. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 10; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 35; Provisional Regulations of the General Bureau of Taxation of the Ministry of Finance of the
People's Republic of China Regarding Tax Registration of Foreign Enterprises for the Commencement and Termination of Operations (promulgated by the General Bureau of Taxation of the Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of China, Apr. 15, 1982), art. 1 (on
file with the authors). "Commencing operations" means the receipt of approval, e.g. approval to open a representative office or approval of a cooperative venture contract. Gelatt
discussion with the Beijing Municipal Tax Bureau FTCO, Mar. 24, 1982.
236. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 7, para. 1; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 33.
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the taxable year, which is the calendar year, and final payment
must be made by the end of the fifth month.23 7
The FEITL's penalty and appeal procedures generally follow
the JVITL2 s5 Unlike the JVITL, however, the FEITL defines tax
"evasion" and "refusal" to pay tax, conduct that can result in a
fine of up to five times the unpaid tax or, in cases of gross violations, in criminal sanctions. 3 9 Evasion is defined as the taxpayer's
deliberate violation of the tax law by forgery, the alteration or destruction of books or records, the misrepresentation of transactions, or other illegal actions.2 10 Refusal to pay tax is defined as the
taxpayer's refusal to file tax returns, 2to
produce supporting docu4
mentation, or to pay taxes and fines. '
5.

Taxpayers Without Establishments

Foreign companies without establishments in China are taxable only on their Chinese source dividends, interest, rentals, fees
for the use of proprietary rights, and "other" income as determined by the Ministry of Finance.2 41 These categories of income
are taxed under the FEITL at a flat twenty percent rate and no
deductions or credits are allowed for any expenses incurred in the
generation of the income.243
237. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 7, para. 2 & art. 8; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6,
art. 8, para. 1. A foreign enterprise that has "difficulty" computing its tax on a calendar year
basis may apply for permission to use a different fiscal year. Id. art. 8, para. 2. The authors
do not know whether such permission is easily obtained.
238. FEITL, supra note 2, arts. 14-16; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, arts. 43, 44,
46 & 47. See supra notes 184-192 and accompanying text.
239. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 15, para. 3. These definitions may perhaps be applied
for purposes of the JVITL.
240. No examples of what other actions might be considered illegal are provided in
either the FEITL or its regulations.
241. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 45.
242. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 11, para. 1; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 27.
Other income might include commissions and insurance premiums.
Under the State Council Notice, supra note 9, art. 2, "preferential treatment regarding
the tax burden on the income of foreign or Hong Kong businesses from fees for the use of
proprietary rights" provided in contracts signed and approved before the promulgation of
the FEITL remain valid for the initial life of the contract.
243. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 28. The regulations indicate that "separate
stipulations" may alter this treatment. Id. An example of such separate stipulations are
those designed to allow certain foreign banks to be taxed on their interest income in a way
that takes account of some of their expenses. See infra text accompanying notes 322-323.
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a. Dividends
Dividends are from Chinese sources if they are obtained from
or represent profits shared with enterprises doing business in
China. 44 Although this definition could be read to cover dividends
paid by joint venture corporations 24 5 and perhaps dividends paid
by non-Chinese corporations that have Chinese source income, officials have indicated that neither of these situations is subject to
the FEITL.246 In the first situation, dividends paid by joint venture corporations are not subject to the FEITL presumably because their taxation is governed exclusively by the JVITL. In the
second case, involving, for example, a dividend paid by a U.S. corporation with a Chinese establishment, administrative considerations weigh heavily toward exclusion of the income from the
FEITL.248 Because these cases describe most, if not all, of the

likely situations in which Chinese source dividends are paid to foreign companies, the twenty percent tax on dividends will at present affect few foreign companies.
b. Interest
Of more immediate relevance is the withholding tax on interest "gained from China" from deposits, loans, and securities,

49

as

244. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 27, para. 2.
245. Except for joint venture corporations subject to the JVITL, foreigners previously
could not own stock in Chinese corporations. This situation, however, is changing with the
advent of wholly-foreign owned Chinese corporations. See supra note 199.
246. See Questions and Answers on Foreign Taxation (2), supra note 217, at 39.
247. See supra text accompanying note 158.
248. A withholding tax on distributions to foreign shareholders by foreign corporations
with Chinese source income was included in a 1981 draft of the FEITL, which was circulated for comment, but such a provision was later deleted. Remarks of Carl Nordberg at
Practising Law Institute Conference, Legal Aspects of Doing Business with China, New
York, Jan. 27, 1983. The United States levies a withholding tax on the dividends paid by
foreign corporations having substantial amounts of U.S. source income. See I.R.C. §§
861(a)(1), 881(a)(1).

249. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 27, para. 3. Interest "gained from China"
includes interest paid on loans made by foreigners to a Chinese entity. Also included is
interest paid by foreign companies with establishments in China such as cooperative ventures, see infra text accompanying note 357, on loans related to that establishment. A Ministry of Finance document suggests that only such interest as is allowed to be currently

deducted as an expense by a company with a Chinese establishment is subject to the withholding tax. Interest Document, supra note 217, at 42. Presumably, this rule is intended to
match the imposition of the withholding tax with the deduction for interest so that the tax
revenue that is reduced by allowing the deduction is offset in part by the revenue raised
from the withholding tax. Because of the rules requiring a taxpayer to capitalize interest in
certain circumstances, however, see supra note 217, the "matching" approach is defective
and actually undercuts the presumed intent of the rule. To illustrate, assume that a tax-
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well as other interest "such as that from payments made for others
and deferred payments. ' 25 0 An exemption is available for foreign
banks lending to China's various state banks and lending to certain
of China's "trust and investment corporations ' 251 at a "preferential
rate. '252 "Preferential rate" is defined in the FEITL regulations to
mean a rate at least ten percent below the prevailing international
financial market rate.253 Subsequent Ministry of Finance regulations,2 4 however, allow foreign banks to apply to the local tax organs for exemptions in situations not involving a "preferential
rate" as defined in the FEITL regulations. These situations include loans made to China's state banks or trust and investment
companies at the "international interbank rate for call funds," a
term that includes the LIBOR rate, or similar interbank rate. An
exemption may also be available for loans at up to 0.5 percent
payer incurs a loan in year one to purchase an asset that will not be placed into service until
year five. Any interest paid during years one through four must be capitalized and added to
the basis of the asset. See supra note 217. Since this interest will not be deducted as an
expense during years one through four, if the Interest Document is interpreted as its language suggests, the withholding tax will not apply. Once the asset is placed in service, however, the capitalized interest will be deducted as part of the asset's depreciation. Consequently, the full amount of the interest paid in years one through four will be deductible,
yet the withholding tax will not have been applied to the actual payments of interest.
Putting aside this apparent defect in the rule, it is unclear how the Chinese plan to
enforce the withholding tax in situations where the foreign company pays the interest from
funds outside of China. It was this type of administrative problem that evidently resulted in
China's decision not to levy a withholding tax on distributions of profits by foreign corporations having Chinese source income. See supra note 248.
250. "Deferred payments" refers to interest paid on installment purchases. "Payments
made for others" presumably refers to the payment of an obligation on behalf of a third
party. The authors do not know if the Chinese were addressing this provision to a particular
situation that had proven to be a problem in the past.
251. Chinese corporations that have reportedly been granted approval to grant tax
exemptions under this provision include the China International Trust and Investment Corporation, the Shanghai International Trust and Investment Corporation, and the Tianjin
International Trust and Investment Corporation. In addition to acting as intermediaries between foreign investors and potential Chinese partners, these corporations may accept loans
from abroad for investment projects. The exemption is not available for a foreign bank lending directly to a Chinese business.
252. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 11, para. 3; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 30.
All interest income earned by the International Financial Corporation of the World Bank
from loans to Chinese corporations and enterprises is exempt from tax. Notice of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Question of Exemption from Tax for the International Finan-

cial Corporation, 1984

CAIZHENG (FINAMcE)

No. 4, at 49.

253. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 29, para. 2.
254. Provisional Regulations of the Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of
China Regarding the Reduction and Exemption of Income Tax Relating to Interest Earned
by Foreign Businesses from China (Jan. 7, 1983), 1984 CAIZHENG (FINANcE) No. 4, at 44
[hereinafter cited as Interest Regulations].
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above the interbank rate.255 Loans to the China National Offshore
Oil Corporation, the body responsible for the cooperative offshore
oil exploration and development projects with foreign oil companies, may also, under certain circumstances, be exempted from the
withholding tax.25
In response to the impact that the FEITL's twenty percent
withholding tax was apparently having on discouraging lending to
China, the rate was reduced to ten percent for any loan contract
signed between 1983 and 1985.257 Interest paid under contracts

signed and approved before January 1, 1983 remains
subject to the
2 58
twenty percent rate for the life of the contract.

c. Rentals
The FEITL withholding tax also applies to income derived
from the rental of property for use in China. 59 Chinese entities are
255. Id. art. 2(1); Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
Another official has specified that a margin of 0.5 percent above the LIBOR rate is acceptable only for loans of three or more years. For loans of one and two years, only spreads of
.25 percent and .375 percent, respectively, qualify for the withholding tax exemptions. Comment of Luo Youde, head of Offshore Oil Tax Bureau, Ministry of Finance, Washington,
D.C., Apr. 7, 1983. These rules apply to loans to the China National Offshore Oil Corporation (CNOOC). See infra note 256 and accompanying text.
In some situations, it is common for a foreign seller to obtain governmental assistance
in financing its exports. If the exporter obtains a special rate of interest from its government
and if this special rate is passed on to the Chinese importer, the interest paid is eligible for
the exemption. The rate of interest, however, cannot exceed the rate that the importer is
paying (or would pay) on any assistance that it receives (or would receive) from China to
finance the purchase. Id. art. 2(3).
256. Interest Regulations, supra note 254, art. 2(2). The interest rate must be no
higher than the interbank interest rate for call funds. Id. See also supra note 255.
The exemption from the twenty percent withholding tax for banks lending at a preferential rate could place a creditor in a worse tax position than would a loan made at the
prevailing market rate. For example, if the twenty percent tax were fully creditable against
a bank's home taxes, the bank would not bear the burden of the Chinese tax. A concessionary rate of interest, however, is not creditable, even though it has the same economic effect
as a tax. Consequently, a foreign bank may be better advised to lend at the prevailing market rate and credit the twenty percent tax against its home tax than to lend at the concessionary rate without being able to credit the tax implicit in this latter situation. Depending
on the home country's rules, however, it is quite possible that China's twenty percent tax on
gross interest could generate excess foreign tax credits that cannot be used immediately, in
which case a bank might prefer lending at a preferential rate. Moreover, the bank's home
country may not allow a credit for any foreign taxes whatsoever.
257. Interest Regulations, supra note 254, art. 1.
258. Id. art. 6. Presumably, the Chinese would not honor a contract that was renegotiated after Jan. 1, 1983 in order to take advantage of the special ten percent rate.
259. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 11, para. 1; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 27,
para. 4.
The Ministry of Finance has recently provided that income earned by foreign compa-
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becoming increasingly interested in leasing foreign capital equipment, which in addition to providing other advantages may avoid
some of the foreign exchange and import license regulations that
hamper the outright purchase of such equipment.2 60 Although
rental payments are generally taxable to the foreign lessor at
twenty percent under the FEITL withholding tax,2 6 ' special tax
treatment applies to "lease-sale" or "hire-purchase" transactions
which are functionally equivalent to installment sales. 2 62 In these
transactions, a leasing company "rents" equipment to the Chinese
with ownership ultimately passing to them. Unlike a bona fide
rental transaction, the payments made by the Chinese party in a
"lease-sale" arrangement contain a portion attributable to the
purchase price of the equipment. These payments also include a
component that may be characterized by the parties as a "lease"
fee, but in reality is actually interest - usually imposed at a rate
that represents the leasing company's cost of funds it borrowed to
obtain the equipment in question. Payments made to the leasing
company may also include a "service charge" or spread imposed by
the leasing company over its own cost of funds.
Under a 1983 tax regulation, the portion of the payments attributable to the purchase price of the equipment is exempt from
tax.6 5 In addition, the regulation reduces the tax on the interest
component in these lease-sale transactions to ten percent for transactions entered into between 1983 and 1985, and provides for a
total exemption under certain circumstances.2 64 The service charge
nies from the rental of ships to Chinese shipping agencies which are used in international
transport will be exempt from the withholding tax. Income from the rental of ships that are
used in China's coastal waters or inland rivers will be subject to the tax. Notice of the
Ministry of Finance Regarding the Permission for Provisional Exemption of Income Tax for
Rental Payments Made for the Rental of Foreign Ships for Use in International Transport

(Jan. 27, 1984), 1984

CAIZHENG (FINANCE)

No. 4, at 47.

260. See Ching, China Executives Seek Advantages through Leasing, Asian Wall St.
J., Jan. 4, 1983, at 1; Marcovici & Chang, The Attraction of Equipment Lease Financing,E.
Asi, ExEc. RaP., Mar. 15, 1984, at 7.
261. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 11, para. 1.
262. The terms "lease-sale" and "hire-purchase" are British terms, commonly used in
Hong Kong.
263. Interest Regulations, supra note 254, art. 3, para. 1.
264. Id. art. 3, paras. 1 & 2. To qualify for an exemption, interest in a lease-sale transaction must satisfy the criteria of the Interest Regulations regarding interest in the seller's
credit situation, described supra note 255. A recent comment by a Ministry of Finance tax
official, however, indicates that even if the foreign seller does not obtain the governmental
financing referred to in supra note 255, the interest in a lease-sale or installment sale may
still receive an exemption from the local authorities. To receive an exemption, the foreigner
must show that the interest rate is equal to or lower than the government export credit rate
of the lessor's country and provide certification of the interest rate from the lending bank.
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or spread imposed by the leasing company is taxable, but at a reduced rate of ten percent for transactions occurring between 1983
and 1985.265 Experience is insufficient to determine the extent to
which, in applying these rules, the tax administration will respect
the characterization of the payments specified in the leasing contract, thereby allowing the parties some flexibility in specifying the
taxable and exempt components of each payment.
d.

Fees for the Use of ProprietaryRights

Perhaps the most significant targets of the FEITL withholding
tax are what the Chinese term "fees for the use in China of proprietary rights," a concept encompassing royalties or license fees for
the use in China of patented or other proprietary technology,
trademarks, or copyrights. 6 6 In addition, fees for technical training,26 7 technical services, and technical documentation provided by
a foreign company to an entity in China are considered to fall
within this category of income. 68 Income from computer software,
whether "sold" or "licensed," may also be taxed under this rubric.26 9 Fees received by foreign companies for services such as
Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong), Apr. 14, 1984, at 2.
265. Interest Regulations, supra note 254, art. 3, para. 2. This spread is referred to as
the "amount remaining after deduction of the interest." Id. Gelatt discussions with Ministry
of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
In at least one case, the Ministry of Finance allowed a foreign leasing company renting
a drilling vessel to a Chinese joint venture to be taxed at only ten percent of the gross
rental, notwithstanding that a pure rental, and not a lease-sale, was involved. The justification for this special treatment was to "reduce the joint venture's leasing costs." Ministry of
Finance private letter (1983) (on file with the authors).
266. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 27, para. 5. See supra note 196.
267. Fees for training conducted in China or abroad are taxable, provided they relate
to technology to be used in China. Gelatt discussions with Ministry of Finance tax official,
Mar. 9, 1983.
268. See Provisional Regulations of the Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic
of China Regarding the Reduction and Exemption of Income Tax on Fees for the Use of
Proprietary Technology (Dec. 13, 1982), art. 1, 1984 CAZHENG (FINANcE) No. 2, at 19 [hereinafter cited as Technology Regulations]. "Technical documentation" refers to the documentation embodying the technology transferred, including production processes, chemical
formulae, and the like.
269. The current position of the Ministry of Finance on computer software apparently
distinguishes between two situations. In the first, a foreign company merely sells computer
programs to the Chinese, with or without computer equipment, and the Chinese use the
programs as they desire. The technology that would enable the Chinese to write and develop
programs of their own is not transferred. This situation is regarded as the simple sale of a
good, and the resulting income is not taxable. In the second situation, technology for creating computer programs is transferred to the Chinese, and the resulting income is treated as
income for the use of proprietary technology, which is taxable under the FEITL withholding
tax if the company has no establishment in China. Gelatt discussions with Ministry of Fi-
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management consulting, the performance of feasibility studies, and
the provision of technical seminars, are exempt from the withholding tax to the extent that they do not involve the transfer of the
27 0
right to use proprietary technology.

Partly in response to significant foreign pressure, especially
from companies whose home countries grant no foreign tax credit,
the Ministry of Finance has allowed the local tax authorities 2 1 to
reduce the withholding tax to ten percent for certain technologyrelated fees. The Ministry will grant a total exemption if the technology is "advanced" and offered at "preferential" terms. 2 72 The

categories eligible for preferential tax treatment include nuclear
technology, certain types of computer technology, and technology
used in agriculture, energy exploration, or conservation.2 7 3

nance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
270. For a complete list of such fees, see Technology Regulations, supra note 268, art.
2. This income may be taxable under the progressive rates of the FEITL if the foreign
company's activity creates a "site" in China. See infra text accompanying notes 372-380.
271. See Technology Regulations, supra note 268, art. 3. This provision makes clear
that "without consideration and approval [of the tax authorities], the units introducing
technology may not of their own accord grant tax reductions or tax exemptions." In the
past, Chinese trade corporations have purported to grant preferential tax treatment to foreign companies that have later discovered that these agreements were invalid because they
had not been approved by the appropriate authorities.
272. Id. art. 1. In determining whether technology is "advanced" for purposes of the
Technology Regulations' tax exemption, the importing Chinese entity must evaluate which
of all the available technologies will be most effective for its needs, and convey its findings
to the tax authorities for a decision. Gelatt discussions with Ministry of Finance tax official,
Mar. 9, 1983. In addition to being "advanced," the technology must also be offered at "preferential terms" to qualify for the exemption. In deciding whether to grant the exemption,
the tax authorities consider such factors as whether the cost is reasonable relative to comparable technology, whether free training is included, whether payment may be made in kind
rather than in cash, see infra text accompanying note 351, and whether the Chinese transferee may continue to use the technology free of charge after the termination of the contract. Gelatt discussions with Ministry of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
Recently, new tax preferences have been announced for Chinese parties in technology
transfer projects. The importation of advanced machinery and equipment that is unavailable on the domestic market will be granted a 50 percent reduction from customs duties and
from the industrial and commercial tax. "Key equipment and instruments" imported along
with proprietary technology may be fully exempted from customs duties and the industrial
and commercial tax. CHINA ECON. NEws, Feb. 20, 1984, at 4.
273. Technology Regulations, supra note 268, art. 1.
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The Provisional Urban Real Estate Tax

274
The Provisional Urban Real Estate Tax Act ("PURETA")
covers land and buildings located in cities2 75 and, until 1972, was
levied at the discretion of the provincial governments.27 6 Since
1972, the PURETA has been incorporated into the industrial and
commercial tax as applied to Chinese enterprises under the 1972
Act and is no longer levied as a separate tax on such enterprises. 7 7
The PURETA is still levied as a separate tax on individuals, foreigners, and certain Chinese departments.
In the case of owner-occupied land and buildings, the owner is
the taxpayer for purposes of the PURETA.7 9 If the right to the
use of the real property is transferred to an individual or entity in
a non-rental transaction, the transferee is the taxpayer. 8 0 For example, if the Chinese participant in a joint venture contributes its
right to the use of a site or building as part of its capital contribution to the venture, " the joint venture is the taxpayer under the
PURETA. If the right to the use of the property is transferred in a
rental transaction, for example, if a joint venture rents land or
buildings from the government, 8 2 the lessor remains the
283
taxpayer.
For purposes of the PURETA, land and buildings are assigned
"standard values" or "standard rental values" 2 4 by local real estate appraisal committees, which include members of the local peo274. Provisional Urban Real Estate Tax Act (promulgated by the Government Administration Council of the Central People's Government, Aug. 8,1951), 2 LAws AND DECREES,
supra note 8, at 188 [hereinafter cited as PURETA].
275. One standard reference work defines a city (the Chinese term used in the
PURETA is chengshi) as "having a concentrated population, relatively developed industry
and commerce, forming the political, economic, and cultural center of the surrounding region, the majority of whose residents are not involved in agriculture." LANGUAGE RESEARCH
INSTITUTE OF THE ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, DICTIONARY OF CONTEMPORARY CHINESE 137 (1983).
276. PURETA, supra note 274, art. 2, note 1. The provincial governments could decide whether or not to levy the tax within a given city; their discretion did not extend to
exempting particular parcels within a city.
277. See supra notes 89-93 and accompanying text.
278. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8,at 25, 143-44. For an analysis of the applicability of the PURETA to equity joint ventures, see Part III(F).
279. PURETA, supra note 274, art. 3.
280. Id.
281. See Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art. 5, para. 3.
282. See id.
283. See PURETA, supra note 274, art. 3.
284. Id. art. 7. These standard values are supposed to be based on current sales and
rental values in the locality in which the parcel is located. Because there does not appear to

be an active real estate market, it is unclear how these standard values are actually
determined.
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ple's congress and the departments of finance, tax, land administration, construction, industry and commerce, and public security.
These committees are under the direction of the local people's government and conduct their appraisals annually. 86
The tax rates, levied upon the standard values or the standard
rental values are 1.2 percent per annum for owner-occupied buildings, 1.8 percent per annum for owner-occupied land, 1.8 percent
per annum for land and buildings occupied together by the owner.
The rate is 18 percent per annum of the standard rental value for
land or buildings that are rented. 8 6 The tax is collected quarterly
or semi-annually, as required by local tax authorities.8 7
F.

Vehicle and Shipping Taxes

1. Regulations on the Taxation of the Transportation Income of
Foreign Registered Vessels
The taxation of the income of foreign shippers is governed by
the 1974 Regulations on the Levy of Tax on the Transport Income
of Foreign Registered Vessels, 8 ' as amended and supplemented by
the regulations under the FEITL2 89 and a 1982 regulation of the
Ministry of Finance.29 0 Shipping companies whose countries have
285. Id. arts. 9 & 10. In theory, the law requires the annual reevaluation of each piece
of property. The authors do not know, however, whether this mandate is faithfully discharged. If real property values are not changing rapidly, annual reevaluations of existing
parcels is probably unnecessary. In any event, the entire valuation process is somewhat
murky because of the absence of an active real estate market. See supra note 284.
286. PURETA, supra note 274, art. 6, as modified by Notice of the Finance and Economy Committee of the Government Administration Council Regarding Certain Revisions in
the Tax System and Implementation Dates (Dec. 31, 1952), art. 4, para. 5. See PURETA,
supra note 274, art. 6, note 3.
287. PURETA, supra note 274, art. 8. A recent source states that the tax is "generally" collected semi-annually or annually. Sui Zhong, Lecture Course on Taxation, Lesson 7:
Local Taxes, 1983 CAZHENG (FINANCE), No. 12, at 38 [hereinafter cited as Sui Zhong]. Certain types of property are exempt from the PURETA, including property used by military
units and schools. PURETA, supra note 274, arts. 4 & 5. New residential property is entitled to a three-year exemption, starting in the month of completion. Sui Zhong, supra, at 38.
In "special circumstances," property may be granted a reduction or exemption from the tax
with the approval of the provincial or higher level people's governments. PURETA, supra
note 274, art. 5, para. 3. Overseas Chinese returning to live in China are entitled to a fiveyear exemption from the tax. NATIONAL TAxATION, supra note 8,at 145.
288. Regulations of the Ministry of Finance of the People's Republic of China Regarding the Levy of Tax on the Transport Income of Foreign Registered Vessels (June 21, 1974)
(on file with the authors) [hereinafter cited as 1974 Shipping Regulations].
289. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 25.
290. Regulations on the Levy of Income Tax on the Transport Income of Foreign Registered Vessels (Feb. 26, 1982), HANDBOOK, supra note 9, at 100-01 [hereinafter cited as 1982
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reciprocal tax agreements with China exempting maritime income
are not subject to the foreign shipping tax.2 91
The foreign shipping tax is levied on income from each outgoing carriage of passengers or cargo from Chinese ports. The gross
income from each such carriage is taxed at 4.025 percent, composed of a 1.0 percent income tax, a local income surtax of 0.5 percent,2192 a 2.5 percent industrial and commercial tax, and a local
industrial and commercial surtax of 0.025 percent.29 3 The Ministry
of Finance apparently has the power to formulate a separate rate
for taxable income in excess of 5 million yuan ($2.31 million), but
transportation income from a given carriage will not generally exceed this amount and such power has evidently not yet been
exercised.2 94
Foreign shippers must "promptly" report their income and remit payment to the tax bureau located at the port of departure of
the vessel. In no event may this reporting and payment take place
later than thirty days after departure of the vessel. 9 5 In a circular
issued with the 1974 regulations, 9 6 the China Ocean Shipping
Agency instituted a withholding system applicable to transportation income from any shipment that it organizes and books. Under
this system, the Agency withholds the tax from its payments to a
shipper. For shipments that are not organized and booked by the
Agency, the shipper notifies the Agency's branch office, prior to the
ship's arrival, of the details of the cargo to be loaded and the estimated transportation income and remits an estimated tax payment
to the Agency's office. After being notified of the ship's departure
and of the final details of cargo loaded, the shipper cables the
Agency's branch office regarding its tax liability, so that the
Shipping Regulations]. For a summary in English, see CMNA ECON. NEWS, May 24, 1982, at
1.
291. The United Kingdom and the United States have signed such agreements with
China. The U.S. agreement entered into force on September 23, 1983 and for U.S. purposes
it applies to taxable years beginning on or after January 1, 1981; for Chinese purposes, it
applies to taxes paid on or after January 1, 1981.
292. These income tax rates are derived by applying a twenty percent national tax and
a ten percent local tax to a notional profit rate of five percent of gross income from each
carriage from China by a foreign shipper. See FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 25;
China Daily, May 13, 1982, at 2.
293. 1982 Shipping Regulations, supra note 290, art. 2, para. 2.
294. See id.
295. 1974 Shipping Regulations, supra note 288, art. 2.
296. Circular of the China Ocean Shipping Agency Re: Taxes to be Imposed on
Freight Incomes of Outward Cargoes from Ports of China (June 25, 1974) (on file with the
authors).
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Agency may pay the tax due to the local tax bureau. 97
A daily penalty of 0.5 percent per day is assessed for overdue
payments.19 Tax evasion or underpayment of tax may, depending
on its seriousness, subject taxpayers to a fine of up to five times
the tax due.299 Serious cases of tax evasion are to be "handled according to law by the relevant authorities." 0 0
2.

The Provisional Vehicle and Ship Usage License Tax

The Provisional Vehicle and Ship Usage License Tax Act
(PVSLTA)301 covers vehicles owned by persons in China, such as
automobiles, trucks, motorcycles, power boats, and nonmotorized
vehicles including pedicabs and rickshaws, sailboats, and bicycles.3 0 2 Not covered are airplanes and helicopters. Ships owned
by foreigners or Chinese ships leased by foreigners, for example,
foreign time charters, are not covered by the PVSLTA but are subject to tonnage dues.303
The vehicle license tax is imposed by the municipalities and
counties. With the permission of the provincial government, a municipality or county can elect whether to levy the tax.'"
297. Id. The Circular does not discuss what happens if the shipper's estimated tax
payments are lower or higher than its ultimate tax liability.
298. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 14; 1982 Shipping Regulations, supra note 290, art. 3.
299. 1974 Shipping Regulations, supra note 288, art. 4.
300. Id.
301. Provisional Vehicle and Ship Usage License Tax Act (promulgated by the Government Administration Council of the Central People's Government, Sept. 13, 1951), 2
LAws AND DECRSS, supra note 8, at 191 [hereinafter cited as PVSLTA].
302. The PVSLTA, id., is no longer applied as a separate tax to Chinese units; it has
been incorporated into the industrial and commercial tax rates under the 1972 Act, supra
note 82. NATIONAL TAXATION, supra note 8, at 25, 146. Since 1977, the local tax organs have
stopped levying the tax on bicycles. Sul Zhong, supra note 287, at 39.
303. PVSLTA, supra note 301, art. 2; Provisional Regulations on Ships' Tonnage Dues
(approved by the Finance and Economy Committee of the Government Administration
Council, Sept. 16, 1952, promulgated for implementation by the General Customs Office,
Sept. 29, 1952), art. 1, ZHONGGUO HAIGUAN FAGUI SHOUCs (HANDBOOK OF CHINESE CUSTOMS
LAWS AND REGULATIONS) 168 (General Administration of Customs, ed. 1982). Foreign or Chinese ships used by a Chinese-foreign joint shipping company are also subject to tonnage
dues rather than the PVSLTA. Id. Tonnage dues are levied by the customs authorities and
are considered by the Chinese to be a form of customs duties rather than taxation. Harbor
dues are also levied on foreign ships. See Regulations Governing Collection of Harbor Dues
and Charges on Foreign Vessels and Import/Export Cargoes in International Trade
(promulgated by the Ministry of Communications, effective Jan. 1, 1972), art. 7, ZHONGHUA
RENMIN GONGHEGUO JIAOTONG Bu (MINISTRY OF COMMUNICATIONS OF THE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
oF CHINA), WAIGANG FEISHOU GuizE (REGULATIONS ON THE COLLECTION OF PORT CHaRGES)
(1972) (no page numbers).
304. PVSLTA, supra note 301, art. 3, note 1. The tax may be levied semi-annually or
annually. Sui Zhong, supra note 287, at 39.
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The owner of a vehicle who pays tax in one municipality or
county need not pay again or make up any differential when he
drives his vehicle to another area. The owner of a vehicle who resides in an area where the tax is not being levied but who "frequently" drives his vehicle into an area where the tax is being levied, must register and pay tax in the latter area.3 05
The quarterly amount of tax for passenger cars ranges from 15
yuan ($6.90) to 80 yuan ($37.00) per car. 8 Cars carrying cargo pay
a tax based on net tonnage, the quarterly amount ranging from 4
yuan ($1.85) to 15 yuan ($6.94) per net ton. 0 7 The municipalities
and counties set the tax rates within the above ranges and report
them to the provincial government for approval and
implementation.3 08

Ill.

TAX CONSEQUENCES OF

VARIous FORMS OF BusiNEss ACTIVITY

A foreign company contemplating doing business in China can
choose from a varied menu of approaches not dissimilar from that
existing in other countries. At one end of the spectrum, a foreign
company can simply export its goods or technology to China, either through an outright sale, or through a licensing or leasing arrangement. In conjunction with these activities, some technical
training or ancillary support services might be provided to the Chinese customer. At the other end of the spectrum, a company seeking a more substantial involvement can enter into a compensation
trade agreement, a cooperative venture, or an equity joint venture.
A company may decide that in order most effectively to explore and pursue business opportunities in China, a permanent
presence in the country is desirable. Having made this decision, a
company can choose among several approaches - retaining one of
the many trading or consulting firms with offices in Beijing and
other major Chinese cities, appointing an exclusive agent, or establishing a representative office in China.
Numerous factors will influence how a foreign company structures its business activities in China. Many of these factors involve
305. PVSLTA, supra note 301, art. 11. If the owner does not frequently drive his vehicle to the latter area, he may apply for an exemption. Id. No definition of "frequently" is
provided and the statute does not provide information on when or how a person applies for
the exemption. Certain vehicles are exempt from the tax, including ambulances and vehicles
used by army and government organs. Id. art. 6.
306. Id. art. 7 and accompanying note.
307. Id.
308. Id. art. 9.
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internal company policy on doing business abroad and the degree
of commitment and involvement the company seeks with China. In
addition, China's expanding system of laws and regulations governing foreign business must be considered, with taxation becoming an increasingly prominent factor.
As China's tax structure for foreign business becomes more
complex, the tax ramifications of different forms of business become more significant. For instance, under the current Chinese approach, mere intermittent sales to China will not subject a foreign
company's income to taxation. If, however, the foreign company
also provides installation, training, or other services at the purchaser's site over a period of time, the company may be creating an
"establishment," subjecting its service income to the progressive
foreign enterprise income tax. 09 If its activities are not sufficient to
create an establishment, the withholding tax may instead apply on
some of the technical service income.3 10 The various forms of joint
Chinese-foreign business associations also result in different treatment under China's income and other tax laws.
The following sections explore on a transactional basis the tax
consequences of several common forms of business activity in
China. Specifically discussed are representative offices and business agents, consignment sales and service centers, compensation
trade, cooperative ventures, contracted projects, and equity joint
ventures.
A.

Representative Offices and Business Agents

At present, the most common form of foreign business presence in China is the "representative office" (daibiaojigou), established and registered under a 1980 regulation. 1 With the exception of a few bank branches established before the 1949
revolution, 1 most foreign companies with independent permanent
309. See supra Part II(D)(1)-(3).
310. See supra Part II(D)(5).
311. See Office Regulations, supra note 29; Measures of the State Administration of
Industry and Commerce of the People's Republic of China Regarding the Control of Registration of Long-Term Representative Offices of Foreign Enterprises (approved by the State
Council, Mar. 5, 1983, promulgated by the State Administration of Industry and Commerce,
effective Mar. 15, 1983), 1983 STATE COUNcIL GAZrE
76 [hereinafter cited as Office Registration Measures].

312. These banks are the Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, The Chartered Bank, The
Bank of East Asia Ltd., and the Overseas Chinese Bank. They apparently survived the 1949
revolution because of their long-time connections with China and Hong Kong, and the involvement of overseas Chinese in the banks' management.
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presences in China have representative offices.
Under the FEITL, a representative office can be an "establishment" for tax purposes only if it engages in "production or business operations."3 13 Chinese tax officials have stated repeatedly
that they do not view the representative offices of foreign industrial or manufacturing companies as "operating" establishments,
but rather characterize them as liaison centers, engaging in market
development, exploration of business opportunities, and the development of contacts in China on behalf of their home offices. That
many of these offices engage in actual business negotiations and
even sign contracts in the name of their home companies does not,
under current Chinese thinking,3 14 appear to change the tax analysis, despite the contrary impression that certain tax and trade officials have given to some foreign businessmen.3 15 Consequently, industrial or manufacturing companies with only a representative
office in China are not treated as having an establishment and are
thus taxable under the FEITL's withholding tax rather than on
3 18
their net income.
Chinese tax officials have indicated, however, that they will
not apply this same analysis to the offices of foreign service compa31 7
nies, such as consultants, accountants, and trading companies,
which are also registered as "representative offices" under the
same regulations as industrial and manufacturing companies. In
addition to performing general liaison and informational services
for their own companies, these offices provide -professional services
for clients. The fees for these services are usually paid outside of
China and not to the -representative offices themselves. 8 Chinese
313. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 1, para. 2; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 2,
para. 1.
314. Gelatt discussions with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983.
315. See, e.g., Ministry of Finance Clarifies Provisionof EnterpriseTax Law, CHINA
MARKET INTELLIGENCE, January 1983, at 2.
316. The rationale of Chinese tax officials for this approach is that under Chinese law
representative offices cannot engage in actual business activity. See Office Registration Measures, supra note 311, art. 3, providing that "representative offices of foreign enterprises
shall be representative offices that engage in activities that are not direct business operations." The interpretation of "direct business operations" is unclear. For instance, it is uncertain whether the term encompasses the signing of sales or other contracts by a representative office. See infra notes 324-26 and accompanying text regarding representative offices
of foreign banks. The Chinese tax authorities now appear to be looking more closely at the
activities of representative offices in order to determine the appropriate tax treatment.
317. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Nov. 22, 1982.
318. There is no reason to expect the Chinese to place any more importance on place
of payment under the FEITL than they do under the IITL. See supra text accompanying
note 33.
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tax officials have stated that these service companies should be
treated as constituting establishments, and their net income
should be subject to the FEITL's progressive rates.3 19 The extent
to which this interpretation is being implemented is unclear. This
interpretation would presumably require that these offices also pay
the industrial and commercial tax on their service income.3 20 In
any event, whether or not a representative office is treated as a
FEITL establishment, it pays the industrial and commercial tax,
as well as import
duties, on the importation of goods such as office
3 21
equipment.

Also treated as a separate category for tax purposes are foreign
banks with representative offices in China. These banks are not
generally considered as operating business establishments, and until recently, the tax regulations treated them exclusively under the
FEITL withholding tax. The twenty percent withholding tax on a
bank's gross income can produce a high rate of tax on net income,
however, if the spread between the interest charged by a bank on
its loans and its own cost of borrowing money is narrow. If, for
example, a bank borrows money at ten percent and lends it at
fifteen percent, a twenty percent withholding tax on its gross interest income is equivalent to a sixty percent tax on its net income
(15% x 20% / 5). For this reason, the Ministry of Finance has recently adopted a special regulation3 22 providing that if a loan
agreement is signed "directly" with a Chinese entity by the representative office of a foreign bank, the interest income is taxable on
a net basis at the FEITL's progressive rates. An imputed profit
rate, provisionally set at fifteen percent of the interest income, is
provided to determine the taxable income subject to the FEITL
progressive rates. 3 23 The regulation appears to anticipate adjusting

this imputed rate if necessary to reflect more accurately a bank's
costs and expenses. Assuming a 15 percent imputed profit and a 50
percent tax rate under the FEITL, the effective tax rate in the
above example would be approximately 22.5 percent as opposed to
60 percent if the gross withholding tax were used.
By requiring that the loan agreement be signed by the repre319. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Nov. 22, 1982.
320. See supra text accompanying note 96. Chinese officials have confirmed that the
CICTA will be applied to these offices. Communication to Gelatt of China Council for the
Promotion of International Trade Legal Advisory Office, March 1983.
321. See supra text accompanying note 95; Office Regulations, supra note 29, art. 10,
para. 1.
322. Interest Regulations, supra note 254.
323. Id. art. 4.
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sentative office, the imputed profit approach, while attractive to
foreign lenders, has generated a conflict between the tax and banking authorities. A banking law prohibits the representative office of
a foreign bank from engaging in "any direct profit-making business
activities. 3 24 The signing of a loan agreement by a representative
office of a foreign bank might violate this banking law. Although
the tax authorities apparently view such a signing as merely an
administrative act performed on behalf of the head bank, which is
considered to have conducted all the actual business in connection
with the transaction, 25 officials of the Bank of China have stated
that the People's Bank of China (which is the enforcement agency
for the banking law at issue), views the signing of the loan agreement by a foreign bank's representative office as a "direct profitmaking business activity," in violation of the banking law. These
officials have further indicated that the People's Bank will punish
violators by revoking their registration certificates. 26
Unlike representative offices, actual branches of foreign banks
in China are considered full-fledged "operating establishments"
and are taxed on their net income at the progressive rates.3 27 They
2
are also subject to the CICTA. 8
324. Control Measures Regarding the Establishment in China of Long-Term Representative Offices by Financial Institutions with Overseas Chinese or Foreign Capital
(promulgated by the People's Bank of China, Feb. 1, 1983), art. 8 [hereinafter cited as Financial Institutions Measures]. The term "direct profit-making business activities" (zhijie
yingli de yewu huodong), is somewhat narrower than the term "direct business operations"
(zhijie jingying huodong), used in the Office Registration Measures, supra note 311, but the
exact scope of the former term is unclear.
325. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983. See Finance
Ministry Spokesman on Income Tax Reduction and Exemption for Foreign Companies,
CHINA ECON. NEws,Mar. 21, 1983, at 3-4.
326. Gelatt conversations in Beijing with Bank of China officials, February 1984. The
Financial Institutions Measures, supra note 324, and the Office Registrations Measures,
supra note 311, raise a question for leasing companies similar to that raised for banks by the
provisions of the Interest Regulations discussed in the text. A 1983 private Ministry of Finance letter to a Chinese-foreign joint venture, on file with the authors, states that if a
foreign leasing company signs a contract with the joint venture through the company's representative office in China and can substantiate its costs and expenses, it may pay income
tax under the FEITL.as an establishment. The signing of the contract by the representative
office, however, might violate the Financial Institutions and the Office Registration
Measures.
327. See supra note 313 and accompanying text.
328. Amounts paid under the CICTA are deducted from gross income for purposes of
the FEITL. See FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 9, para. 3. The few foreign bank
branches that have existed in China since before 1949 have apparently always been subject
to the CICTA. Until recently, China's state banks were exempted from the industrial and
commercial tax on their interest and other revenues. CICTA, supra note 82, art. 10; CICTA
Regulations, supra note 88, art. 25; 1972 Act, supra note 82, art. 6. Beginning July 1, 1982,
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Some companies do business in China not through their own
representative offices but through one of the many foreign trading
companies or consulting firms that have set up representative offices in China's major cities. As indicated above, these trading or
consulting firms are taxable on the commissions and other fees
generated by their representative offices. More uncertainty exists
regarding the clients of these firms. Under a possible interpretation
of the FEITL, any foreign company transacting business through
another firm operating in China could be deemed to have "set up a
business agent in China," 29 thereby having an establishment in
China. Tax officials, however, have expressed their intention to incorporate into the FEITL the common distinction between independent and dependent agents.33 0 If this distinction is adopted, a
foreign company's use of a trading or other firm that also acts for
other companies will not create an establishment for purposes of
the FEITL. The appointment of an agent that acts exclusively for
the foreign company with authority to conclude business transactions on its behalf may, however, create an establishment and thus
subject the foreign company to taxation on its Chinese net income.
This issue awaits more practical experience before any conclusions
can be drawn.
Both representative offices and business agents rent their
space from state-owned entities, such as hotels, and are therefore
not taxpayers under the PURETA. ssl
however, these banks have been taxed at an industrial and commercial tax rate of ten percent on their business income less interest paid on deposits. Industrial and Commercial Tax
Notice, supra note 102, art. 3. Foreign banks apparently are not allowed to deduct interest
paid on their deposits but are taxed on their gross revenues, which is the approach provided
in the CICTA. See id.; Explanation of Questions Regarding the Adjustment of the Industrial and Commercial Tax Rates on Certain Products and the Expansion of Taxable Items
(issued by the Industrial and Commercial Tax Section, General Bureau of Taxation, Ministry of Finance), 1982 CAIZHENG (FiNANcE) No. 8,at 23, 24. The rate applicable to foreign
bank branches is not specified in the CICTA. See CICTA, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates.
329. See FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 2, para. 1.
330. Comments of PRC tax officials at Hong Kong Seminar on P.R.C. Taxation and
Accounting Practices, June 15, 1982. At present, a company cannot obtain an advance ruling
regarding whether its agents will be considered independent or dependent. In some other
situations, the tax administration will attempt to provide guidance on how a transaction will
be taxed. Although no formal ruling system exists such as those found in the United States
and other countries, the tax authorities are becoming more accommodating and efficient in
responding to requests for advance rulings.
331.

See supra text accompanying notes 282-83.
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B. Consignment Sales and Service Centers
Chinese entities sometimes sell a foreign company's products
on a consignment or agency basis. A Chinese entity may also establish a "service center" to service and sell parts for a foreign company's machinery in China. These arrangements can subject the
foreign company to the FEITL, to the CICTA, or to both.
A recent Ministry of Finance tax notice 8 2 provides that if a

business "organ" is independently established for the foreign company and has as its sole or primary function the sale on an agency
basis of the company's products, or the maintenance and sale of
parts for its machinery, the foreign company will be subject to the
FEITL establishment tax on any "profit" 33 3- it earns, and to the
CICTA on its "business income."' ' Evidently, for purposes of the
FEITL, the agency relationship, in combination with the specially
created business organ, creates an establishment.,335 Even though
an establishment is deemed to exist, however, the foreign company's tax exposure remains unclear. Although the company will
be subject to the FEITL's progressive rates on its Chinese source
income, the precise source rules on the sale of goods have yet to be
formulated. Similarly, no source rules currently exist regarding the
performance of services, such as the maintenance of machinery, although this situation is likely to be characterized as generating
Chinese source income.
If no business organ is specially established and a Chinese entity merely sells a foreign company's goods on a consignment or
agency basis, the FEITL will not apply."3 " The CICTA may apply,
however, depending on the nature of the consignment or agency
arrangement. If the Chinese entity does not actually purchase the
goods but simply takes delivery for sale at a price set by the foreign company, or at a mutually agreed upon price, with the parties
sharing the sales proceeds according to an agreed ratio, the foreign
company will be subject to the CICTA on its share of the sales
332. Notice of the General Tax Bureau of the Ministry of Finance Regarding Questions of the Levy of Tax on the Agency or Consignment Sale of Goods or the Establishment
of Maintenance Service Centers and the Agency Sale of Spare Parts and Fittings by Chinese
Corporations and Enterprises Entrusted by Foreign Businesses (Oct. 6, 1983), 1983
CAIZanNG (Fm
NAcH) No. 12, at 50 [hereinafter cited as Consignment Notice].
333. Id. art. 1. The term "profit" presumably corresponds to the concept of net income
under the FEITL. See supra text accompanying notes 210-213.
334. Consignment Notice, supra note 332, art. 1.
335. See supra text accompanying notes 201-204.
336. Consignment Notice, supra note 332, art. 2.
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proceeds.33 7 If, on the other hand, the Chinese entity imports the
goods and resells them at a price that it determines independently,
the foreign company will be exempt from the CICTA.33s
C.

Compensation Trade

In a typical compensation trade or counter-trade project, a
foreign company provides machinery, equipment, or technology to
a Chinese entity and receives payment in kind. The in-kind payment can consist of goods produced with the transferred assets,
other goods, or some combination of the two.3 39 The foreign company usually resells these goods in the international market or in
its home market.
Compensation trade can be broadly characterized in two alternative ways. The Chinese typically describe compensation trade as
a loan transaction: the foreign company "lends" the machinery or
equipment to the Chinese unit and the loan is repaid in kind.34°
Under this interpretation, the value of the goods that are used to
repay the loan represents both principal and interest. Alternatively, compensation trade can be viewed as an installment sale of
the machinery or equipment, or what the Chinese term, in other
situations, a "deferred payment" arrangement. 1 Under this approach, each in-kind payment represents an installment payment
of the purchase price and an interest component. 2 Under either
interpretation, if the foreign company provides some training or
technical services in addition to the equipment, a portion of the inkind payment would be payment for these services. If technology is
also transferred, part of the in-kind payment can be viewed as a
license fee, or, in the Chinese terminology, a "fee for the use of
337. Id. art. 2. An exception exists for chemical products, instruments, and equipment
sold by Chinese enterprises on behalf of foreign businesses for use by Chinese and foreign
oceangoing freighters. The sales proceeds are evidently exempted from the CICTA regardless of how the prices are determined because it is assumed that the goods will be provided
directly from bonded warehouses to the freighters. Id. art. 4.
338. Id. art. 3. Under a possible reading of the Consignment Notice, a foreign company would be exempt from the FEITL, as well as from the CICTA, even if an independent
place of business existed for the sale of its products, if the pricing were handled as described
in the text. See Consignment Notice, supra note 332, arts. 1 & 3.
339.
Compensation trade is different from a straight barter transaction, which involves the simple exchange of products.
340. See BUCRANG MAOYI (COMPENSATION TRADE) (He Xinhao ed. 1980).
341. See supra note 250 and accompanying text.
342. A similar analysis applies to a lease-sale or hire-purchase transaction, where each
in-kind payment represents a payment of the interest and principal on the installment
purchase of the equipment. See supra note 262 and accompanying text.
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proprietary rights."3 4 3
The tax consequences of compensation trade depend upon
which interpretation is adopted, upon whether the foreign company is deemed to have an establishment in China, and upon the
applicable source rules. For example, if the installment sale characterization were adopted, and if the foreign company were deemed
to have an establishment in China, then at the least, the interest
component inherent in the in-kind payment would presumably be
taxable on a net basis at progressive rates, as would any technology
or service fees. Moreover, if the sale of the machinery and equipment generated Chinese source income - an unknown question at
present because the relevant source rules have not been formulated
- any gain on the sale would also be taxable. 44 If the foreign company were not deemed to have an establishment, only the interest
component and any technology or service fees would be taxable,
but on a gross rather than on a net basis. The gain on the sale,
even if it were Chinese source income, would not be taxable under
the FEITL's withholding tax because it would
not be one of the
3 45
tax.
that
to
subject
income
of
categories
If the loan characterization were adopted, and if the foreigner
were deemed to have an establishment in China, the interest component inherent in the in-kind payment would again be taxable on
a net basis at progressive rates, as would any technology and service fees. If the foreigner were actually to obtain possession of the
equipment or machinery at the end of the loan, no further tax consequences would result. Usually, however, the foreign company
does not receive back the actual assets that were lent; instead, it
receives back the value of such assets in kind. If the lent assets
themselves are not returned, the putative loan is similar to an instalment sale. The loan of an asset that is repaid in kind would
appear to constitute a realization under generally accepted principles of taxation. If any gain realized were treated as Chinese source
income, it would be taxed on a net basis at the FEITL's progressive rates; any loss would presumably reduce the taxpayer's net income. If the loan characterization were adopted but the foreigner
were not deemed to have an establishment in China, the interest
component and technology or service fees would be subject to the
withholding tax.
343. See supra note 196 and accompanying text.
344. Indications are that such a sale would not be characterized as generating Chinese
source income. See infra text accompanying note 375.
345. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983.
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A critical element in the tax treatment of compensation trade

is whether the foreign company is deemed to have an establishment. Although the FEITL does not refer explicitly to compensation trade arrangements, these projects could fall within the "site"
category of the definition of "establishment. I' 8 The Chinese, how-

ever, have stated that they do not consider compensation trade arrangements as creating establishments.u

Until recently, foreign

companies were therefore taxed under the twenty percent withholding tax on the part of the in-kind payments that represented
payments of interest,
technology, or service fees. The tax was with34 8
held in kind.
Subsequently, however, both for administrative reasons and to
encourage this type of business, the Chinese have decided to allow
a provisional exemption from the FEITL withholding tax, with the
approval of the local tax authorities, for the interest paid in
kind.34 9 This exemption only applies if both the principal and in-

terest elements in a compensation trade arrangement are paid in
kind. If the interest is paid in kind but the principal is paid with
foreign exchange, an uncommon situation at present, the interest
remains subject to the withholding tax3 50
No similar exemption has been explicitly provided for technology or service fees paid in kind, although companies engaged in
346. See supra Part H(D)(1).
347. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
348. The FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 32, state that income subject to withholding may include payments made in kind. The authors understand that the Chinese
payor in this situation withheld products equal in value to twenty percent of the total
payback and converted these into cash for payment to the tax authorities.
349. Interest Regulations, supra note 254, arts. 2(5) & 3, para. 3. Leasing fees paid in
kind benefit from the same exemption. On the lease-sale or hire-purchase aspects of compensation trade, see supra note 342. The regulations also cover arrangements akin to compensation trade whereby the foreigner provides equipment or technology that a Chinese unit
uses to process or assemble materials or parts into finished goods for the foreigner. Like
compensation trade, these projects can be characterized as loans or installment sales. The
Chinese entity in these cases often discounts or reduces the processing or assembly fees
payable to it by the foreigner. This discount or reduction is in lieu of the payment by the
Chinese of principal and interest for the equipment. Under the regulations, this discount
will not result in withholding tax. Id. art. 2(5). The authors are unaware that the withholding tax had ever been applied in this situation even prior to the Interest Regulations.
350. Reply of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Question of Exemption from
Income Tax in Cases of the Use of Products to Repay the Price and Interest for Equipment
and Fees for the Use of Proprietary Technology (Mar. 9, 1983), 1983 CMZHENG (FINANCE)
No. 5, at 45 [hereinafter cited as Interest Reply]. Presumably, this rule is intended to discourage foreigners from requiring any part of the payment in compensation trade transactions to be made in foreign exchange, thus furthering the main Chinese goal for compensation trade of saving foreign exchange.
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compensation trade may benefit from the 1982 regulations exempting technology and related service fees from taxation in certain circumstances. 51 Thus, for the present, foreign companies engaging
in compensation trade and related projects will in many cases be
exempt from Chinese income taxation.
The Chinese party in compensation trade is subject to the industrial and commercial tax, which applies to both the importation
of the equipment and the sale of any of the finished goods that are
not part of the payback to the foreigner.3 52 The products received
by the foreign party in a compensation trade transaction could
conceivably be subject to the CICTA. The CICTA, however, has
not been applied to this situation. The tax authorities apparently
consider that for the foreign participant, compensation trade is not
a "business conducted by an establishment within China" for the
purposes of the CICTA 5 3
The PURETA does not affect foreign parties in compensation
trade because the land and buildings used in these projects are
3 54
owned by the Chinese party.
351. See supra notes 272-73 and accompanying text. A positive factor in determining
whether technology is being offered at "preferential terms" is whether the payment is made
in kind, thus saving foreign exchange. If the "advanced" test is also satisfied, the technology
may be eligible for the withholding tax exemption under the Technology Regulations, supra
note 268. The title of the Interest Reply, supra note 350, refers to "fees for the use of
proprietary technology," suggesting that a question was raised under either the Technology
Regulations, supra note 268, or the Interest Regulations, supra note 254. Neither the Technology Regulations nor the Interest Regulations provide any blanket exemption for technology fees paid in kind; consequently, the import of the above reference is unclear.
352. The Chinese party is subject to the 1972 Act, supra note 82. See supra text accompanying notes 89-92. Exemptions from the industrial and commercial tax for imports
may generally be available to the Chinese party. See Regulations of the Ministry of Finance
Regarding the Levy and Exemption of the Industrial and Commercial Tax on Imported and
Exported Goods (approved by the State Council, Dec. 30, 1980), art. 2, 1980 STATE COUNCIL
GAzTrrs 15, 16 [hereinafter cited as Import/Export Regulations]. See also Wen Wei Pao
(Hong Kong), May 13, 1983, at 8; Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong), May 18, 1983, at 1; CHINA
ECON. NEws, Feb. 20, 1984, at 4. The Chinese are also considering revisions of the industrial
and commercial tax to exempt exports by Chinese entities of compensation trade products.
Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983. The authors are unaware of any recent developments in this area.
353. See supra note 97 and accompanying text. This analysis parallels the Chinese
view that compensation trade does not create an "establishment" for purposes of the
FEITL. See supra text accompanying note 347. Compare the situation with regard to cooperative ventures, infra Part mI(D).
354.

See supra text accompanying note 279.
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Cooperative Ventures

In cooperative ventures, also known as non-equity, "contractual" joint ventures, or co-production projects, the Chinese and
foreign parties contribute resources or technology and share profits
according to a contractual arrangement. In some cases, the profits
are paid in kind with the goods produced by the venture. The Chinese and foreign parties calculate and pay tax separately,3 5 5 the
Chinese under relevant domestic tax legislation," 8 the foreign
party under the FEITL and other relevant tax laws.
A foreign company engaging in a cooperative venture is considered to have an establishment in China and is taxable under the
FEITL on its Chinese source net income at progressive rates. 57
Foreign companies receiving their profits in kind calculate their
gross income based on the sales price to a third party or by reference to the prevailing market price of the goods in question.5 " The
latter standard, which refers to the current sales price of the goods
in China, is used only if no actual third party sale takes place. 59
355. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 3. See also Wang Xuanhui, Concretely
Explain the Scope of Taxpayers, Give Lenient Considerationto the Tax Burden of Medium and Small Enterprises,1982 CAMZHENG (FiNAN CE) No. 7, at 42. For tax purposes the
author of the cited article compares cooperative ventures to partnerships in the West. This
separate tax payment for participants in cooperative ventures is applicable in the absence of
"separate stipulations" by the tax authorities. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 3. A
tax official has suggested that in the case of small-scale cooperative projects where it is not
"convenient" to calculate and pay tax separately, such separate stipulations may be made.
Wang Xuanhui, supra at 42.
The Chinese sometimes refer to a "Type A" contractual joint venture that, despite the
name, is treated for most purposes like an equity joint venture and taxed under the JVITL.
See ZHONGGUO Touzi ZHsNAN (GuIDE To INvESTMENT IN CHINA) 46-47 (1982), a book sponsored by the Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade (MOFERT) [hereinafter
cited as MOFERT Gums. All page references are to the Chinese text]. The main difference
between a Type A contractual joint venture and an equity joint venture is that in the former
case, labor and utilities may be contributed as equity by the Chinese party whereas these
are not allowable contributions in equity joint ventures.
356. FEITL, supra note 2, art. 3.
357. FEITL, supra note 2, arts. 1-3; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, arts. 2 & 4. In
some cases, a deemed profit system may be applicable to foreign companies participating in
contractual joint ventures. See infra note 380 and accompanying text.
358. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 26, para. 1.
359. See id. See also Wang Xuanhui, Determine Prices, Reasonably Calculate the
Amount of Income from Division of Products, 1983 CMZHENG (FINANcE) No. 1, at 35. Wang
states that since the CICTA is also levied on the foreigner's share of products, see infra text
accompanying note 367, "leniency" should be applied in determining the relevant price for
purposes of the FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 26, para. 1. Wang suggests that in the
case of agricultural and related products, the price may be determined by reference to the
commercial price charged to state enterprises; for industrial products, the ex-factory price
may be used or if there is no ex-factory price, the commercial wholesale price charged to
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The foreign participant in a cooperative venture which imports items either as part of its contribution to the venture or at a
later stage in order to carry out the project is generally subject to
the CICTA, although special exemptions are available.-3 0 These exemptions apply to customs duties as well as to the CICTA and fall
into four broad categories:
(1) machines, equipment, spare parts, and materials
used directly in oil exploration and development and
spare parts and materials needed for the manufacture of
machinery and equipment for use in oil exploitation
operations;36 '
(2) advanced machinery and equipment unavailable
in China and materials needed for building factories, provided the cooperative venture is engaged in one of a wide
range of activities that includes energy development, rail32
ways, highways and harbors, industry, and agriculture;
(3) building materials, auxiliary equipment for building hotels, and other necessities for the construction of
tourist hotels; 6 3 and
state enterprises may be used as a reference. Wang Xuanhui, supra at 36. The ex-factory
price refers to the price charged by industrial enterprises for goods transferred to the commercial sector. In the case of an integrated enterprise, the ex-factory price is typically calculated by increasing the costs of manufacture by any taxes paid on the transfer, see the
constructive sales rules, supra text accompanying notes 108-10, and by a reasonable profit
element. Qriy GuANLi XIAO CuDIAN, supra note 149, at 47.
Foreign enterprises engaged in offshore oil exploitation projects are deemed to receive
income when they receive their share of oil. Their income is computed on the basis of a
price which is adjusted periodically according to the international market price of crude oil
of similar quality. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 26, para. 2. See Sui Zhong, Lecture
Course on Taxation, Lesson 10: The Foreign EnterpriseIncome Tax, 1984 CAIZHENG (FINANcE)

No. 3, at 34-35.

360. Regulations Regarding the Supervision and Control of and the Levy and Exemption of Tax on Goods Imported and Exported by Chinese-Foreign Cooperative Ventures
(promulgated Jan. 31, 1984), art. 4(1), 1984 STATE COUNcIL GAZETTE 100 [hereinafter cited
as Cooperative Venture Tax Regulations]. For the rules that apply in the absence of these
exemptions, see CICTA, supra note 82, art. 6.
361. Cooperative Venture Tax Regulations, supra note 360, art. 4(1); Regulations Concerning the Levy and Exemption of Customs Duties and Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax on Imports and Exports of Goods for Chinese-Foreign Cooperative Exploitation
of Offshore Petroleum (Feb. 28, 1982) (approved by the State Council, promulgated by the
General Administration of Customs and the Ministry of Finance, Apr. 1, 1982), art. 1, Annex, Points 1, 2, 3, 1982 STATE COUNciL GAZETTE 181.
362. Cooperative Venture Tax Regulations, supra note 360, art. 4(2).
363. Id. art. 4(3). Article 4(3) refers to "Regulations Regarding the Levy and Exemption of Tax on Materials Imported for the Construction of Tourist Hotels by Absorbing
Overseas Chinese Capital and Foreign Capital." These regulations were apparently formulated in 1979 but have never been published.
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(4) raw materials, components, spare parts, supplementary materials, and packing materials specifically imported from abroad to process products for sale
abroad.,8'
For the first three categories above, the exemption applies
only if the items covered are imported in accordance with an approved contract as the investment or additional investment of the
foreign business. 6 5 In all cases, a recapture provision applies; if
any items that received an exemption are sold or transferred without authorization, or, in the case of the fourth category above, the
processed products are not exported, the CICTA and any customs
duties that were originally exempted must be paid.-6 '
The CICTA is imposed on the sale of products produced by
cooperative ventures; no special provisions apparently apply. If the
foreign party receives its profits from the venture in kind, the consolidated tax is applied to the sales proceeds provided the products
are sold within or exported directly from China. If the foreign company takes its in-kind share out of China for later resale in its
home market or in the international market, it is unclear whether
the Chinese will assess the consolidated tax in kind or use a "prevailing market price" theory such as that used for purposes of the
FEITL and collect the tax in cash. 6 '
The Chinese have provided for the possibility of reductions in
or exemptions from the industrial and commercial tax for exports
of cooperative ventures if payment of the tax would cause "difficulties.116 8 It is unclear whether this favorable treatment extends only
to the Chinese participant on its share of export proceeds or also
applies to the foreign participant. Foreign companies paying the
364. Cooperative Venture Tax Regulations, supra note 360, art. 6.
365. Id. art. 4.
366. Id. arts. 6 & 9.
367. Wang Xuanhui, supra note 359, at 36 suggests that the latter may be the Chinese
intention. In at least one case, however, involving cooperative offshore petroleum projects,
the Chinese have provided for the consolidated tax to be levied in kind. Regulations Regarding the Use of Crude Oil for the Payment of the Industrial and Commercial Consolidated
Tax and the Mining Area Use Fee in the Chinese-Foreign Cooperative Development of Oil
(Apr. 3, 1982) (on file
with the authors).
368. Tax Reduction and Exemption, supra note 163, at 47. The Cooperative Venture
Tax Regulations, supra note 360, make no reference to the application of the CICTA to
exports, stating only that customs duties must be paid on cooperative venture products to
which export duties apply. Cooperative Venture Tax Regulations, supra note 360, art. 8.
These duties currently apply to thirty-four products. Notice of the General Administration
of Customs Concerning the Levy of Export Duties, June 1, 1982, see Ta Kung Pao (Hong
Kong), May 28, 1982, at 2.
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industrial and commercial tax on sales or service income may, in
any event, deduct the tax in computing their taxable income for
purposes of the FEITL.6 9
In most cooperative ventures, the Chinese partner provides
the use of land and buildings. Unlike in the case of equity joint
ventures,370 no legal entity exists to which the right to use the land
and building may be transferred, so the Chinese partner remains
the owner of the right. Accordingly, the Chinese partner is the taxpayer for purposes of the PURETA3 72 although it may seek by
contract or otherwise to shift part of its tax burden to the foreign
partner.
E.

ContractedProjects

A foreign company whose business activity consists of what
the Chinese call a "contracted project," such as a construction, installation, or assembly project is deemed to have an "establishment" in China by virtue of the project "site," and is therefore
taxable under the FEITL on its Chinese source net income at progressive rates, 7 2 although special exemptions have been provided.
The Chinese view construction, installation, or assembly sites
as encompassing three common situations. 373 The first includes a
foreign company that sells equipment to a Chinese entity and then
sends employees to the customer's site for a period of time to provide ancillary installation, construction, training, or related services. The second situation involves a foreign company that contracts with a Chinese entity for a construction project, seismic
survey, or other "service" project, perhaps including the incidental
sale of some machinery or equipment. This situation encompasses
the foreign companies hired to perform exploration and other work
for China's offshore oil development projects. The third situation
covers a foreign company that provides on-site installation, training, or other technical services in conjunction with a transfer of
technology.
The first situation has been explicitly exempted from the tax
on an establishment's net income through 1990.' 74 Even without an
369.
370.
371.
372.
373.
374.
trial and

FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 9.
See supra text accompanying note 281.
See supra text accompanying note 279.
FEITL, supra note 2, arts. 1-3; FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, arts. 2 & 4.
Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
Provisional Regulations of the Ministry of Finance Regarding the Levy of IndusCommercial Consolidated Tax and Enterprise Income Tax on Foreign Businesses
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exemption, only the service income and not the sales income would
be taxable because the sale of goods or equipment to China by a
foreign company is apparently not regarded as Chinese source income.3 7 5 In the third situation above, in the case of a foreign company's provision of technical services in connection with a transfer
of new technology, the Chinese also seem to be leaning in favor of
an exemption;3 7 6 they have already exempted from the tax on net
income through 1990 income received from technical instruction,
consulting, and other technical services provided on-site to Chinese7
37
enterprises for the modernization of their existing technology.
To the extent that income received under any of these situations
involves fees for the use of proprietary technology, the FEITL
37 8
withholding tax will apply.
In only the second situation above - foreign companies contracting for a "service" project in China - has the tax on an establishment's net income been applied. Companies in this situation
may pay tax on the basis of their actual net income, calculated in
accordance with the normal FEITL rules '7 For companies engaging in contracted projects which are unable to substantiate adequately their costs and expenses, the Chinese have provided an alternative approach under which the FEITL rates are applied to a
"deemed profit" equal to ten percent of the company's total
receipts.38 0
Contracting for Project Work and Providing Labor Services (July 5, 1983), art. 2(1), 1984
CAIZHENG (FInACe) No. 7, at 46 [hereinafter cited as Project and Labor Regulations].
375. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Mar. 9, 1983.
376. Id.
377. Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, art. 2(2).
378. See id. art. 2; see also supra text accompanying notes 266-273.
379. The FEITL rules for the calculation of net income of a service company correspond to those of the JVITL. See supra note 149.
380. Initially, this system was available only to subcontractors involved in petroleum
development projects. FEITL Regulations, supra note 4, art. 24, para. 2; [Document] Regarding the Question of Calculation of the Income of Enterprises Contracting for the Exploration and Development of Offshore Petroleum Resources (Apr. 6, 1982), HANDBOOK, supra
note 9, at 40. Although the regulations could be interpreted to mean that the deemed rate is
mandatory for petroleum subcontractors, and one commentator, Wang Xuanhui, supra note
359, at 36, so states, an official has indicated that while subcontractors are generally likely to
prefer the deemed profit system, they may also elect to substantiate their actual costs and
expenses and calculate their taxable income according to the FEITL's usual rules. Gelatt
discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Nov. 22, 1982. Indeed, until recently, subcontractors operating in South China were given the choice between the two approaches.
Gelatt discussion with foreign oil company representative, Mar. 23, 1983. Recently, the Chinese have developed new rules for oil subcontractors with respect to the deemed profit system. Under these rules, applied by the Offshore Oil Tax Bureau, but not formally published,
drilling service subcontractors are required to pay tax on their net income and may not use
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The Chinese have not set a minimum period within which a
project can be completed without creating an establishment for tax
purposes. Both the FEITL regulations, which provide only that
foreign enterprises that have operated in China for less than one
year are taxable on the income earned during the actual period of
operation,"8 1 and the deemed profit approach, which is intended to
respond to the needs of companies involved in "relatively short"
projects,8 2 suggest that no minimum period is contemplated for
tax purposes. Chinese tax officials, however, have stated that they
intend to set such a period within which a project can be completed without creating an establishment, an approach used by
some other countries and often incorporated into tax treaties.383
the deemed profits approach. All other subcontractors in the offshore oil business must generally use the deemed profits system, but can apply to the local tax authorities for net income tax treatment.
Net income tax treatment will be approved only if evidence satisfactory to the tax authorities is provided by the taxpayer showing that it: (1) has an account in China with the
Bank of China; (2) is able to determine the profits and losses of its Chinese operations
independently of its other operations; (3) is able to maintain independent accounting
records and books that apply exclusively to its Chinese operations; and (4) is able to provide
"lawful" vouchers for all expenses (i.e., vouchers that will be acceptable to the Chinese tax
authorities). In addition, the taxpayer must provide evidence, certified by a foreign accounting firm that maintains a registered representative office in China, of the original purchase
price of any rig, vessel, or other capital item directly used in performing operations under
the subcontract in order that the tax authorities can verify depreciation deductions. If the
application of the taxpayer is approved, but the taxpayer subsequently proves unable to
meet any of the requirements set forth above, the local tax authorities may impose fines and
other penalties on the taxpayer and may change the basis of taxation.
The deemed profit rate for oil subcontractors is likely to be increased in the near future.
The Chinese have recently extended the ten percent deemed profit system to all foreign
contracted projects in China. Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, art. 3. Under
these regulations, a foreign company may, with the approval of the local tax office, use the
deemed profit system in a case where the period of work or provision of services is relatively
short and accurate evidence of costs and expenses cannot be provided. Id.
Neither the FEITL Regulations nor the Project and Labor Regulations appear on their
face to limit the use of the deemed profit system to foreign companies contracting independently for projects in China. Thus, this system would appear to be applicable to a foreign
company participating in a contractual joint venture that performs construction services,
exploration services, etc.
381. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 34. A commentary notes that this provision is intended to tax foreign enterprises operating for less than one year at the FEITL rate
applicable to the actual income earned, rather than basing the rate on the annualized
amount of income. Wang Xuanhui, Facilitate Tax Payment Procedures on the Basis of a
Strict and Impartial Tax System, 1983 CAzHmG (FINANCE) No. 2, at 32.
382. Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, art. 3.
383. The period of six months has been used by the Chinese in various tax treaty
negotiations but the period to be fixed for general purposes under the FEITL has not yet
been decided. Gelatt discussion with Ministry of Finance tax official, Feb. 23, 1983. The
Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, make it clear that a tax treaty supersedes
the Regulations. Id. art. 6.
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Service income earned by foreign companies from contracted
projects in China is subject to the CICTA. The Chinese have provided the same exemptions under the CICTA, valid through 1990,
as those granted under the FEITL for service income earned in
connection with equipment sales and in connection with "technical
reform" projects for Chinese enterprises. 84
Companies taxable on the establishment basis under the
FEITL, such as the petroleum service subcontractors, pay the
CICTA and may deduct the latter tax in calculating taxable income under the FEITL. s5 Although the CICTA is normally imposed on gross receipts,38 6 a recent regulation allows the deduction
of certain expenses by companies engaged in contracted projects
for purposes of both the CICTA and the FEITL 3 87 These expenses
include payments to Chinese or foreign subcontractors, 8 8 payments for the purchase of equipment outside of China for purposes
of the project, and payments for data analysis and processing done
outside of China. 8
The PURETA does not apply to foreign companies engaged in
an installation or related project, since the land remains owned by
the Chinese.39 0
384. Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, art. 2. See also supra text accompanying note 374. Although nowhere is it explicitly stated, taxation under the CICTA, which
applies with respect to "establishments" within China, see supra note 97 and accompanying
text, seems generally to be accompanied by establishment treatment under the FEITL. Consequently, if a foreign company's income is taxed under the FEITL on a withholding basis
and not on an establishment net income basis, the CICTA seems not to be applied to the
company, and vice versa. See supra note 320 and accompanying text. Not enough experience yet exists, however, to know whether an "establishment" will always be interpreted in
the same way for purposes of both the FEITL and the CICTA.
385. FEITL Regulations, supra note 6, art. 9. A company taxed on the deemed profit
basis, see supra note 380 and accompanying text, cannot deduct the CICTA for FEITL
purposes.
386. See supra text accompanying note 98.
387. Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, art. 1.
388. Id. art. 1(1). A foreign company that subcontracts part of the project to another
foreign company is responsible for withholding the CICTA from its payments to the latter.
If the deemed profit rate has been adopted for the latter, the payor must also withhold the
FEITL. Project and Labor Regulations, supra note 374, art. 4.
389. Id. arts. 1(2) & (3). The deductions noted in the text supra accompanying notes
388-89 are not available to a company paying tax on the deemed profit basis. See supra note
380 and accompanying text. Like the deemed profit system, the tax treatment described in
notes 386-89 and accompanying text would appear to apply to a foreign company in a cooperative venture as well as to a foreign company performing a contracted project independently in China.
390. See supra text accompanying note 279.
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Equity Joint Ventures

As discussed in Part II (B), until recently joint ventures had
been subject to the CICTA. The Chinese have now decided to apply the domestic 1972 Industrial and Commercial Tax Act to equity joint ventures,3 91 in situations which the 1972 Act's rates are
lower than those of the CICTA.3912 Although the 1972 Act has essentially the same rules and structure as the CICTA, in many cases
its rates are lower, affording an advantage to equity joint
ventures.3 93

Various exemptions from the industrial and commercial tax
are available to equity joint ventures. 9 4 Machinery, equipment,
parts, and other materials imported under a joint venture contract
as part of the foreign participant's capital contribution are exempt
from the industrial and commercial tax and from customs duties. 9 5 Such items are also exempt if imported by a joint venture
with funds that are within the total amount of its investment, 9 6 or
with funds that are in excess of its investment if, in this latter case,
proper authorization is obtained and if the production and supply
of such items cannot be assured within China. 9 7 Also free from tax
are raw materials, auxiliary materials,3 98 spare parts, components,
391. See supra note 93 and accompanying text.
392. See Ta Kung Pao (Hong Kong), Sept. 28, 1983, at 3. Ma Meili, China's New
Policy on the the Utilization of Foreign Funds, in GumE To CmNA'S FOREIGN ECONOMIC
RELATIONS AND TRa.
INVEsTmENT SPEcIAL 168-169 (Policy Research Department and Foreign Investment Administration, Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade ed.
1983).
393. See 1972 Act, supra note 82, Schedule of Taxable Items and Rates, which includes a useful column listing the CICTA items and rates for comparative purposes. In addition to lowering some of the CICTA rates, the 1972 Act omits a number of items. See id.
394. Regulations Regarding the Supervision and Control of the Levy and Exemption
of Tax on Goods Imported and Exported by Chinese-Foreign Joint Ventures (promulgated
by the General Administration of Customs, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of
Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, Apr. 30, 1984), 1984 STATE COUNCIL GAZETrE 365
[hereinafter cited as Joint Venture Goods Regulations].
395. Id. art. 4(1); Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 71(1). "Other
materials" are defined for purposes of this provision as materials required for a joint venture's construction of its factory or site or used for the installation and reinforcement of
machinery. Id.
396. Joint Venture Goods Regulations, supra note 394, art. 4(2); Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 71(2). The total amount of investment is defined as the
total of the venture's basic construction funds and its production circulating funds (working
capital) needed to be invested in accordance with the scale of production stipulated in the
joint venture contract and charter. Id. art. 20.
397. Joint Venture Goods Regulations, supra note 394, art. 4(3); Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 71(3).
398. "Auxiliary materials" refers to materials used in combination with other materials.
The Chinese term, fuliao, connotes a sense of "complementarity."
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and packaging materials imported by a joint venture for the pur-

pose of manufacturing goods for export. 99 To the extent that items
imported tax-free are diverted for sale in China, or in the case of
the exemption for goods used for manufacturing exports, the goods
are incorporated into products for sale in China, any taxes originally forgiven are recaptured. 00
Export sales are treated like any other sales for purposes of

the industrial and commercial tax.101 Consequently, a joint venture

that exports its products is in principle subject to the tax. Joint
ventures may, however, be exempted by the Ministry of Finance. 0
In addition, joint ventures that "have difficulty" at the beginning
of their operations paying tax on products produced for domestic
399. Joint Venture Goods Regulations, supra note 394, art. 6; Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 71(4). Although the language of the cited provisions indicates that all such items imported with the stated intention of using them to produce export
goods are exempt from the industrial and commercial tax, a document published in the
official organ of the Ministry of Finance states that only eighty-five to ninety-five percent of
any given batch of goods so imported will be exempt from tax. Tax Reduction and Exemption, supra note 163, at 47. The rationale for this provision is apparently to catch at the
outset some of the spillover to the domestic market that the Chinese find generally occurs
with goods imported for export production, rather than relying solely on the tax recapture
provisions discussed in infra text acccompanying note 400. Gelatt discussion with PRC legal
advisory office, June 30, 1983. The extent to which this Ministry of Finance policy is being
applied, in light of the language of the cited provisions, is unclear.
Joint ventures importing materials that they are to process into finished products for
export may benefit from a bonded warehouse system recently initiated under which such
materials are exempted from the industrial and commercial tax and from customs duties.
See Control Regulations of Customs for Bonded Warehouses for Imported Materials to be
Processed, (for trial implementation from Jan. 1, 1984), Wen Wei Pao (Hong Kong), Nov.
27, 1983, at 5.
400. Joint Venture Goods Regulations, supra note 394, art. 6; Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 71, para. 2.
401. Gelatt discussions with Ministry of Finance tax official, Nov. 22, 1982; see Import/Export Regulations, supra note 352, art. 1.
402. Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 72, pars. 2. The exemption
does not apply to items whose export is restricted by the state.
A recent document indicates that even in the case of products requiring export licenses,
which are presumably considered products whose export is restricted by the state, joint ventures may apply to the local tax authorities for exemption from the industrial and commercial tax. No indication is given in the document of the criteria for approval of such an application. It is also unclear why the document refers to local office approval, when the Joint
Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, requires Ministry of finance approval. Reply of
the General Taxation Bureau of the Ministry of Finance Concerning the Levy or Exemption
from the Consolidated Industrial and Commercial Tax on Export Products Produced by
Equity Joint Ventures and Co-Production Ventures Using Imported Raw Materials (June 2,
1984), 1984 CAIZHENG (FNAecC) No. 8, at 48. An exemption also exists from customs duties,
apparently without the need for Ministry of Finance approval. Joint Venture Goods Regulations, supra note 394, art. 8. Evidently, the Ministry's approval of the industrial and commercial tax exemption will suffice for customs duty purposes.
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sale may apply for a reduction in, or an exemption from, the industrial and commercial tax for a fixed period. 0 3
Under the Joint Venture Law, land and buildings may be
rented from the local government, or the Chinese party may contribute the right to the use of land or buildings to a joint venture.40 ' Joint ventures to which the right to the use of land or
buildings has been contributed by the Chinese party are subject to
the PURETA. 40 5 The PURETA, however, is no longer applied to
land used by a joint venture, and now applies solely to the use of
buildings.4 0 6 In addition, because the rates of the PURETA have
been incorporated into the rates of the 1972 Act,40 7 it will presumably cease to apply separately to joint ventures subject to those
rates.40 8
IV.

CONCLUSION

Now that the major elements of the tax structure for foreign
business are in place, Chinese officials can turn their attention to
resolving ambiguities, filling lacunae, and responding to the myriad
of situations and complexities unanticipated when the statutory
framework was being constructed - tasks faced by tax adminstrators everywhere. These further developments will occur against
a backdrop of the highly significant changes unfolding on China's
domestic tax front. These changes include the imposition of a corporate income tax on state enterprises which had previously
turned all their profits over to the state4 09 and the trial use of a
403.

Joint Venture Implementing Act, supra note 119, art. 72, para. 2. In some cases,

joint ventures sell their products directly in the domestic or export markets; in other cases,
they transfer them to a Chinese agency for sale. See Joint Venture Law, supra note 119, art.
9, para. 3. In the former case, joint ventures will presumably be subject to the constructive
sale rules of the industrial and commercial tax. See supra notes 108-10 and accompanying
text. It is unclear whether in these cases the exemptions discussed in the text accompanying
notes 402-403, would apply both to the "industrial" and "retail" levels of tax, or only to one
or the other. See supra note 110 and accompanying text.
404. See Joint Venture Law, supra, note 119, art. 5, para. 3.
405. See supra text accompanying note 281.

406. Tax Reduction and Exemption, supra note 163, at 47. Joint ventures were evidently exempted from the PURETA's tax on land by a 1980 Ministry of Finance document.
Gelatt discussion with PRC legal official, June 30, 1983.
407. See supra text accompanying note 277.
408. See supra note 392 and accompanying text.

409. Under these experiments, state enterprises will pay a fixed income tax rate of
fifty-five percent with the balance of their profits divided between the government and the
enterprise. Gradually, the practice of having state enterprises turn over all of their profits to
the government will be eliminated and will be replaced exclusively by an income tax. Smallscale state enterprises are already subject to an eight-rate progressive income tax and retain
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value added tax to correct defects in the industrial and commercial
0

tax.41

These domestic experiments seem designed to further a major
goal - the use of taxation as an "economic lever" that will assure
the state treasury an appropriate share of an enterprise's income
while encouraging both initiative and productivity. To a large extent, the evolution of the tax system for foreign business reflects
this same philosophy. The Chinese have attempted to balance
their right as a sovereign nation to participate in the gains accruing
to foreign companies with the need to encourage foreigners to provide capital and technology. The result thus far is a generally conventional tax system.
Foreign businessmen are of course heartened by these developments, but third world countries might be disappointed. Unlike
many other developing countries, China is in a position to innovate
and formulate alternative approaches to the traditional patterns of
international taxation - patterns that have evolved in the context
of the developed countries and should not be incorporated indiscriminately by a developing country."'
all of their after-tax income.
In addition to the income tax, state enterprises are subject to various other taxes, which
are being used on an experimental basis, including a fixed assets tax, or "fee," and an "adjustment tax" used to compensate for income differentials among enterprises attributable to
exogenous factors. See Bennett, China Slowly Levies New Taxes Designed to Spur Development, Asian Wall St. J., Mar. 18, 1983 at 1, col. 4; 80,000 Tax Workers to Help Institute
Taxation System, XiNHUA NEws BULLETIN, Mar. 16, 1983; Changing From Profits Turnover
to Taxation is the Direction, Jingji Ribao (Econ. Daily), Mar. 1, 1983, at 1; Why Are the
Eight-Scale Progressive Tax Rates Applied to Small-Scale Enterprises?, Jingji Ribao
(Econ. Daily), Mar. 1, 1983, at 2; Wu Ruqing & Sun Yunsu, supra note 83; Tax Payment to
Replace Profit Delivery in China's Enterprises, XiNHuA NEWS BULLETIN, Feb. 12, 1983;
Chai Wen, The Direction of Changing from Profits Turnover to Turnover of Taxes Should
be Confirmed, 1983 CAIZHENG (FINANCE) No. 2, at 23; Liu Zhicheng, Use the Tool of Taxation Well to Develop the Role of Taxation, 1983 CAiIAAo JNGii (FNANCE AND TRADE ECONomy) No. 1, at 13; Actively Support Enterprises' Carrying out the Change from Profits
Turnover to Turnover of Taxes, Renmin Ribao (People's Daily), Mar. 30, 1983, at 1; Provisional Measures [of the Ministry of Finance] for Changing from Profits Turnover to Taxation for State Enterprises (effective Jan. 1, 1983), Renmin Ribso (People's Daily), May 3,
1983, at 2; Wang Chuanlun, Some Notes on Tax Reform in China, 97 CHINA QUARTERLY 53
(1984).
410. See supra note 86 and accompanying text.
411. The need to reexamine these traditional patterns is graphically illustrated by the
United Nations' work on a model tax treaty for use between the developed and developing
countries. The United Nation's involvement was in response to the OECD's model tax
treaty, which has been widely accepted by the developed countries in their bilateral agreements, but is considered by many developing countries as unresponsive to their special circumstances and needs. See S. SURREY,UNITED NATIONS MODEL CONVENTION FOR TAx TREATIES BETwEEN DEVELOPED AND DEVELOPING CouNTRIEs: A DEsCRIPTION AND ANALYSIS (1980);
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But neither the international business community nor the
third world should pass final judgment on China's tax structure.
The adoption of a generally orthodox approach probably results
more from inexperience than from a decision not to innovate. As
tax officials gain more experience and confidence, they are likely to
develop techniques and approaches that deviate from the mainstream and fulfill the expectations of many third world leaders
that China will emerge as an intellectual leader in tax issues. In
every area of its contemporary legal development, China stresses
the importance of "walking on two legs" and "letting foreign things
serve China." Taxation should prove to be no exception.

United Nations Department of International Economic and Social Affairs, Tax Treaties Between Developed and Developing Countries (Eighth Report 1980); United Nations Department of International Economic and Social Affairs, United Nations Model Double Taxation
Convention Between Developed and Developing Countries (1980); OECD, Committee on
Fiscal Affairs, Model Double Taxation Convention on Income and Capital (1977).

